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SUMMARY
The experimental and theoretical research on the hydrogen under-potential deposition (UPD)
on Rh and Pt electrodes has led to determination of the Gibbs free energy (AG ^), the
standard entropy (AS^) and the standard enthalpy (AH^) ofadsorption based on a general
adsorption isotherm rederived in the course of this work. The research has resulted in
development of theoretical methodology allowing to evaluate, for the first time, the bond
energy between the metal substrate, M, and the under-potential deposited H (Hypo). ^M-H,

(here M = Pt or Rh). The impact of the specifically adsorbed anions on AG^, AS^ and
AH^s has also been studied. Cyclic-voltammetry measurements have been conducted on

Pt(poly), Rh(poly), Pt(lll) and Pt(lOO) electrodes in three different concentrations of
aqueous H^SO^ (0.05, 0.1 and 0.5 M) in the 273 - 353 K temperature range,

Theoretical treatment of the experimental data based on the general electrochemical
adsorption isotherm has allowed elucidation of AG^g as a function of the temperature, T, and
the H surface coverage, Q^,,^ Temperature dependence of AG ^ for a constant surface
coverage of the under-potential deposited H (Hypo) results in determination of AS^ and,

subsequently, AH^. Knowledge of AH^ is essential in following determination of the bond
energy between M and Hup^? ^M-H,mn' which is found to depend on OH,,on • The
experimentally evaluated value of E^_H is close to that of the bond energy between M and
the chemisorbed H (H^em), EM-H,hem • Proxlmlty of the magnitude of E^_H to that of
I^M-H-^- (here M = Pt or Rh) points to the similar binding mechanism of H under the
conditions involving presence of the electrified solid/liquid interface. Closeness of EM-H,.nn to
^M-Hchem ml§^t a^so Pomt to t^e same adsorption site of the two distinct H surface species,

thus indicating that Hup^ alike H^em ls strongly embedded in the surface lattice of the Rh and
Pt substrates.

Temperature-dependent research on the UPD H and anion adsorption on Pt(l 11) and Pt(lOO)
in 0.5M aqueous N2804 solution by cyclic-voltammetry, cv, conducted for the first time
ever, indicates that the overall adsorption/desorption charge density is affected by temperature

variation. In the case of Pt( 100), the Hypp coverage is affected only slightly by T increase
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whereas that of the anion decreases by 1/3 when T is raised from 293 to 328 K. This behavior
may be assigned to lateral repulsive interactions between the anionic species. Similar
measurements have been completed on a Pt(l 11) electrode. An analysis of the CV profiles for

Pt(lll) shows that the UPD H and anion adsoq^tion regions shift towards less-positive
potentials when T is raised. Integration of the CV's for Pt(lll) discloses that the overall
adsorption-desorption charge density is only slightly affected by temperature, T, variation and

that it decreases by 25 p-Ccm when T is raised from 275 to 338 K. Introductory
deconvolution of the CV into two components assigned to the UPD H and the anion

adsorption indicates that the charge density associated with the UPD H decreases by 20
[iC cm'2 whereas that of the anion adsorption decreases by only 5 |LiC cm , Because the
HUPD and anion adsorption regions on Pt(lll) in 0.05 M aq. H^S04 are separated, one may

determine AG^Hupo), AS^Hup^), AH^(HupD) and the Pt(lll)-HupD surface bond
energy, Bp^u.^ . An analysis of the AG^(HypQ) versus Q^ plots reveal that the UPD
H follows the Frumkin isotherm and the energy of lateral repulsions, co, and the respective
dimensionless parameter g are coverage independent. The value of Ep^m)_H is close to
the surface bond energy between the chemisorbed H, H^em •> and Pt(l 11), Ept(in)-H,hem •

The influence of submonolayers of chemisorbed sulfur, Schem ^ on t^le 1^)^> H on I>t(P°fy) an^

Pt(lll) electrodes was studied. The objectives of this part of research work have been; (a)
examination of changes in enthalpy of electroadsorption of H brought about by a
submonolayer of S^em °^ a well-defined coverage, (b) study of the lateral interaction energy
between H adatoms. The research has demonstrated that a monolayer of Schem on pt can ^e
formed by its immersion in aqueous Na^S solution. The S^em can be gradually removed
through oxidative desorption and its coverage can be controlled with the precision of some 12% of a mono layer. Theoretical treatment of the experimental results indicates that a
submonolayer of S^em having the nominal coverage of 0.10 increases the Gibbs free energy,
the entropy and the enthalpy ofadsorption for Hupp • The bond energy between Pt and Hypo
decreases in presence of Schem an(^ the effect is brought about by local electron withdrawing
effects that propagate through the underlying metal which acts as a mediator,
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SOMMAIRE
La recherche experimentale et theorique sur la deposition sous-nemstienne (DSN, angl. UPD)
de 1'hydrogene sur les electrodes de Rh et de Pt a mene a la determination de I'energie libre de

Gibbs (AG ds), de 1'entropie standard (AS^) et de 1'enthalpie standard (AH^) d'adsorption,
basee sur un isotherme general d'adsorption rederive au cours de ce travail. Cette recherche a
eu pour resultat un developpement de la methodologie theorique, ayant permis pour la
premiere fois 1'evaluation de 1'energie de liaison entre Ie substrat metallique, M, et Hupo.
E^_y (ici M = Pt ou Rh). Le role des anions specifiquement adsorbes sur AG^, AS^ et
AH^ a egalement ete etudie. Des mesures de voltamperometrie cyclique ont ete conduites

sur des electrodes Pt(poly), Rh(poly), Pt(lll) et Pt(lOO) dans des solutions aqueuses de
H2S04 et HC104 a trois concentrations differentes (0,01; 0,1 et 0,5 M) et dans un domaine
de temperature de 273 a 353 K.
Le traitement theorique des donnees experimentales, base sur 1'isotherme general d'adsorption
electrochimique, a permis 1'elucidation de AG^ en fonction de la temperature, T, et du
recouvrement de la surface par H, Q-a • La dependance de AG^ de la temperature pour
une valeur de 6^^ constant a pour resultat la determination de AS^ et, par la suite, de
AH^s. La connaissance de AH^ est essentielle pour la determination ulterieure de 1'energie
de liaison entre M et Hypo, E^_H , dependante de OHrm^ • ^a valeur de E^_H evaluee
est proche de celle de 1'energie de liaison entre M et H chimisorbe, (H^em), EM-H^.» • La
similitude des valeurs de Ey_H et de E^_H (ici M = Pt ou Rh) indique un mecanisme de
liaison de H similaire dans les deux cas, et ceci dans des conditions impliquant la presence
d'une interface liquide/solide electrifiee. La proximite de E^_Hypp et EM-Hchem POUITalt
egalement signifier un meme site d'adsorption pour les deux especes de surface distinctes
(HUPD? H^em), indiquant ainsi leur lien fort dans Ie reseau de surface de Rh et Pt.
L'etude de 1'influence de la temperature sur 1'UPD de H et 1'adsorption des anions sur Pt(lOO)
dans la solution aqueuse de N2804 (0,5 M) par voltamperometrie cyclique, VC, effectuee
pour la premiere fois, demontre que la densite de charge d'adsorption/desorption totale est
fortement affectee par la variation de temperature. Dans Ie cas de Pt(lOO), Ie recouvrement

de HUPD ne depend que legerement de 1'augmentation de T, alors que celui de 1'anion diminue
de 1/3 lorsque T varie de 293 a 328 K. Ce comportement peut etre assigne aux interactions
laterales repulsives entre les especes anioniques. Des mesures semblables ont ete efifectuees

sur 1'electrode Pt(lll). L'analyse des courbes VC pour Pt(lll) montre un deplacement des
domaines d'adsorption de HypD et des anions vers les potentiels moins positifs avec
1'augmentation de la temperature. L'integration des courbes VC dans Ie cas de Pt(l 11) revele
que la densite de charge d'adsorption-desorption totale est faiblement influencee par la
variation de temperature et qu'elle diminue de 25 |j,C cm lorsque T augmente de 275 a 338
K. Une premiere deconvolution des courbes VC en deux composantes assignees a
I'adsoq^tion de Hypo et a celle des anions indique que la densite de charge de Hypo diminue de
20 (J,Ccm~2 tandis que celle d'adsorption des anions diminue seulement de 5 |j,Ccm-2 en
elevant la temperature de 273 a 338 K. Grace au fait que les domaines d'adsorption de Hypo
et des anions sur Pt(lll) dans 0,05 M 113804 aqueuse soient separes, Ie AG^(HupD),

AS^(HUPD), AH^(HUPD) ainsi que 1'energie de liaison de surface du lien Pt(lll)-Hupo,
Iipt(m)-H peuvent etre determines. Une analyse des courbes AG^(Hupo) en fonction de
GH revele que HypD °beit a 1'isotherme de Frumkin et que 1'energie des repulsions laterales,
co, ainsi que Ie parametre sans dimension, g, ne dependent pas du recouvrement. La valeur de
]3pt(m)-HupD est proche a 1'energie de liaison de surface entre H chimisorbe, H^em' et Pt(l 11)?
EPt(lll)-H^-

L'influence des sous-monocouches du soufre chimisorbe, S^^, sur 1'UPD de H sur les

electrodes Pt(poly) et Pt(lll) a egalement ete etudiee. Les objectifs de cette partie de la
recherche ont ete les suivants: (a) etude des changements de 1'enthalpie d'electroadsorption de
H causes par une sous-monocouche de S^em' (b) stude de 1'energie d'interaction laterale entre
les adatomes de H. Selon les resultats, une monocouche de S^em sur Pt est formee par son
immersion dans une solution aqueuse de N028. Le S^em est graduellement elimine par une
desorption oxydante et son recouvrement peut etre controle avec une precision de 1-2% de
monocouche. Un traitement theorique des resultats experimentaux demontre qu'une sousmonocouche de S^em au recouvrement nominal de 0,10 fait augmenter 1'energie libre,
1'entropie et 1'enthalpie d'adsoq)tion de Hupp. L'energie de liaison entre Pt et Hupp decroit en
presence de S^hem' 1'effet etant du aux effets de retrait des electrons locaux qui se propagent a
travers Ie substrat metallique quijoue un role de mediateur.
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INTRODUCTION
i. General Outlook
The motivation to investigate the hydrogen-electrode surface interaction phenomena, the

hydrogen evolution reaction (HER)? hydrogen adsorption on metallic surfaces and H
absorption into host metals/alloys, originates from various sources. The domain of
heterogeneous catalysis, hydrogen storage and energy conversion, material science,
metallurgy, corrosion, electro-hydrogenation of organic compound are of significance in
current technology and hydrogen adsorption has practical implication in these areas (1-24).
Water electrolysis and hydrogen oxidation are two important processes of heterogeneous
catalysis and they constitute a main area research and technology development. Hydrogen is

converted electrochemicaly to electricity in fuel cells with high efficiency. The process is not a
subject to the limitations of the Camot Cycle, as it is in the case of fossil fuel and nuclear in
thermal power plants. In this context, knowledge of the thermodynamic and electronic state
of hydrogen on the surface of the electrocatalysts is of primary importance to hydrogen-based
fuel cells and the water electrolysis. It is the interaction with the substrate which determines
the efficiency of hydrogen oxidation and hydrogen ion reduction. The reasons why a
particular metal is the best catalyst for a given reaction are not fully resolved, while the role of

specific adsoq)tion sites and the possibility of selective poisoning (25-27) are another
interesting problem. Clearly, further research is required and many insights will come from
investigations using single-crystals electrodes, It is apparent that the catalytic activity of single
crystal Pt electrodes towards hydrogen adsoq)tion (28-30) is quite different. Above all, many
aspects of H adsorption or oxidation on polycrystalline Pt still need to be understood.
Hydrogen can dissolve in significant amounts in certain metals or metallic alloys, forming a
hydride. The process can be accomplished either under electrochemical or gas-phase

conditions. In electrochemical systems, the metal/metallic alloy to be hydrided is placed in
aqueous electrolyte and it is cathodically polarized. AB^-type and ABs-type intermetallic

alloys are frequently used as hosts of the absorbed H and they are commonly utilized as
anodes in primary and secondary batteries (15-19). These batteries are of growing importance
in portable electronic devices such as portable computers, cellular phones, pagers, etc. Thus,

1

with regard to the research on modem energy-storage devices, the research on metal-hydride
electrodes is clearly of great technological importance. Consequently, progress in the metal-

hydride science and technology depends on the comprehension of the basic steps involved in
H adsorption on the metal surface as well as H interfacial transfer into the metal bulk.
In corrosion science, knowledge of fundamental steps involved in H entry into the host metal
is of vital significance in protecting metal structures from undergoing H embrittlement, a

costly and often disastrous process. Undesirable entry of H into host metallic alloys limits its
application as a fuel in space and aviation technology as well as a fuel in internal combustion

engines; the H-induced material disintegration is highly enhanced by high operating pressures
and temperatures. Entry of hydrogen isotopes into metallic alloys is of primary concern in
fusion technology where H, D and T are either reactants or products of nuclear events;

diffusion of T through the metal shielding to the liquid Li cooling system leads to serious and
irreversible environmental problems (1-3, 5).
In general, whenever hydrogen plays any role in electrode processes, the hydrogen adsorption

behavior is very frequently discussed as a basic property of the electrode. The knowledge of
strength and nature of the electroadsoq)tive hydrogen bond on the surface of metals as well as

in appraisal of the adsorption site of H on metallic surfaces is of great importance in
hydrogen-surface electrode processes research. Assessment of the energy of the metal-

hydrogen bond which is essential in evaluation of strength, nature and the adsorption site of H
on metallic surfaces can be possible by thermodynamic studies. Whereas the energy of the
surface-hydrogen bond formed under gas-phase conditions is well documented (6) for various
transition metals, such data have not been reported for the surface bond between the
underpotentially deposited H and the metal substrate. To study thermodynamic of electrode
process, electrochemical methods or electrochemical methods coupled with surface analysis
techniques are used as an experimental methodology whereas the theoretical treatment is
based on an electrochemical isotherm and adsorption themiodynamics.
ii. Thermodynamics ofElectroadsorption, Electrochemical Adsorption Isotherms
An electrochemical adsoqrtion isotherm is a relationship between the coverage of substance i
adsorbed on the electrode, 6,, the activity of the adsorbate in the bulk solution, a, , and the

electrical state of the system, E or q^ , at a given temperature, T. The electrochemical
adsorption affects electrode processes by (a) detemiining the local reactant concentrations at

the electrode (b) determining indirectly the kinetics of electrochemical reactions proceeding at
the surface, e.g. with regard to reaction order.
When adsorbed intermediates are involved in consecutive electrochemical reactions, a more
direct and specific influence on the electrode kinetics may arise. So far, it has been supposed
that the adsorbed species from gas phase form a mono-molecular layer immediately adjacent
to the solid surface. Since the electrolyte is at least a two-component system, this is a problem
in mixed adsorption. However, in the adsorption of many strongly adsorbed species from

dilute solution it is reasonable approximation to treat the solvent as a continuum (31).
Where there is an equilibrium between the bulk and electroadsorbed species i at the polarized
electrode, the corresponding electrochemical potentials are equal
M

+

Az±

±ze^==£M-A^

[1]

(I-GA) a^, GA
HA

=

H"

[2]

where the subscripts A and b refer to electroadsorbed species i and species i in the bulk,
respectively and also
HU=UU+z,F<t)

[3]

where the fia is the chemical potential for species / with charge z^ in phase a and ^ is the
interfacial potential difference. Thus
]io>A + RT In aA = ^'b + RT In ab [4]
Where ]I, terms are the standard electrochemical potentials. The standard electrochemical
7=7 0

free energy ofadsorption, A G, , which is a function of the electrode potential, is defined as

AG»=n,°'A-n?'b

[5]

Thus
.A_.b..J-AG?

aF = a,B exp| —^ j [6]

or

^

=

P,

ab

[7]

where

».s°<4j?)

'•'

Equation [7] is a general form of the adsorption isotherm, with af a function of c^ and ft,.
The problem is now to obtain an expression for of in terms of the surface coverage, 9;. To

formulate particular adsoqrtion isotherms, it is useful to think of the interactions of the
adsorbed particles in the mono-layer as being divided into two categories: particle-metal
interactions and particle-particle interactions. It is reasonable to suppose that the particlemetal interactions are the ones most directly affected by the electrical state of the system. If,
at constant temperature, the electrical state is held constant, changes in the amount of

adsorption produced by changing the bulk activity of the adsorbing material ought to be
determined by the nature of particle-particle interactions. The latter should be determined by
essentially the same factors as govern ordinary, that is, non electrochemical adsorption, for

example, adsorption of gases on solid or liquid surfaces (32). Thus, different specific
isotherms result from different assumption or models for the relationship between a, and 9p
Several isotherms have been proposed in references 31-37 and the results for number of well
known isotherms are presented here.

Electrochemical Lansmuir Isotherm
The basic isotherm for the adsorption of ions or molecular species on electrodes is that of
Langmuir. The electrochemical adsorption isotherm is based on the following assumptions:

(a) the Gibbs energy ofadsoqrtion ofadsorbate species is potential dependent,
(b) the coverage of the adsorbate, in going from a bare substrate surface to one with full
monolayer coverage, is potential dependent in a well-defined manner, determined by (a)
above,

(c) there are no lateral interactions between the adsorbed species on the electrode surface (38-

41).
The electrochemical Langmuir isotherm may be written for an electrochemical process as that

in equation [1] as:
9. „ . ^-z,EF'

—=K,abexp|^^| [9]

1_9^ --'--^ RT

where E is the difference of electrode potential at any 9, from the standard potential (31)
corresponding to 6^ =0.5; K^ is the chemical equilibrium constant of the surface reaction as

that in equation [1] and is related to standard Gibbs energy, AG^, and F and R are physicochemical constants. Langmuir adsorption conditions are defined by independence of K^ on
coverage, 6^.

Electrochemical Temkin Isotherm

Temkin assumed that varying Gibbs free energy of adsoqrtion can arise on account of

heterogeneity of the surface so that the surface is regarded as made up of a distribution of
patches. Based on his treatment of adsorption on experimental evidence, the relation between
enthalpy of adsorption, AH^, and coverage, 6,, is approximately linear at intermediate values
of 6; (i.e. 0.2 <Q, < 0.8). The Standard Gibbs free energy is assumed to decrease with 6,

according to the relation (31,42):
A%=AGy.o+iei

[10]

Where r is a parameter associated with intrinsic heterogeneity of the surface. The Temkin
adsorption isotherm can be derived formally for an electrochemical process such as equation

[1] under equilibrium conditions in the form:

A_=K,abexpf^1expf-^1
[11]
l-9,-^lu>iwi\ RT }w\ RT,
At intermediate values of coverage and for sufficiently large r, i.e. when the term —— «1, its
1-6;

variation with 9; is small compared with that ofexp(-r6,/RT) term; then

expf-^1
= Kiab exp| ^^- ] [12]
,RrTJ~^i^\ RT
which upon rearrangement gives

e,=^EFA(K,a?) [13]
Which is a form of Temkin's isotherm although his derivation was based on treatment of
heterogeneous having distribution of K^ values. Hence, for constant values of K^ and ab, the
coverage tends to increase lineariy with increasing potential difference, E, and increases

logarithmically with increasing K^ and a^ at constant potential difference, E.
Electrochemical Frumkin Isotherm
A modification which allows for longer rang interaction between polar species adsorbed at
electrode, was proposed by Frumkin who added a new term to the Langmuir equation of state

and obtained (35,43):

A^K,a?expf^FW^1
[14]
^--1-i—t^ ^ J-f^ ^

The parameter g expresses the way in which the adsorption energy of; changes with increased
coverage and ^ is the surface concentration of i at saturation. If g' is positive, the
interactions between two species ; on the surface are repulsive and if g' is negative, the
interactions are attractive. If g'->0, the Frumkin isotherm approaches the Langmuir isotherm.

This isotherm can also be written in the form:
_z.EF

-=K,abexp|-^|exp(-g9,) [15]

i_e^ "--^ RT

where g = 2gTi /RT. It follows from equation [15] that analysis ofisotherms as a deviation
from a Langmuir isotherm should lead to a linear variation of the standard Gibbs free energy
ofadsorption with coverage provided according to the relation:

AG;,=AG^o+RTg9, [16]
that the Frumkin isotherm can be applied and g can be associated with lateral interaction
between adsorbed species.

Hi. Underpotential Deposition (UPD) and Overpotential Deposition (UPD) of Hydrogen
at Noble-Metal EIectrodes
In electrochemical surface science, two kinds of electroadsorbed H species are blown: the
underpotential deposited H, Hyp^ and the over-potential deposited H, Hop^. An important
and unique aspect of H electroadsorption on Pt, Pd, Rh and Ir electrode surfaces is the

phenomenon of the underpotential deposition of H (UPD H), a process which takes place
above the potential required for the onset of the cathodic H^ evolution, thus above the

H+ / H^ equilibrium potential, E . The over-potential deposition of H, OPD H, takes place
at negative potentials with respect to the E because Hop^ is an intermediate of the HER.
Thus HQPD exists on all metal electrode surfaces at negative potentials (7,24,44-54). Both
these surface species, namely Hypo and Hop^, are known to absorb into Pd but absorption of
HupD ls quantitative whereas absorption of Hop^ is not (55). In the case of metals which do

not reveal the underpotential deposition of hydrogen, it is obviously Hop^ which becomes

absorbed in the lattice of the host metal. The UPD H from an acidic solution may be
represented by the following surface reaction:

M + Hfl+ + e-> M-HUPD + H^O
(l-9Hu?D) aH30+ ^Hupo)

[17]

where M represents the metal substrate on which the UPD H takes place, a^ Q+ is the activity

of Hft species from which the undeqiotential deposited H (Hypo ) originates, Gy is the
HUPD surface coverage. Charging-curve or cyclic-voltammetry (CV) measurements (4, 7-10,

31) show that up to a monolayer of underpotentially deposited H (Hup^) is formed on these
metal surfaces prior to the onset of the cathodic H^ evolution.
Spectroscopic evidence reveals that Hopp adsorbed on Pt and Rh electrodes interacts with
water molecules forming a bond whereas Hypp appears to be unavailable for binding H^O

molecules in the double-layer region (56-59). This observation indicates that Hop^ is bonded
less strongly to the metal substrate than Hypo (7,24,47,51). Experimental data (60-62) also
reveal that on Pt electrodes, Hyp^ co-exist with Hop^ in the negative potential region, thus
the two species must occupy distinct surface adsoq)tion sites in order to sustain their physicochemical identity. Subsequently, if Hypo and ^OPD occupy different adsorption sites, then

their Gibbs free energies of adsorption, enthalpies of adsorption and bond energies should be
discrete.

iv. Thermodynamics of Underpotential Deposition (UPD) of Hydrogen
The undeq^otential deposition (UPD) of hydrogen and certain metals of the p and d blocks of
the periodic table on noble-metal electrodes has been a subject of intense studies in
electrochemical surface science (4,8-12,20-25,46-48). In general, knowledge of the Gibbs

free energies of adsoqrtion for the electroadsorbed Hup^ and Hgpo, AG^(HupD) and
AG^(Hopo), respectively, leads to determination of the chemical potential gradient

associated with the interfacial H transfer from the adsorbed to the absorbed state, thus it leads
to elucidation of the thermodynamic driving force of the process (53,54). The latter is of vital
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importance to the recently developing metal-hydride science because it defines the nature and
strength of the M - H bond on the metal surface prior to the H interfacial transfer into the

metal bulk. Studies on the enthalpies of adsorption of Hypo and Hopo, AH^(Hupo) and
AH^(HQPD), respectively, and the bond energies between Pt and Hyp^ or between Pt and
HQPD, Ept-H.n,n anc^ ^pt-H^n' respectively, are of importance to electrochemical surface

science because they allow assessment, on the thermodynamic basis, of the adsorption sites of
the HUPQ and Hop^ surface species (56-62).

Despite significant amount ofthermodynamic data (1,2,6) on the H chemisorbed from the gas
phase (H^em), thus Gibbs free energy of hydrogen adsorption, AG^(H^em), enthalpy of
hydrogen adsorption, AH^(H^m), entropy of hydrogen adsorption, AS^(H^m) and metalhydrogen bond energy, E^-H.^ •> there is a limited amount on data on thermodynamics of the

UPD H. Thermodynamic measurements of H adsorption at (polycrystalline) Pt and other
noble metals electrodes were first made at various temperatures by Breiter et al. (8,9,20-22)
using the potentiodynamic sweep method. According to Breiter's approach, isotherms for
hydrogen adsorption are plotted coverage versus logarithm of hydrogen pressure, ^, for
different temperature. The hydrogen pressure needed in the plotting of isothemis is calculated

on the assumption of electrode equilibrium, and consequently ?^ is given directly by the
Nemst equation. The heat of adsorption, AH,, at constant coverage can be computed from

plot oflnP^ against the reciprocal of the absolute temperature by application of the following
equation:

fd!^1
dT ),~ RT2

-^

[18]

At that time, his values were calculated for H^ and little emphasis was placed on significance

of entropy of adsorbed H in relation to the coverage of the chemisorption of H which are
found at Pt in very clean and dilute electrolyte solution. This work is an extension to the
important, early research ofBreiter et al. on Pt-group metals. In chapter 1 a new theoretical

approach which allows determination of AG^(Hupo) versus ^O^J, in the form of 3D
plots, and evaluation of AS^Hupo) and AH^CHupo) as a fonction of Q^ are
demonstrated. In chapter 1 and chapter 2, new data are reported on AG^Hyp^

AS^(HUPD) and AH^(HUPD) for Rh, Pt polycrystalline electrodes with respect to the
concentration of the supporting electrolyte, thus the surface concentration of the specifically
adsorbed anions. In chapter 3, the same methodology is applied in order to determine the
thermodynamic state functions for Hydrogen adsorption on Pt single crystal electrode. For the
first time, the Pt -Hypo surface bond energy, Ept_H,_ are determined.

v. Underpotential Deposition (UPD) of Hydrogen on Pt Single Crystals
The study of influence of crystallographic orientation for Pt electrode surfaces upon
electrochemical reactivity is both technologically and fandamentally important (63-66). By
studying smgle crystal Pt surfaces of controlled and known structure, it is hoped that the
effects of site geometry upon the electrocatalytic properties of the electrode surface may be

elucidated. The first study of electrosorption of hydrogen on three low index Pt single crystal
surface was reported in 1966 by Will (67). These experiments were subsequently repeated by
Angerstein-Kozlowska et al. (68). In these works the crystal surfaces were characterized by

ultra high vacuum (UHV) techniques located in laboratories other than those in which
electrochemical experiments were performed. During the transfer of the crystal from the
UHV instrument to the electrochemical cell, the surfaces were exposed to contamination by
the impurities present in ambient atmosphere. For that reason, the surfaces were cleaned

during the electrochemical experiment by repetitive oxidation and reduction cycles,
subsequently it was proven that this procedure damaged the crystallographic structure of the
surface. Therefore, the results of these early experiments have mainly a historical significance
today. Important progress was made in seventies when apparatus allowing for a fast transfer
of crystal from a UHV chamber to an electrochemical cell, without exposure to the ambient

atmosphere, were developed in the laboratories ofHubbard (69,70), Ross (71) and Yeager
(72,73). These systems allowed for the determination of structure and purity of the single
crystal surface by Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) and Auger Electron
Spectroscopy just a few minutes before or after an electrochemical experiment. In the

following years, transfer systems were further developed (74,75), as described in a number of
review articles (76,77). A new stimulus to the development of the single crystal
electrochemistry was given by Clavilier et al. (78,79) at the beginning of eighties, when he
developed a quenching technique. The method involved heating the Pt crystal in an hydrogen
flame to approximately 1100 °C, quenching rapidly in ultra pure water under hydrogen-argon
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atmosphere, then transferring to an electrochemical cell with the surface protected by
surrounding film of water. The results obtained on the quenched electrodes were extremely

reproducible (80,81). Clavilier results were reproduced in other laboratories (82-87). Later,
after improvements of experimental procedures and in the cleanness of UHV equipment,
results similar to those obtained on the quenched electrodes were reproduced in

UHV/electrochemistry systems as well (88-90).
vi. Hydrogen Underpotential Deposition (UPD) on Pt Polycrystalline Pt and Single
crystalline Pt in Presence of Chemisorbed Sulfur
It is known that certain elements or compounds adsorbed on the metal surface and referred to
as site blocking elements, SBE, possess the ability of enhancing or decreasing the H transfer
from the adsorbed to the absorbed state (53,60-62,91-95). The SBE's chemisorbed on the
metal surface reveal a dual action and behave either as surface poisons or as surface
promoters depending on their physico-chemical nature (53). The surface promoters can
effectively enhance the rate of H interfacial transfer and increase the amount of H absorbed in

the host metal, thus increasing its capacity. The latter is of vital importance to high energydensity M-H batteries which are an alternative to the Ni-Cd ones. On the other hand surface

poisons which suppress the H interfacial transfer are excellent inhibitors of H embrittlement of
metal structures. Experimental evidence indicates that chemical species such as CO, urea,
thiourea, compounds of As, Se, S and P as well as heterocycles are known to affect the

adsoqstion of H in the region corresponding to the underpotential deposition of H, UPD H,
and the kinetics of the HER (53,95-100). Their action was a subject of thorough theoretical
research and numerical simulations based on the lateral interactions between the

electroadsorbed H and the coadsorbed SBE's (53). SBE's affect catalytic properties of the
electrified solid/liquid interface through the following action: (i) they can block surface
adsorption sites; (ii) they affect energetics of the reaction at the double-layer; (iii) they change
the work function of the substrate; (iv) they influence the charge transfer at the
electrode/solution interface; and (v) they affect adsorption behavior of the reaction products
and intermediates. Sulfur, S, is of vital interest to electrochemical surface science, metal
hydride science and technology, and corrosion science because it is a model SBE. The species
undergoes strong chemisorption and sustains its chemical identity on the metal electrode
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surface. Cathodic polarization does not lead to its desorption through formation of a reduced

derivative and it can be desorbed only through oxidation at high positive potentials (101,102).
The results on S chemisorption and its influence on the UPD H on Pt polycrystalline
electrodes (in chapter 2.2) and Pt single crystal (in chapter 3.4) electrodes are presented. A
relation between the S surface coverage, 6g, and the coverage by Hypo, Q^ is determined.
Temperature dependence experimental studies followed by comprehensive theoretical
treatment result in determination of AG^, AS^s and AH^ in absence and presence of S. The

changes of the Pt(poly)-HupD and Pt(lll)-HupQ bond energies brought by the S
submonolayer are evaluated.

vii. Experimental Methods for Studies of Hydrogen Adsorption on ]VletaI Electrode
Surface in Presence/Absence of Chemisorbed Sulfur
Cyclic- Voltammetrv
Electrochemical techniques provide a very sensitive method for study of surface processes
down to 2% ofmonolayer coverage ofHypD. One of the most useful techniques for study of
electrode surface processes is linear potential sweep method or cyclic-voltammetry as it is
called when applied in a repetitive manner with successive cathodic-and anodic-going changes

of potential. The application of cyclic-voltammetry technique of Sevcik (103) to the study of
surface processes at Pt by Will and Knorr (4) and employed in many papers by Breiter, Knorr
and co-workers showed clearly, for first time, the existence of more that one state of H
adsorption.
In cyclic-voltammetry, the potential, E, of the working electrode is changed lineariy with time,
t, at constant sweep-rate, s (V s-l), according to the equation

E=E;+st

[19]

or

dE=s

dt

[20]
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where E^ is some initial potential that may or may not be held constant for some period of

time. The method may employ either a single sweep (half-cycle) between the initial potential,
EI, and the final potential, Ef, or it may be programmed to give a repetitive response of the
electrode by varying the potential between E^ and Ef, forward and backward, in a continuous
manner.

The information obtained from this technique includes the behavior and characteristics of the
electrochemical process involved, indication of any complicating side-reactions such as "preelectrochemical" or "post-electrochemical" chemical reactions (such as place-exchange in
oxide film formation), and general kinetic behavior such as slowness of charge-transfer steps
or the development of limiting current due to "pre-electrochemical" chemical steps such as
molecular dissociation, chemisorption, isomerization or ionization. The standard electrical
circuitry required for this technique was shown in many references (31,104-105).

The cyclic-voltammetry technique is very useful in electrochemical studies due to its high
resolution and sensitivity. It is able to: (a) determine surface coverage down to 5% of a mono

layer (9= 0.05); (b) resolve states which differ only by 10 mV i.e. ca. 965 J ofGibbs energy;
and (c) characterize time effects down to the 10 (J,s level. The current response to the applied
potential, E, i.e. the current recorded, may be represented as the first derivative of charge with
respect to time:

i=dq=dl.dE
dt dE dt

pl]

Since -^ = C (capacitance) and — = s (sweep rate). The current response may be

dE

represented by the following fomiula:
i=C.s

[22]

It is possible to calculate the total charge passed between two potential limits E^ and £3, by
rearranging the equation [20] to
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dq

=

i

dt

[23]

Integration between the two potential limits allows us determine the charge, q, according to
the equations

q=Jdq=q(E,)-q(E,) [24]
El

q = Ji dt = J21 dE = JG dE [25]
El Els ^

where C can be a function of potential, C==F(E).
For surface processes, small coverage may be determined using the formula

dq

=

qi

d9

[26]

where q^ is the charge required to form one monolayer of the adsorbed species.
Sweep-rate Dependence of Current: Diffusion Control
The electrode reaction rate (expressed as a current-density) is normally either under activation
control (i.e. the reaction kinetics are determined by the rate of formation of activated
complexes) or diffusion control. For an electrochemical reaction having sufficiently large rate
constant, and/or at sufficient low reagent concentration, the process may be diffusioncontrolled, with a concentration gradient developed normal to the electrode surface where the
reagent is consumed. This process may be either reversible or irreversible. The activities of
oxidized, [Ox], and reduced, [Red], species at the electrode surface are related to potential by
the Nemst equation:

E = E° +(RT/ zF)ln -^x^ [27]
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where E° is the standard reversible potential.
Various researchers (103,106-110) have solved the Pick equations for cyclic-voltammetry
where the kinetics are under diffusion control. For such conditions, the peak current, ip, varies
linearly with the square root of the sweep rate, sl/2, both for reversible and irreversible
process, according to the equations:

ip = (2.69 x 105) z3/2 Dl/2 c A sl/2 (reversible) [28]
ip = (2.69 x 105) z(z<,a)I/2 Dl/2 c A sl/2 (irreversible) [29]
where is the electrode area (cm ), D is the diffusion coef&cient (cm s~ ), c is the
concentration (mol cm ), s is the sweep rate (V s~ ), z is the number of electrons transferred,
z^ is the number of electrons involved in the rate determining step and a is the transfer
coefficient in the irreversible case.

Under diffusion-controlled conditions, the following quantitative characteristics of the i vs E
are to be noted:

(a) The difference between anodic and cathodic peak potential at 298 K is:
AE = Ep^ - Ep^ = 2 x (0.028 / z) [30]
(b) The difference between anodic and half-wave potential, E^, at 298 K is:

Ep-E^=-Ux(RT/zF) [31]
Peak potential and Peak Current for surface Process Control
In the case of surface reactions, no mass transfer processes are involved in the kmetics so the
current response behavior to a potential sweep is simpler than for the dififtision-control case.
A simple one electron surface reaction (z = 1), not influenced by diffusion, may be represented
by the reaction [1]. Based on the Langmuir isotherm, the current can be written as:
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i = q, [k,c^ (1 - 9j exp(-aF(E - E°' )/RT) - k_,e^ exp((l - a)F(E - E°' )/RT)] [32]
where q^ is the charge required to form a monolayer of species A, ki and k_, are the standard
rate constants at the reversible potential, E is the formal potential, corresponding to the peak
potential of the process, c^ is the concentration of species A in the solution and a is the
transfer coef&cient. For reversible process, the exponential components of the above equation
are comparable and large while an irreversible process the first component is much greater
than the second one (k, » k_i), or vice versa.

Srinivasan and Gileadi (111) have derived equations which relate current to potential as a
function of sweep-rate for a simple Langmuir-type surface process of the equation [32]. For a
reversible adsorption process, the peak current and potential are given by the equations:

i,

=

(q,zF/4RT)s

[33]

E,=(RT/zF)lnk,

[34]

For an irreversible process, i.e. kj » k_p

4=(q,az,F/2.718RT)s [35]

£„ = (RT/z»cdF)hi[(RT/az^ F)(k,/s)] [36]
Characterization ofSinsle crystals: The von Laue X-ray Back Reflection Technique

The von Laue method is the oldest of the X-ray diffi-action methods (1912). A collimated
beam of continuos spectmm falls upon a fixed single crystal. For set of planes (hkl), the
spacing d(hkl) and the Bragg angle 6(hkl) are fixed. A reflected beam will be produced if the
correct wavelength which satisfies the Bragg Law is contained in the continuous spectmm:

ia=2d(hkl)sina; n= 1,2,3 [36]
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where a is the incident angle. The different reflected beams have different wavelengths and
hence a Laue pattern is "colored" (112-115).

The back reflection Laue pattern is much used today for the orientation of single crystals,
particularly for the orientation of single cubic crystals. The interpretation of the backreflection Laue pattern is greatly facilitated by the use of the Greninger chart (116). Since the
interpretation of back-reflection Laue patterns is complex operation and consists of many
steps, it will not be discussed further here, specially since the interpretation procedure is well

explained in the literature devoted to X-ray diffraction (112-115). However, it is worthwhile
mentioning that to interpret a cubic pattern, one looks for the three most important spots on

pattern. These will be the low-index reflections (100), (110) or (111), and they will be
characterized by the fact that they are quite sharp, that there is an appreciable open space
around them, and that they arise at the intersections of several main zone lines.
Surface Analysis Techniques: Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED). Auser Electron

Suectroscovv CAES) and Core Electron Enersv loss suectroscouv (CEELS)
The two most common support surface analysis techniques to an investigation by other
methods for studies on well-characterized surfaces are Low Energy Electron Diffraction

(LEED) and Auger Electron Spectroscopy (AES). LEED provides a simple and convenient
characterization of the surface long range order while AES provides some indication of
chemical composition and, in particular, characterizes the cleanness of a surface. Moreover,
both can be installed using the same piece of instmmentation. The wide use of standard

characterization probes such as LEED and AES has greatly improved our ability to compare
studies of any particular adsorption system by different techniques performed in different
laboratories. A glance at a LEED diffraction pattern shows the basic periodicity of ordered
component of the surface structure. AES has been widely used to determine surface and
subsurface composition.

In LEED, low energies of about 10 to 500 eV are used which ensure that the diffraction is
caused only by atoms on and close to the surface. A typical LEED pattern is obtained by
photographing the fluorescent screen through the viewing port. This pattern reveals the twodimensional structure of the surface. The pattern is sharp if the surface is well-ordered for
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distances long compared with the wavelength of the incident electrons. In practice, sharp
patterns are obtained for surfaces ordered to depths of about 20 nm and more. Diffuse

patterns indicate either a poorly ordered surface or the presence ofimpurities (117).
In AES, when an atom is ionized the production of a core hole, either by an incident photon,
or by an incident electron of sufficient energy, the ion eventually loses some of its potential

energy by filling this core hole with an electron from a shallower level together with the
emission of energy. This energy may either appear as a photon, or as kinetic energy given to
another shallowly bound electron. These competing processes are dominated by the photon
emission only when the initial core hole is deeper than about 10 keV. From conservation of
energy, the energy of secondary electron must equal the energy gained when the core hole is

filled minus the initial energy of the electron before it is ejected, plus some corrections due to
incomplete relaxations and so called final state effects. Indeed, this is the physical process
used in a conventional laboratory X-ray generator. The alternative radiationless emission of
the energy as electron kinetic energy is Auger effect, named after its discoverer, Pierre Auger.
Auger electron emission is an efficient means of filling core holes of low binding energy, thus
giving rise to relatively low kinetic energy Auger electron of short mean-free path. their

detection outside the solid therefore provides a surface sensitive probe of chemical
composition. While the initial core hole may be created by either incident photons or incident
electrons, the relative ease of producing sufficiently energetic («1.5- 5 keV) electron beams

of high intensity (1-100 jjA) means that AES is invariably performed with incident electron
beams. Most AES studies simply use the Auger spectmm as a fingerprint of the chemical
composition and are not concerned with a detailed understanding of basic processes.

Nowadays, the collections of fingerprint spectra for essentially all elements exist for the
purposes of species identification (118). To suppress the large secondary electron
background, the Auger spectmm now being shown in a differentiated form with respect to the
energy and this way a simple peak is turned into a positive and negative excursion. Studies of
difference in energy between a photoelectron peak and its associated Auger electron have the
distinct advantage of showing up "chemical shift" effects without the need to make accurate
absolute energy measurements. It is usual to label the Auger transition using the X-ray level
notations, for example, a transition involving a Is level and 2p levels (which may have the

same energy) would be labeled as a KL^L^ transition (119).
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The chemical states of adsorbed species on the substrate can be identified by a Core Electron
Energy loss spectroscopy (CEELS) (120-122). In CEELS, the primary electrons from
electron gun undergo inelastic scattering with the energy loss AE preceded, or followed by
elastic back scattering towards the electron energy analyzer (123). The observed electron

energy loss intensity is therefore due to a small angle electron inelastic scattering under dipole
scattering condition. By varying the primary electron energy, in the range of a few hundred
eV above the electron core level ionization energy, this technique is surface sensitive (120125). The loss energies is often measured relative to the electron elastic peak. The primary

energy must be high enough to be able to ionize the core levels of interest with enough
efficiency, and in addition the ionization thresholds will often be several hundreds eV from the
elastic peak. Thus primary energies of 2-4 KeV are typical but the kinetic energy range
recorded would not usually be continuos up to the elastic peak since it would be only the
structure in the region of the threshold itself that would be of interest. When a primary
electron of sufficient energy interacts with an electron in a core level, the resultant excitation
can be either to an unoccupied continuum state, in with case complete ionization occurs, or to

localized or partly localized final states if available in the atom. Since the primary electron
need not give up all its energy in the interaction (unlike a photon) and since after interaction in
the solid the erstwhile primary and the secondary become indistinguishable, the loss feature
observed in the spectmm should appear as a step at the ionization threshold, with a tail of
secondaries at all energies from the threshold down to zero. However, because of much
greater cross-section near threshold than further away, loss features appear more usually

peaks, followed by a tail.
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CHAPTER 1
EXAMINATION OF THERMODYNAMICS OF THE UNDERPOTENTIAL
DEPOSITION AND IT'S FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
The fundamentals of hydrogen physisorption and chemisorption from the gas phase, and the
adsorption sites of the physisorbed H (Hp^ys) and the chemisorbed H OHchem) are ^alriy we^
understood. Also, chemical and physical properties of various metal hydrides are well
characterized and documented (1-3). However, electrochemical surface-science aspects
involved in cathodic H adsoqstion and absorption still require further research and careful
elucidation. The chapter 1 develops the concepts that are needed for the examination of
thermodynamics of the underpotential deposition. The objectives of the paper in section 1.1

are as follows: (i) discussing the basic steps involved in the cathodic H adsoq)tion on the
metal electrode surface; (ii) comparing the cathodic H adsorption and subsequent absorption,

with the gas-phase stages of H chemisorption and entry into the host metal; (iii) defining the
underpotential deposited H CHupo) and the over-potential deposited H (Hopp) and explaining
their role in the HER and H absorption; (iv) discussing thermodynamic methodology used in
determination of AG^HypJ, AS^jHypJ and AH^(HupD) for Hupo, and compares the
value of AH^(Hupo) with AH^(H^ ) for Rh; (v) demonstrating a new theoretical
formalism for determination of the M-Hyp^ bond energy (EM-H,^) ' (vl) defining the
chemical potentials of H^em, H^pp, Hopo and subsurface H, H^; (vii) formulating the

chemical-potential gradient of H associated with its interfacial transfer across the liquid/solid
or gas/solid interfaces in terms of the surface H coverage, 9^, and the lattice occupancy
fraction Xy. The paper in section 1.1 (G. Jerkie-wicz and A. Zolfaghari, J. Electrochem.

Soc., 144, 3034 (1997)) is a result of my essential contribution in experimental and theoretical
parts. The contribution of Dr. G. Jerkiewicz was in theoretical and writing constituent.
The section 1.2 deals with a thermodynamic approach to investigate the underpotential

deposition of hydrogen (UPD H) on Rh electrodes in three different concentrations of
aqueous solutions of 1^804 as an example system for UPD H on metal electrodes, using
cyclic voltammetry (CV) over a wide temperature range for providing exprimental data. In
the course of this section a theoretical treatment of the experimental data based on an

electrochemical adsorption isotherm provides the following the information for the
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underpotential deposition of hydrogen (UPD H) on Rh electrodes: (i) the Gibbs free energy of
adsorption, AG^(Hupo), as a function of temperature and the H surface coverage; (ii) the
standard entropy of adsorption based on temperature dependence of AG^(Hupo) for a

constant surface coverage of the underpotential deposited H (Hyp^), AS^Hup^); (iii) the
standard enthalpy of adsorption, AH^(HypD); (lv) the UPD H is an enthalpy-driven process
which can be concluded from an analysis of the values of AH^(Hup^) and AS^(Hupo); (v)
the bond energy between Rh and Hyp^, E^_H from knowledge of AH^(HupD) which
depends on the Hypo surface coverage (0^)' (vl) comparing ERh_H with E^_H which
may point to a similar binding mechanism of H and the same adsorption site of Hyp^ and

^chem under the conditions involving presence of the electrified solid/liquid interface and the
gas phase. The paper in section 1.2 (G. Jerkiewicz and A. Zolfaghari, J. Phys. Chem., 100,

8454 (1996)) is a result of my essential contribution in experimental, theoretical and writing
parts. The contribution of Dr. G. Jerkiewicz was in theoretical and writing constituent.
The section 1.3 stablishes a theoretical methodology which allows determination of the state
functions (AG^, AS^, AH^) of the underpotential deposition on metal electrodes. The
theoretical treatment is based on a general electrochemical isotherm and adsorption
thermodynamics whereas the experimental methodology involves application of cyclicvoltammetry over a wide temperature range, or chronocoulometry. The paper in section 1.3
presents new general approach which permits elucidation of the bond energy between the
substrate, S, and underpotential deposited species (hydrogen, Eg_H^, metal or
semiconductor,
E^_^ ). Understanding ofEc_u is essential in assessment of the stren^
' S-MUPD/" ———--——Q —- S-UUPD
of the S - HUPD bond and the adsorption site of Hypo. Knowledge of Bg_^,^ is of importance
in: (i) evaluation of the strength of the cohesive forces acting between S and Mypp that are

responsible for the adhesion of the adsorbate to the substrate; and (ii) comparison of the
S - MUPD bond with that observed for the 3-D bulk deposit of M. The UPD H on Rh and Pt
electrodes from aqueous 1^04 solution is discussed as an example of application of this

methodology. The paper in section 1.3 (A. Zolfaghari and G. Jerkiemcz in Solid/Liquid
Electrochemical Inter face., Eds. G. Jerkiewicz, M. P. Soriaga, K. Uosaki and A. Wiecko^ski,

ACS Symposium Series, ACS, Washington D.C., No. 656, Chapter 4, 45 (1997)) is a result of
my essential contribution in experimental, theoretical and writing parts. The contribution of
Dr. G. Jerkiewicz was in theoretical and writing constituent.
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1.1 COMPARISON OF HYDROGEN ELECTRO-ADSORPTION FROM

THE ELECTROLYTE WITH HYDROGEN ADSORPTION FROM
THE GAS PHASE

G. Jerkiewicz and A. Zolfaghari, J. Electrochem. Soc., 143,1240 (1996)
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ABSTRACT
The paper focuses on fundamental aspects associated with H adsorption at the

solid/liquid and solid/gas interfaces, and compares H electroadsorption from the electrolyte
with dissociative H chemisorption from the gas phase. At the solid/liquid interface, two
distinguishable electroadsorbed H species are observed, the underpotential deposited H

(HUP^) and the over-potential deposited H (Hopo) and their role in the HER and H absorption
is discussed. At the solid/gas interface, there is only one distinguishable H species,

chemisorbed H (H^ ), which can undergo interfacial transfer into the metal. Three distinct
mechanisms of H electroabsorption into the metal electrode are discussed in relation to the
adsorption sites of Hyp^ and Hop^. The paper discusses thermodynamic methodology used in

determination of AG^HupJ, AS^HypJ and AH^(HupD) for Hyp^ and compares the
Value Of AH^(HUPD) wlth ;^^ds(^chem)- The authors demonstrate new theoretical formalism
which is applied to determination of the M-Hypo bond energy (EM-H,^)- ^ew ^ata
demonstrate that Hyp^ and H^^ are bonded to Rh with the same energy; this points to the
same binding mechanism and the same adsorption sites of Hypo and H^m • The chemical
potentials of H^ , V.^pQ, Hop^ and subsurface H, H , are defined and the chemical-potential

gradient of H associated with its interfacial transfer across the liquid/solid or gas/solid
interfaces is formulated in terms of the surface H coverage, 9^, and the lattice occupancy
fraction Xy.

INTRODUCTION
Studies of the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), hydrogen adsorption on metallic
surfaces and H absorption into host metals/alloys are of great relevance to electrochemistry,
surface science, gas-phase physics, and materials and corrosion sciences (1-14).
Comprehension of the basics of H adsorption on the metal surface, followed by its interfacial
transfer into the metal bulk, is also of great importance in recently developing metal-hydride
science and technology. For instance, AB -type and AB^ -type intermetallic alloys (15-19)
are becoming more common as anodes in primary and secondary batteries. Understanding of
hydrogen on the surface of electrocatalysts is of primary importance to hydrogen-based fuel

cells since it is the interaction with the substrate which determines the efficiency of hydrogen
oxidation. In corrosion science, knowledge of fundamental steps involved in H entry into the
host metal is of vital significance in protecting metal structures from undergoing H
embrittlement, a costly and often disastrous process. Undesirable entry of H into host metallic
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alloys limits its application as a fuel in space and aviation technology as well as a fuel in
internal combustion engines; the H-induced material disintegration is highly enhanced by high
operating pressures and temperatures. Entry of hydrogen isotopes into metallic alloys is of
primary concern in fusion technology where H, D and T are either reactants or products of

nuclear events; diffusion of T through the metal shielding to the liquid Li cooling system leads
to serious and irreversible environmental problems (1-3, 5).

The fundamentals of hydrogen physisorption and chemisorption from the gas phase,
and the adsorption sites of the physisorbed H (Hp^ys) and the chemisorbed H (H^em) are falrly
well understood. Also, chemical and physical properties of various metal hydrides are well
characterized and documented (1-3). However, electrochemical surface-science aspects
involved in cathodic H adsorption and absorption still require further research and careful

elucidation. It is the objective of this paper to discuss the basic steps involved in the cathodic
H adsorption on the metal electrode surface, and subsequent absorption where applicable, and
compare them with the gas-phase stages of H chemisorption and entry into the host metal,

The underpotential deposited H (Hyp^) and the over-potential deposited H (Hop^) are
defined, and their role in the HER and H absorption is discussed. The authors present

experimental and theoretical methodology used in determination of the Gibbs free energy,
entropy and enthalpy of adsorption of R^, ^G°^(H^), AS^(H^) and AH^(Hupo),
respectively. They demonstrate new theoretical methodology which is used in evaluation the
energy of the bond between the metal substrate and Hyp^ . They also derive a formula which

explains the origin of the UPD H. Finally, the chemical potential of the adsorbed, subsurface
and absorbed H species are discussed, as well as the chemical potential gradient associated
with the interfacial H transfer from the surface of the metal electrode into its bulk in terms of
the surface H coverage (9g) and the three-dimensional lattice occupancy fraction (Xy).

ELECTROCHEMICAL vs. GAS-PHASE H ADSORPTION PATHWAY
Electroadsorption
The difference between H adsorption from the electrolyte and from the gas-phase is of
major importance in understanding of the elementary steps involved in the processes of
hydrogen adsoq^tion on metallic surfaces. In principle, hydrogen electroadsorption (also
referred to as electrosorption) can be accomplished from either acidic or basic aqueous
solutions or from non-aqueous solutions which are capable of dissolving H-containing acids,
thus sources of proton. In aqueous acidic solution, the proton, H , cannot exist by itself and
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it combines easily with a non-bonding electron pair of a water molecule forming a chemical

bond and leading to B.^0 ; this bond formation is associated with an enthalpy change of
-754 kJ mol . The H^0+ is further hydrated to the time-average state Hg04+ (it can also
be presented as H+ -4B.^O) with an additional stabilization energy of -356 kJ mol"1 due to
ion-solvent dipole interactions and long-range order polarization of the solvent (20). Owing

to transport phenomena within the electrolyte, brought about by the externally applied
electrostatic field, the H^H^O ion encounters the region close to the electrode surface
where the H discharge takes place with formation of the adsorbed H species (4, 7-10, 21,

22) according to the following equation:
H+ + e- + M -> M-H^ [1]

where M represents a surface atom of the metal substrate. In reaction [1] the hydrating H^O
molecules are omitted for simplification. During this process, the hydration shell surrounding

H is dismantled and the adsorbed H is formed (20, 22). The adsorbed species is bound to
the metal surface with its characteristic M-H bond energy, E^_y (see ref. 23). Such an
adsorbed species can undergo subsequent reactions, as follows (21, 22);
H+ +e- +M-H^. -> M+H,T [2]

2M-H^ -> 2M + H^ [3]
M-H^,

^

M-H.,,

[4]

Equations [2] and [3], which follow step [I], are alternative pathways of the HER. In the
case of metals capable of absorbing H, process [4] occurs simultaneously (in a coupled

manner) with the HER and competes with it (22). Reaction [4] describes the interfacial H
transfer from the adsorbed to the absorbed state; it is followed by H diffusion in the metal
bulk (22). The 3-dimensional H diffusion in the host's bulk is often the rate determining step
in hydrogen absorption and it limits the charging/discharging kinetics. It should be stressed
that another H state, the subsurface H, H,,, has been suggested to exist (24-28) on Pt, Pd and
Ni surfaces. The existence of H^ on Pt and Ni single-crystal surfaces has been a subject of
intense research and it is not proven unambiguously. However, it is evident that in the case of
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metals capable of absorbing H such as Pd, the subsurface H represents a H species residing
beneath the topmost surface layer of the metal.
Phvsisorption
In the case of H adsorption from the gas-phase, the adsorption pathway is different
and often depends on the very nature of the metallic surface and the temperature at which the
process takes place. At very low temperatures (from 5 to 20 K), the H^ molecule approaches
the surface and weak interaction forces of the van der Waals nature set in - this is the

physisorption of the H^ molecule (equation 5) and the respective physisorptive binding energy
of the H^ molecule, Ep^Hj, is between 3.5 and 15 kJ moP1, the process being exothermic
(see ref. 6).

M

+

H,

->

M-H^

[5]

It should be emphasized that H physisorption does not involve dissociation of the H - H bond
which remains intact.
Chemisorption
A completely difiEerent interaction pattern is observed at higher temperatures at which

the H^ molecule is dissociated into atoms prior to interaction with the surface (6). The
dissociation energy of some 435 kJ mol has to be spent. Afterwards, the Js orbitals of the

H atoms form chemical bonds with the metallic surface. The depth of the potential energy
well of this bond is between 500 and 600 kJ mol of H^ molecules. These steps can be
represented by the following scheme:

H2-^2H*

[6]

2IT+2M-^2M-H^

[7]

where H* describes the energetically nch, atomic H prior to adsorption. The process of H

chemisorption is known (6) to proceed by two distinctive pathways: (a) activated, or (b) nonactivated. In the non-activated pathway, H^ undergoes spontaneous dissociation with a
release of the enthalpy of adsorption, AH^, and it leads to the chemisorbed H. In the
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activated pathway, H^ has to pass over an activation barrier with the respective activation
energy, E', before the dissociation occurs. Generally, the energy balance of the chemisorption

is calculated according to the following equation:

EM-H^=^DH,-AH:JH^J [8]
where D^, is the dissociation energy of the H^ molecule and AH^(H^em) is the enthalpy of
H chemisoq)tion (negative value) and AH^(H^em)=- <f^, where q^ is the heat of
adsorption; the above formula refers to one mole ofchemisorbed H species. The values of the
M - H^hem bond energy, E^_H , for various transition metals is almost independent of the
nature of the metal substrate or its surface geometry and fall into the range

250-270 kJmol-1 (6).

RELATION BETWEEN UPD H AND OPD H
UPD H and OPD H as Two Distinct EIectroadsorbed Species
An important and unique aspect of H electroadsorption on Pt, Pd, Rh and Ir electrode
surfaces is the phenomenon of the underpotential deposition of H (UPD H), a process which
takes place above the potential required for the onset of the cathodic H^ evolution, thus
above the H+ / H^ reversible potential, Ey^ *. Charging-curve or cyclic-voltammetry (CV)
measurements (4, 6-10, 21) show that up to a monolayer of undeq^otentially deposited H

(Hypp) is formed on these metal surfaces prior to the onset of the cathodic H^ evolution. At
potentials below E^ **, the over-potential deposition of H (OPD H) takes place on all
metallic surfaces and the over-potentially deposited H (Hypo) acts as an intermediate in the
HER; the surface coverage by Hop^ can be determined experimentally based on potentialdecay measurements (7). Interestingly, Hypp and Hop^ can coexist on Pt, Pd, Rh and Ir

electrodes at potentials below E^ . Both the UPD H and OPD H may be represented by
reaction [1] but the two surface species are distinct; their Gibbs free energies of adsorption
(AG^) are different, negative for Hyp^ AG^(HupD)<0, and positive for Hopp,
AG^Hopo)) 0, and the species occupy distinguishable surface adsorption sites, as it will be

* The UPD H is a process which takes place above the H / H^ equilibrium potential, E .
** The OPD H is a process which takes place below the H / H^ equilibrium potential, E,q.
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discussed below (29, 30). Thus, the notation H^ is not specific enough and one should use
the two explicit symbols, Hyp^ and Hop^, to distinguish between the two electroadsorbed H

species. The UPD H can occur when the following thermodynamic condition is fulfilled:
1/2D^-AH^(HupD))0; the origin of this inequality is discussed in the section on
Thermodynamics of H Electroadsorption.
The common perception that Hypp and Hopo are two distinct surface species

occupying two different surface adsorption sites has been proven by Marcus and Protopopoff
(29, 30) who have demonstrated that the UPD H can be completely blocked on Pt electrodes
by co-adsorbed S adatoms, yet the HER can still take place. Their experimental and

theoretical data on the UPD H and the HER at Pt electrodes covered with a submonolayer of
S^ demonstrate unambiguously that Hyp^ is not an intermediate in the HER at Pt electrodes.
Another significant aspect of H electroadsorption on metal electrodes is the surface
coverage that can be accomplished by Hupp and Hop^. In the case of Rh and Pt electrodes,
the surface coverage by Hyp^ is potential dependent and a full monolayer of Hypp is formed

prior to the onset of the HER (Fig. 1). Upon stopping the potential cycling, the current drops
to the current of double-layer charging* indicating that no adsorption/desorption processes

take place; when one restarts the potential cycling, the CV profile follows the profile as during
continuous cycling. Contemporary in-situ AC impedance and potential-decay measurements
(7, 21) on Pt, Pd, Pd-Pt, Ni and Ni-based alloys show that the surface coverage by the Hopp,
involved in the cathodic H^ generation, rarely exceeds the surface coverage of some 30 %

(OH ^ 0.30). Only in the case ofPt electrodes (31), the coverage by Hop^ approaches the
limiting value of unity at very high negative overpotentials (OH^ —> 1). This experimental
evidence and the previously discussed results allows a clear distinction to be made between
the HUPQ and Hopp. Thus, an obvious questions arises, what are the tme surface adsorption

sites of these two distinguishable electroadsorbed H species?
Adsorption Sites of the UPD H and OPD H
In recent years, important electrochemistry-FTIR measurements (29-33) have been

conducted on the UPD H and the HER taking place at Pt, Rh, Pd and Ir having the (111),
(100) or polycrystallme surface orientations. The experiments have been aimed at
determination of the tme adsorption sites of Hyp^ and Hopp. The results may be summarized

Upon stopping the potential cycling, the current drops to zero.
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as follows: (i) HUPD forms a covalent bond with the metal substrate and it is multicoordinated;
(ii) HUPD occupies the three-fold hollow site on the fcc(lll) surface and the four-fold one on
the fcc(lOO) face; (iii) Hop^, which is an intermediate in the HER, forms a weaker bond with
the substrate than Hypp; (iv) Hopp interacts with H^O molecules in the double-layer region;

(v) Hope is singly coordinated, thus it occupies the on-top site. In the case of Pt(poly), two
HupD adsoqrtion peaks are observed; the one at 0.30 V, RHE, has been assigned to the socalled strongly-bonded H whereas the peak at 0.15V, RHE, to the ^eakly-bonded H. It

should be added that the discussion on the adsorption sites of these two surface species is still
going on and, at present, it is premature to conclude whether the strongly-bonded H

corresponds to H being screened in the metal surface (sandwiched between the first two
surface layers of the substrate), thus corresponding to the subsurface H, H^.

The above discussed electrochemical and FTDt experimental evidence (29-33) leads to
assignment of the actual adsorption sites of Hyp^ and Hop^ which are visualized in Fig. 2

showing the fcc(lll) surface with Hyp^ occupying the three-fold hollow site and Hop^ the
on-top site,

There are two kinds ofthree-fold hollow surface sites on the fcc(ll 1) face which may
be occupied by H: (i) the tetrahedral site; and (ii) the octahedral site. The distinction
between the octahedral site and the tetrahedral one is difficult to make since there is very little
data to support the viewpoint that the octahedral adsorption site is energetically favored over
the tetrahedral one. The only proof that the octahedral site is energetically more stable than
the tetrahedral one are the embedded atom method (EAM) theoretical calculations (6) which
indicate that the H adatom is bonded more strongly in the octahedral arrangement than in the
tetrahedral surface geometry.

THERMODYNAMICS OF H ELECTROADSORPTION
Assessment of the energy of the metal-hydrogen bond is essential in evaluation of the
strength and nature of the chemisorptive or electroadsoq)tive M - H bond as well as in
appraisal of the adsorption site of H on metallic surfaces. Whereas the energy of the surface
M-H^em bond formed under gas-phase conditions, E^_H (equation [8]), is well
documented (6) for various transition metals, such data have not been reported for the surface
bond between the underpotentially deposited H and the metal substrate, M, E^_y The
current authors have just determined E^_H,^ for Rh electrodes; the experimental procedure

and experimental results are described in detail elsewhere (23) and only the theoretical
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approach will be briefly presented in the present paper. It is based on the following
electrochemical adsorption isotherm (34-40);

^=a,expf-^W-MJ^1
[9]
1-0..__ ~H+~"rl RTr"rl RT
LUFD

where Oy is the surface coverage by Hyp^, a + is the activity of H in the bulk of the
electrolyte, E is the potential measured vs. the standard hydrogen electrode, SHE (41),
AG^s(Hup^) is the standard Gibbs free energy of electro-adsorption (UPDH) and it is a
function of the Hypo surface coverage, OH,^, and temperature, AG^(HupD)= £(1,6^^),

By application of the Nemst relation, one may rearrange equation [9] to the following
formula:

^^expf-^^W-^^1 [9a]
1-9^.__ ~"2 "-rl RT J""l RT
•UPD

where E^-E^ is the experimentally measured potential difference versus the reversible

hydrogen electrode (RHE) immersed in the same solution (detailed description of the
derivation of these formulae is provided in ref. 23). Both equations may be applied to
determination of AG^ (Hyp^) but the former requires precise knowledge of the activity of H+
whereas the latter requires pressure data which are more accessible. Thus, based on
experimental pairs of values of the H^ gas pressure in the reference electrode compartment,
potential and temperature at which the Hyp^ surface coverage is the same, Gy = const, as

those presented in Fig. 1, one may detemiine numerically AG^Hup^)- Fig. 3 shown a 3D
plots showing the relation between AG^(Hupo) versus (OH^,T); AG^Hup^) assumes
values between -8 and -18 kJmol"1. An analysis of the AG^Hup^) versus (OH,^,T)
relation (Fig. 3) reveals that for a given constant Hup^ surface coverage, Q^ = const, the

relations AG^Hupo) versus T are linear, thus allowing determination of the entropy of
adsorption from their slope, AS^Hypo) = - (9 ^G^CH-upo) I S T-) __^ • such determined
values of AS^(Hup^) fall between -90 for the lowest Hypp surface coverage and
-15 J mol"1 K-l for the highest (see ref. 23 for details).
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The enthalpy of the underpotential deposition of H on Rh electrodes, AH^(HypQ), is
readily determined based on the above determined values of AG^Hup^) and AS^(Hupo),
and the well-known formula AG° = AH° - T AS0 . Fig. 4 shows the relation between

AH;jHupJ and Q^_ for the UPD H on Rh from 0.1M H^SO^ solution; the dependence
demonstrates that AH^(HupD) accepts negative values between -41 and -20 kj mol"1.

Another approach (23) that may be applied to determination of AH^(Hupo) involves
combination of equation [9] with the Gibbs-Hehnholtz relation which leads to the following
formula:

B(E/T)_ ^AH^(H^
a(i/T)

'HUPD

where AH^(HupD) is the enthalpy of the UPD H. Thus, by determining experimentally pairs
of values of E and T at which the Hypo surface coverage is constant, 9^ = const, and by
plotting E/T vs. 1/T, one obtains linear relations and from their slope one may evaluate

AH^(H^pD). Experimental determination of the pairs of values E and T for various constant
HUPD surface coverages is feasible using CV adsorption/desorption profiles as those presented
in Fig. 1. Until now, such data have never been determined for Hopo but it seems reasonable

to assume that the methodology developed by Conway et al. (7, 21, 31) and based on the
potential relaxation can be applied to the Hope species.

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show experimentally determined values of AG^(Hupo) and
AH^(HUPQ), respectively, for the UPD H on Rh(poly) from 0.1M aqueous N3804 solution;
the values of AG^(Hupo) and AH^(HupQ) are consistently negative throughout the whole
HUPD surface coverage, Oy , and they increase from more negative to less negative ones
with increasing Hyp^ surface coverage pointing to the repulsive nature of the lateral
interactions between the Hyp^ adatoms. A visual representation of the modulation of the
adsorption energy brought about by lateral interactions between co-adsorbed H adatoms is

shown in Fig. 5 (6, 42).
The energy of the bond between Hypo and the metal substrate, M, may be determined
based upon the two single-electrode processes and the respective Bom-Haber thermodynamic
cycles shown below:
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working electrode (WE): H++e+M -> M- Hup^ [11]
reference electrode (RE): 1/2^ -> H++e [12]
For the working-electrode process:
H\gas) + e^) + M <-IH— H^) + M

^AH^ TO+EF TE^H [13]
H+ + e^,,) + M -ea^ M-HURO
and for the reference-electrode process:

H(gas) —H-> H + e(gas)

TiD,,, TAH:^ T$ [14]
1/2H, —S^ H+ + ^,<»
where AH^ is the standard enthalpy of solvation of H+ , 1^ is the ionization potential of H,
0 is the metal work function and it varies linearly with the applied potential, thus
0 = O(E=O) +FE, By is the dissociation energy of the hydrogen molecule, AH^ is the

enthalpy of the single-electrode process at the working electrode and AH^g is the enthalpy of
the single-electrode process at the reference electrode (21). Summation of the two singleelectrode processes leads to the following overall reaction:
1/2H2+M AHOKb(HUPD) > M-HUPD [15]

Subsequently, upon adding the respective Bom-Haber cycles and bearing in mind that there is
a Volta potential difference between the metal and the solution so that the H and the
electron extracted from the two solid electrodes are at different electrostatic potentials and
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this difference compensates exactly the work function variation shown in scheme [13] at the
working electrode, thus EF, one obtains the following relation for the M - Hyp^ bond energy;

EM-H^ =^ - AH^H^J [16]
Fig. 6 shows the experimentally determined values of the Rh - Hypp bond energy, Ejy^ ,
vs. the HUPD surface coverage, Q^^, for H adsorbed from 0.1M aqueous N[2804 solution

based on the data demonstrated in Fig. 4. It should be added that through relation [16],
E^_H follows the changes of AH^Hupo) versus OH^- The experimental data indicate

that the bond energy is within a narrow range between 240 and 260 kJ mol-l and that it
varies only slightly with Gy .
It is of interest to compare such determined a value of E^_H^ with that for H
adsorbed chemisorptively from the gas phase, B^_H . The heat of chemisorption of H on

the Rh(lll) and Rh(llO) surfaces has been found to be 78 kJ mol-l and 77 kJ mol-l (6),
respectively, and ERh-H.>._» as calculated according to relation [8], equals 257 kJ mol"1. It is
important to emphasize that E^_H is the same for both single-crystal surfaces indicating
that it does not depend on the surface structure of the substrate. It has been reported that the
M-H^hem bond energy for various transition metals are almost the same and fall in the
250 - 270 kJ mol range. This observation has led to the conclusion that H^em is strongly
embedded in the surface lattice of the metal substrate and as such does not depend on the
nature of the transition metal or its surface geometry (6).
Proximity of the value of E^_H to that of E^_y leads to the following
conclusions; (i) the natures of the Rh-Hyp^ and Rh-H^em bonds are alike; (ii) the same

binding mechanism sets in under the electrolyte and the gas phase conditions; (iii) the
electrified double layer, thus presence of the electrolyte and the applied potential, has no
impact on the strength of the M - H bond indicating that Hypo and H^em are equivalent
surface species; (iv) equivalence ofHup^ and H^em points to the same adsorption sites of the
two surface species indicating that Hypp is strongly embedded in the surface lattice of the
metal substrate.
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Relation Between Overpotential and Hvdroeen Pressure
It is of importance to discuss the meaning of the relation between the overpotential, T|,
and the equivalent Hs gas pressure as expressed by the Nemst equation:

[17]
where Py is the equilibrium H^ gas pressure (at T|=O) and Pg the equivalent Hs gas
pressure at the overpotential T|. It should be stressed that the Nemst equation applies to an

equilibrium condition. An equivalent equilibrium relationship for the dissociative H^
absoq^tion from the gas phase is known as Sievert's Law (5, 11, 12, 22). The Nemst equation
represents an equivalent H^ pressure external to the metal and not so-called hydrogen
pressure inside the metal lattice. It could be used to describe the pressure of H^ in a closed
pressure cell where the evolved H^ is allowed to build up until a new reversible, equal to the
initial overpotential, has become established.
Mechanism of H Electroabsorption
The relation between Hyp^ Hop^ and absoTbed. H, H^s, and the sites they occupy on

the metal surface or in its bulk is an intriguing one and as such not clarified satisfactorily yet.
Hydrogen can undergo electroabsorption into metals or metallic alloys such as Fe, Ti, LaNis,
NiZr which do not reveal the UPD H phenomenon (1-5, 15-19, 29, 30, 43, 44), thus it seems

evident that it is Hopp which undergoes interfacial transfer from the absorbed to the absorbed
state. On the other hand, H can become absorbed into Pd, a metal which is covered with a
monolayer of Hypo prior to the onset of the HER (45, 46). Also, in the case ofPd, the three
H species, Hyp^ Hop^ and H^s, can coexist in the negative potential range. Thus despite
extensive experimental evidence, the atomistic mechanism of H electroabsorption into Pd is
not well understood and it is not clear whether it is Hypo or Hyp^ which enters the Pd lattice
becoming H^,.
In order to deduce which surface species, namely Hyp^ or Hopp, undergoes entry into

Pd, we have performed a series of cyclic-voltammetry (CV) measurements on a Pd(poly)
electrode in 0.5 M aq N2804 solution at 298 K; we do not discuss the experimental details of
the CV measurements since they are trivial and are discussed in detail elsewhere (47-49). The
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results shown in Fig. 7 demonstrate that upon decrease of the lower potential limit from
0.40 V to 0.16 V, RHE, a new process, which commences at 0.30 V, RHE, takes place and it

reveals CV characteristics significantly different from those associated with the UPD H on
Pd (46); we assign these features to H absorption. It should be emphasized that this CV
behavior cannot be simply associated -with the UPD H or the HER for the following reasons:
(i) the cathodic/anodic charges are over three times greater than the charge required to form a
monolayer of Hyp^ on Pd (46); (ii) the CV diagrams do not reveal the representative fine
structure of the UPD H on thin Pd films (46); (iii) the CV profiles cannot be associated with
the HER since the process takes place at negative potentials and the observed features are in
the 0.10-0.30V, RHE, potential range. However, the cyclic-voltammetry H

absorption/desoq)tion profiles show that the process occurs in the potential region
characteristic of the UPD H on Pt, Rh and Pd electrode surfaces (47, 49). This observation
leads to the conclusion that it is Hypp which undergoes entry into Pd. It is worthwhile adding
that the electroabsorption and electrodesorption CV profiles (Fig. 7) reveal a hysteresis, thus
demonstrating that the H absorption and the H desoqrtion occur in different potential ranges.
A hysteresis effect is also observed for H absoqrtion/desorption under gas-phase conditions

that is difficult to explain on the thermodynamic basis (1,2, 5).
It should be added that the interfacial H transfer from the adsorbed to the absorbed
state may be strongly affected by presence of small amounts (submonolayer or monolayer

surface coverage) of surface impurities (50-52). In fact, the dissociative hydrogen adsorption
on atomically clean Pd surfaces, prepared under UHV conditions, is known to be nonactivated whereas under "laboratory" conditions, where Pd surfaces are often covered with a
layer of C or other impurities, the process becomes activated (50-52). It is of interest to
compare the gas-phase and electrochemical experimental conditions. In the case of the
electrochemical environment, Pd electrodes are cycles into the region of surface oxidation and
one may clearly distinguish whether the Pd electrode surface is contaminated or not by
comparing the oxide formation and oxide reduction profiles. In absence of surface impurities,
the oxide formation charge equals the oxide reduction one. When impurities are detected on
the surface, they may be easily "removed" by repetitive cycling into the oxide formation region

(say up to 1.5 V, RHE) since surface oxidation and oxidative impurity desoq)tion occur in the
same potential range. Thus, repetitive potential cycling into the oxide formation region leads
cleans Pd electrodes which reveal surface cleanliness similar to that of surfaces prepared by

ion sputtering under UHV conditions.
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The mechanism of hydrogen electroabsorption is drastically different in the case of
metals or metallic alloys which do not reveal the UPD H phenomenon. Van Rijswick has
demonstrated (44) that in the case of LaNi5, LaNi4Cu and LaNi4Cr, the H absoq^tion
current overlaps that of the HER whereas the H desorption one takes place between 0.10 and
0.40 V, RHE. These experimental data clearly show that it is Hop^ which undergoes entry
into these intermetallics.
The above presented arguments on experimental results on H absorption into

intemietallics and Pd call for deliberation on the possible mechanistic pathways of H
absoq)tion. Here, we discuss three mechanisms of H electroabsorption into fcc-type metals

through the (111) surface; they are visualized in Fig. 8:
(a) HUPD occupying a three-fold, octahedral surface site undergoes interfacial transfer to a
subsurface site, H^, and subsequent transfer to an interstice below the second surface
monolayer becoming absorbed H, H ^ ;
(b) in this mechanism, HypQ does not undergo entry into the host metal; it is Hop^ occupying
an on-top surface site which moves to a three-fold, tetrahedral surface site (since the
octahedral sites are occupied by Hyp^) and subsequent interfacial transfer to a subsurface site,
H^, followed by transfer to an interstice below the second surface monolayer becoming
absorbed H, H^,;
(c) HQPD occupying an on-top surface undergoes direct interfacial transfer to a subsurface
site, B. followed by transfer to an interstice below the second surface monolayer becoming
absorbed H, H^; this mechanism does not involve H adsorbed in an octahedral or a
tetrahedral site as an intermediate of the process.

The mechanism (a) and (b) apply to Pd-type metals/alloys which reveal the UPD H
phenomenon whereas the mechanism (c) describes a pathway of H absorption into
metals/alloys which do not demonstrate the UPD H phenomenon. In the case of the
mechanism (a), Hypo "used up" in the process would be regenerated by subsequent

undeq)otential deposition of H; this pathway would lead to a steady-state condition between
HUPQ, H^ and H^, as well as a steady-state coverage by Hupp. In the case of the mechanism
(b), HUPD in a tetrahedral site acts as an intermediate of the process. According to this

mechanism, the total surface coverage by underpotentially deposited H (whether in the
octahedral or the tetrahedral site) would be greater than unity (more than one H adatom per
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surface metal atom) giving rise to strong H-H repulsive interactions (6, 23). Under this
mechanism, a steady-state condition would be established between Hypo, Hupp in a
tetrahedral site, H^ and H^s. Finally, the mechanism (c) would involve a steady-state
condition between Hopo, H and H^g.
Here, we have presented three possible mechanistic pathways of H electroabsorption
and based upon the existing and above presented data, it seems apparent that the
mechanism (a) can be satisfactorily applied to clean Pd electrodes. However, no experimental

evidence has been provided so far in favor of the pathway (b) or (c) for H entry into metals
which do not reveal the UPD H phenomenon.

It is of interest to compare the mechanistic pathways of H absorption into the host
metal from the gas phase with H electroabsorption from the electrolyte. In the gas-phase
mechanism, the adsorbed H is formed in the process of initial chemisoqrtion, H^em? an(l m the

case of the fcc(lll) face, trt^m occupies the three-fold surface site (6). The chemisorbed H
undergoes interfacial transfer from the adsorbed state to an interstice just beneath the topmost surface layer becoming subsurface H, H^. This surface species subsequently hops to
another interstice below the second surface monolayer of the host metal becoming absorbed

H, H^s; this process is followed by 3D H diffusion in the metal bulk. In the case of
electroadsoqrtion, there is no dissociation of the H^ molecule, electron transfer from the metal
to the solvated H must, however, occur with a simultaneous breakage of the hydration shell.
On the contrary, the gas-phase adsorption pathway proceeds through the dissociation of the
H^ molecule before the M - H bond is fanned. It ought to be stressed that both of these
distinct mechanisms lead to the adsorbed H. However, the electrochemical pathways lead to
two discrete electroadsorbed H species, namely Hypo and Hopo, each one having its own
distinct chemical potential as well as its own absorption pathway.

THERMODYNAMICS OF HYDROGEN INTERFACIAL TRANSFER
Thermodynamics of(electro)adsorbed, subsurface and absorbed H's are very important

in order to evaluate the possibility of H entry into metals and becoming 3D absorbed H, H^s.
In order to establish whether (electro)adsorbed H can undergo absorption into the host
metals/alloys, the chemical potential gradient of H, A|iy, associated with its interfacial
transfer across the gas/solid or liquid/solid interface, has to be determined. This requires

knowledge of the chemical potential of H in the (electro)adsorbed and absorbed states. The
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chemical potential of absorbed H has been defined by Wagner (53) and it is expressed by the
following formula:
x^

= (4, + RT In—^b— [ 18 ]

LA. '"•"d).

'H^,,

where (LI^ is the standard chemical potential of absorbed H and X^ is the threedimensional lattice occupancy fraction. The chemical potential of the underpotentially
deposited H has been related to the Hypo surface coverage, 6^ , in a manner similar to that

presented by Wagner (22, 53, 54);

=»4_ +RTln, UHUFD [19]

IUPD ' nUPD

HUPD

where H^ is the standard chemical potential of Hyp^. By analogy, the chemical potential of
the over-potentially deposited H is defined according to the following formula:
GH,

HH^
= ^°H^ + RT In —^PD— [ 20 ]
IOPD ' "OPD
HOPD

where |J.H^ is the standard chemical potential of Hope and By is the surface coverage by
HQPD . The principle difference between Hup^ and ^-OPD ls that the chemical potential of the

underpotentially deposited H is negative (see refs. 23, 29, 30 and Fig. 3), n^_ ( 0, whereas
that of the over-potentially deposited H is positive, (J.^ ) 0.
Finally, the chemical potential of the subsurface H, H^, has been defined in a manner

similar to that for the electroadsorbed H:
QH..

=j4_+RTln,

lu r uu

WH"

[21]

Hu

where ^ is the standard chemical potential of the subsurface H, 0^ is the subsurface lattice
occupancy fraction analogous to the H surface coverage, Q^ (55). It should be emphasized
that the standard states of all these three types of sorbed H species, namely adsorbed H,
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subsurface H and absorbed H, refer to Xy, 6y and Og equal 0.5 since under this condition

the logarithmic component of equations [18] through [21] equal zero (22, 53, 56, 57).
We are able to define the necessary thermodynamic requirement in order for H to
undergo absoqstion into the host metal either through the gas-phase or the electrochemical

pathway. In the case of H absorption from the gas phase through the chemisorptive pathway,
the interfacial transfer from the chemisorbed to the absorbed state is spontaneous when:

AHH=^H,,-^<O

[22]

thus, if the following condition is fulfilled:

i°^ + RT In—^— - ^_ - RT ln—^h2—< 0 [ 23 ]
^. ' — "' i-x^. ^chm ^ ^ 1 - e,
Ltb«

"Am

where n^r is the standard chemical potential of the chemisorbed H and 6y is the surface
lchem

t

"dim

coverage by H^em- Similarly, H electroabsorption occurs through the mechanism (a)

involving Hyp^ if the following condition is fulfilled:
AHH==^.-HH^<O

[24]

and consequently:

i°^
+ RT In—^— - ^_ - RT ln—I^PI—< 0 [ 25 ]
l>bi 1 V r "UPD
l«bi

n?D

If H electroabsorption takes place through the mechanism (b) or (c) involving Hop^, then the
thermodynamic condition for H absorption is expressed by relations [26] and [27]:
A^H=^.-I^Hopo<0

[26]

and consequently:

i0^ + RT In—^— - ^_ - RT ln—l^OTD—< 0 [ 27 ]
•»b«

-

-

1

-V

'

"UPD

'H,h,

H|
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According to the above presented formulae, H can undergo interfacial transfer from the
absorbed to the absorbed state when the corresponding chemical potential gradient, A^,
associated with the process is negative. Thus, assessment of the possibility of H interfacial

transfer requires hiowledge of standard chemical potentials of H in the chemisorbed and
electroadsorbed states,'?M-^.
, (J^__
and
M-M—r-Hdim
' r~HupD
*'**~
'"HOPD

Finally, we suggest a thermodynamic condition for H transfer from the
(electro)adsorbed to the subsurface state, a process which is fast and whose energy barrier is
small (6, 24-28). It can occur if the following condition is met:
AUH=HH..-M-H.^<O [28]

where p.^ is the chemical potential of the (electro)adsorbed H and it refers to the
chemisorbed, underpotentially deposited or over-potentially deposited H, depending on the
process pathway.
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E/ V,RHE

Figure 1. Series of the cyclic-voltammetry (CV) profiles for the under-potential deposition
of H (UPD H) on a Rh(poly) electrode in 0.1 M aqueous solution of 112804 for a
temperature range between 298 and 353 K, with an interval of 10 K, and recorded
at the sweep rate s = 20 mV s-l, the electrode surface area A^ = 0.70 ± 0.01 cm2.

The arrows indicate the shift of the adsorption and desoq^tion peaks upon the
temperature increase.
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fee(111)
Topmost metal
layer
3-fold site

UPDH

Second metal
layer

on-top site

OPDH

Figure 2. Adsorption sites of H^upo and HOPQ on the fcc(lll) surface; Hypp occupies the
three-fold hollow site on fcc(l 11) and whereas H opo resides on top of the surface
metal atom,
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Figure 4. Experimentally determined values of AH^(HupJ for the UPD H on Rh(poly)
from 0.1M aqueous W.^0^ solution; AH^(HupJ has values between -20 and
-41kJmol-1.
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Figure 5. Variation of the potential energy, Ep, of the adsorbed H vs. the surface

coordinates (x,y). (A) Surface with a single H adatom having the energy of
adsorption E^; in the case of absence oflateral interactions every additional H
adatom possesses the same E^. (B) In the case of attractive lateral interactions
between H adatoms occupying neighbor adsorption sites, the energy of adsorption
decreases by the energy of lateral attractions, o. (C) In the case of repulsive
lateral interactions between H adatoms occupying neighbor adsorption sites, the
energy ofadsorption increases by the energy oflateral attractions, co.
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Figure 6. Experimentally determined values of the Rh - Hyp^ bond energy, E^_y vs. the
HUPD surface coverage, Q^^, for the UPDH from 0.1M aqueous H2S04

solution; the data indicate that the bond energy is within the 240 and 260 kJ mol
range and that it does not depend on Oy .
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Figure 7. A series of cyclic-voltammograms for a Pd(poly) electrode in 0.5M aq N2504

solution at 298 K; the upper potential limit is fixed at 1.40 V, RHE, whereas the
lower one is decreased gradually from 0.40V, to 0.16V, RHE. They
demonstrate that upon decrease of the lower potential limit from 0.40V, to
0.16 V, RHE, H absorption into Pd can be observed with the process commencing
at ca. 0.30 V, RHE. The CV profiles do not reveal the fine features of Hypo on

very thin Pd films (46).
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1.2 DETERMINATION OF THE ENERGY OF THE M-HUPD BOND

FOR Rh ELECTRODES

G. Jerkiewicz and A. Zolfaghari, J. Phys. Chem., 100, 8454 (1996)
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ABSTRACT
Investigation of the under-potential deposition of hydrogen (UPD H) on Rh electrodes
in 0.05, 0.10 and 0.50 M aqueous solutions of N2804 in the 298 - 353 K temperature range

by cyclic voltammetry (CV) demonstrates that upon temperature increase the CV profiles shift
towards less-positive values. The CV hydrogen adsorption/desorption diagrams are

symmetric with respect to the potential axis indicating that the UPD H is a reversible process.
Theoretical treatment of the experimental data based on an electrochemical adsorption

isotherm allows determination of the Gibbs free energy of adsorption, AG^Hupp), as a
function of temperature and the H surface coverage; it varies between -8 and -18 kJ mol~ .
Temperature dependence of AG^(Hup^) for a constant surface coverage of the under-

potential deposited H (Hyp^) allows determination of the standard entropy of adsorption,
AS^Hypo), which is found to be between -15 and -125 Jmol-lK-l. Subsequently,
AH^(Hupo) ls determined to be between -15 and -52 kJ moF1. An analysis of the values

of AH^(HUPD) and ^S^(HUPQ) leads to conclusion that the UPD H is an enthalpy-driven
process. Knowledge of AH^(HupD) leads to detemiination of the bond energy between Rh
and HUPD> ERh_H , which is between 235 and 265 kJ mol depending on the Hypp surface
coverage (0^,^). The value of E^_H is close to that of the bond energy between Rh and
the H chemisorbed from the gas phase (H^em)» E^_^ , which equals 255 kJ mol~ .
Proximity of the magnitude of E^_H to that of E^_H points to a similar binding

mechanism of H under the conditions involving presence of the electrified solid/liquid
interface. Closeness of ER^H,,^ to E^_g also points to the same adsorption site of Hyp^
and H^em indicating that they are strongly embedded in the surface lattice of the Rh substrate.
Finally, proximity of ER^H,^ to Ejy^ indicates that Hyp^ and H^em are equivalent surface
species.

INTRODUCTION
The under-potential deposition (UPD) of hydrogen and certain metals of the p and d
blocks of the periodic table on noble-metal electrodes has been a subject of intense studies in
electrochemical surface science. 1-16 The under-potential deposition of a species A involving
the transfer of z electrons and a complete discharge of the species A to A may be

represented by the following general formula: n
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M + Az+ +ze ^ M-AupD

(1-9^)
a,,
(Q^_)
•UPD7
"A" V-AUPD
where M stands for the metal substrate on which the electroadsorption of A takes place, a^z+

is the activity of Az+ in solution from which adsorption of A originates and Q^_ is the
surface coverage of Aypp. A Langmuir-type electrochemical isothemi for this process may be
represented by the following relation: 4>lu7

u-^- = ^ exp(-zEF / RT) exp(-AG;jA^J / RT) [ 2 ]
•UPD

where E is the electrode potential* determining the coverage 6^,^ of the electroadsorbed

species A, AG^Aupp) is the standard Gibbs free energy of process [1] and the standard state
corresponds to the Gibbs free ofadsorption at Q^_ =0.5, T is the temperature, and F and R
are physico-chemical constants. In presence of lateral interactions between the adsorbed
species, where the lateral interaction energy, g, inreases lineariy with 6^,^, the second

exponential component of equation [2] becomes exp(-AG^(AupD)+g9A,^ /RTJ and such a
reformulated adsorption equation becomes the Fmmkin electrochemical adsorption isotherm.
9,11,17 A detail discussion of the selection of standard states for electrochemical adsorption
isotherms other than the Langmuir one is provided in ref. 9.

The under-potential deposition of hydrogen (UPD H) is known 1-14 to take place only
on Rh, Pt, Ir and Pd, and at potentials positive to the thermodynamic reversible potential of
the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), Eyg^O.OV vs. NHE** (the normal hydrogen

electrode). The UPD H from an acidic solution may be represented by the following surface
reaction:

M + Hfl+ + e-> M-HupD + H^O
(I-GH^)
a^. (QH^)
LUPD / ~H30'r
v - "UPD

E measured vs. SHE.

The UPD H is a process which takes place above the H+ / H^ equilibrium potential, Egq .
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where M represents the metal substrate on which the UPD H takes place, a^ Q+ is the activity

of H^O species from which the under-potential deposited H (Hypo ) originates, Gy is the
HUPD surface coverage, and E, AG^Hup^)? R, F and T are defined above. It is of
importance to discuss the electrosorption valency, y, of Hypo upon its under-potential

deposition, thus the completeness of discharge of the H cation upon its adsorption (a detail
description of the electrosorption valency with its definition is given in ref. 18). The
adsorption of the Hypo species from acidic solutions on noble-metal electrodes was studied
by Schultze and Vetter, 18 and by Vetter and Klein 19 who evaluated that y^_ =0.95=1.

Based on these findings one may conclude that the UPD H leads to a complete discharge of
H (or H^O ) which is the source of the electroadsorbed H, Hypo, thus the value of z for the
process equals unity (z = 1) and the electrochemical adsorption isotherm for reaction [3] may
be written according to the following equation: 4'11'17

^*°- = a^, exp(-BF / RT) exp(-AG°^(H^) / RT) [ 4 ]

1-9^

IUPD

In discussion of hydrogen adsorption on Pt and Rh electrode surfaces, it is essential to

distinguish between Hyp^ an(l the over-potential deposited H (Hopp) which is an intermediate
of the HER. 6-13 The over-potential deposition of hydrogen (OPD H) takes place at potentials
negative to E^R, thus at potentials negative with respect to the UPD H and Hopo is bound
less strongly to the metal substrate than Hyp^. 6-13 Spectroscopic measurements 20-22 show
that the Hopo interacts with a H^O molecule forming a bond whereas Hypo appears to be

unavailable for forming a bond with H^O molecules in the double-layer region. Experimental
evidence 23'24 also reveals that on Pt electrodes, Hupp co-exist with Hopo in the negative
potential region, thus the two species must occupy two distinct surface adsorption sites in
order to sustain their chemical identity. Subsequently, if Hypo and Hop^ occupy unlike

adsoq)tion sites, then their Gibbs free energies of adsorption, enthalpies of adsorption and
bond energies should be distinct.
In general, fundamental studies of the enthalpies of adsorption of Hyp^ and Hopo,

AH^(HUPD) and AH^(HQPD), and the bond energies between the metal substrate (M) and
HUPD or between M and Hopo (EM-H,^ anc^ ^M-Hnon' respectively) are of extreme importance
to electrochemical surface science, materials and corrosion sciences. 25-27 They allow one to
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assess which of these electroadsorbed H species undergoes interfacial entry into the host metal
as well as to evaluate, on the thermodynamic basis, the adsoq^tion sites of the Hypo and
HOPD surface species. 23,24,28,29 Subsequently, experimentally determined values of the Gibbs

free energies oftheelectroadsorbed Hypp and Hopo, AG^(HupD) and AG^(HopD), lead to
determination of the chemical potential gradient associated with the interfacial H transfer from
the adsorbed to the absorbed state, thus the thermodynamic driving force of the process.28'29

The latter is of vital importance to the recently developing metal-hydride science because it
defines the nature and strength of the M - H bond on the metal surface prior to the H
interfacial transfer into the metal bulk.

While there is a significant amount of data 12'30'31 on AG^(H^J, AH^(H<^J,
AS^(H^em) and E^_H for dissociative H chemisoq^tion from the gas phase, the authors are
unaware of any data on E^_y which is the original contribution reported in this paper. New

data is reported on AG^Hupo) as a function of T and 6^, AH^Hupo) and AS^(HupD)
in relation to the concentration of the electrolyte which gives rise to the specific anion
adsorption.

EXPERIMENTAL
1. EIectrode Preparation. The technique of preparing electrodes was found to be
very important with respect to the reproducibility of the experimental results.32-36 The

electrode preparation procedure involved the following steps: (a) initial cleaning of the Rh
wire (99.99% purity) by refluxing in acetone for 12 h; (b) flame-welding the Rh wire to a Ag
wire for electrical contact (the Ag wire was not in contact with the solution); (c) sealing the
Rh wire into pre-cleaned soft-glass tubing followed again by step (a); (d) cleaning the
electrode in cone. 112804 for 12 h; (e) repetitive washing in "Nanopure" water, followed by
soaking for 24 h. Since the heat treatment ofRh electrodes always affected the surface, prior
to the measurements the electrodes were cycled 4,000 times between 0.04 and 1.40 V, NHE,
in order to release any stress from the near-surface region. 37 After this procedure, the
electrodes and their surfaces were found stable and did not undergo any further changes, as

revealed from the CV profiles (see refs. 35-37); the shape of the UPD H CV profiles and the
double layer CV charging curves were found to be consistent with those reported in earlier
literature.5'35'36 The real surface area of the Rh(poly) electrodes was determined by accepting
an anodic charge value of 210 p.C cm as that necessary to form a monolayer of Hupo 5'35'36
allowing for double-layer charging. It was calculated to be A = 0.70 ± 0.01 cm .
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Solution and EIectrochemical Cell. High-purity solutions were prepared from BDH
"Aristar" grade N2804 and "Nanopure" water (18 MX1 cm), and their cleanliness was verified

by recording CV Hupp adsoq3tion/desorption profiles and comparing them with those in the
literature.32-37 The experiments were conducted in a standard all-Pyrex, three-compartment
electrochemical cell.32-37 The glassware was pre-cleaned according to well established
previous procedure.32-34 During the experiments H2 gas, pre-cleaned and pre-saturated with

water vapor, was bubbled through the reference electrode (RE) compartment in which a
Pt/Pt-black reference electrode (RE) was immersed. Similarly, N3 gas, pre-cleaned and presaturated with water vapor, was passed through the working (WE) and counter electrode
(CE) compartments.32'33
Temperature Measurements. The electrochemical cell was immersed in a water bath

(Haake W13) and the temperature was controlled to within ± 0.5 K by means of a thermostat
(Haake Dl); the water level in the bath was maintained above the electrolyte in the cell. The
temperature in the water bath and the electrochemical cell were controlled by means of

thermometers (± 0.5 K) and a K-type thermocouple (80 TK Fluke), and were found to agree
to within ± 0.5 K. In order to ensure uniform temperature distribution in the cell, N2 gas preheated to the temperature of the water bath was passed through the electrolyte.
Electrochemical Measurements. The experimental procedure applied in this project

involved standard cyclic-voltammetry (CV) measurements of the UPD H on Rh electrodes in
a 0.5 M aqueous solution of N[2804 within a temperature range between 273 and 343 K. The

electrochemical instrumentation included: (a) EG&G Model 263 A potentiostat-galvanostat;
(b) mM-compatible 80386, 40 MHz computer; and (c)EG&G M270 Electrochemical
Software. All potentials were measured with respect to the reversible hydrogen electrode

(RHE) immersed in the same electrolyte. The potential of the RHE differed from that of the
normal hydrogen electrode (NHE); it was evaluated according to the Nemst equation that the
zero potential on the RHE scale in the 0.50, 0.10 and 0.05 M aqueous 112804 solutions
corresponded to -0.021, -0.060 and -0.075 V, respectively, on the NHE scale.

Curve Fitting Procedure. The AG^Hupo), AS^Hup^ AH^(HupD)and
^Rh-H.^ vs- ®H OT ^ P^ots presented in Results and Discussion were fitted into a first, second

or third order polynomials usmg the SigmaPlot software package of Jandel Scientific. The
SigmaPlot linear regression procedure uses the least squares to fit a set of (x,, y,) where
i = 1,..., n, to a polynomial of order p, y = Po + Pix + ?2X2 + ••. + Ppx • In the vector-matrix
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notation, this problem is formulated as: Y = XR + s where the (n x 1) vector containing the
y^ data is Y = [y^, y^,..., yj and the n x (p +1) design matrix is

1 Xi x^ ... xf

x=

•2 ""'

1 X^ X; ... X^

P isa (p+1) x 1 vector of parameters to be estimated, P = [Po, Pi,..., Pp], and s is a (nx 1)
vector of residuals. The solution for the least squares estimates of the parameters |3, is given

by b = (X' • X) X' • Y. The software uses the Cholesky decomposition of the X' Y matrix
A

and gives the regression curve expressed by y = bo + b^x + b^ +...+ bpX^ . A detail
description of this procedure can be found in refs. 38,39.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Temperature-Dependence of the UPD H. Fig. 1 shows a series of CV adsoqrtiondesorption for the UPD H from a 0.50 M aqueous solution of 113804 for various temperature
between 273 and 343 K, with an interval of 10 K recorded at the sweep rate of 20 mV s-l. It

should be added that experiments were conducted with the temperature interval of 5 K but in
order not to obscure the graph fewer experimental curves are shown. The CV profiles

demonstrate that the adsorption and desorption peaks shift towards less positive potentials
upon the temperature increase and that they are symmetric with respect to the potential axis
indicating that the surface process is reversible. An increase of the cathodic current at the

lower potential limit of the CV profiles, thus prior to the sweep reversal, is due to the onset of
the over-potential deposition of H. The authors conducted identical experiments in 0.05 and

0.10 M aqueous N2804 solutions in order to evaluate changes in the CV profiles brought
about by the temperature variation. In order to avoid repetitions, the authors show a series of
UPD H cyclic-voltammetry adsorption-desorption profiles for the three concentrations of

H2S04 at four different temperatures (Fig. 2). The diagrams indicate the same behavior of
the UPDH adsorption-desorption profiles which may be summarized as follows: (i) the
temperature increase shifts the UPD H adsorption-desorption profiles towards less-positive

values; (ii) no new features are observed in the CV profiles that could result from the
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temperature increase for a given concentration of ^804; (iii) upon decrease of the
concentration of N[2804, the UPDH adsorption-desorption peaks become less sharp (less
pronounced) but the total Hypo adsorption-desorption charges remain unchanged. 40-44

Determination of AG^(HupD)> AS^Hupo) and AH^(H^). In the absence of
lateral interaction between adsorbed species, the standard Gibbs free energy of adsorption can

be expressed by relation AG^g = N q^ where N is the number of adsorbed species and q^ is
the standard Gibbs free energy ofadsorption per adsorbed species. 45-47 However, when more
species become adsorbed on the substrate, they might begin to interact and to influence each
other's enthalpies of adsorption and bond energies. In this case, the values of q^s and AG^
change due to lateral repulsive or attractive interactions. 45 In other words, the relation
between AG^ and the surface coverage of the adsorbed species points to the nature of their
lateral interactions.

Evaluation of the Gibbs free energy ofadsorption for Hyp^, AG^(HupD)> may not be
simply based on the Langmuir or the Frumkin isotherm for it is unknown whether
AG^(Hupo) is independent of the Hypp surface coverage, OH,^» thus
AG^(HupD)e_=o = AG^(HWD)e^_^o' or whether lt changes in a linear manner with Oy^,
'HUPD-U -~ ~~— "HUPD

thus ^G°^(~H^\__^ = AG^(HupJ^__^ + gOn^- The authors determine numerically the

Gibbs free energy of adsorption for given Q^_ and T based upon the following formula (see
Appendix for the origin of this relation):

^^expf-^W-AGAJ1
[5]
1-QH^-AH2W^\ RTjw^\ RT
LUPD

where AG^/Hup^) includes a coverage-dependent parameter, CO^OH,^^ which describes their

lateral interactions, thus AG^HypJe^o = AG^(HupD)e^=o +(D(eHupJ. ^ is the partial
pressure of H^ in the reference electrode compartment, and E is the experimentally measured
potential difference between the working electrode and the reference electrode immersed in
the same solution, thus the potential, E, measured versus the RHE. Based upon the
experimental data, the authors determine the potential, E, at which the Hypo surface
coverage, Q^ , reaches a given value for a given constant temperature, T, and subsequently

introduce it into formula [5] and calculate AG^(Hupo). This procedure is applied to various
values of9xj between 0.05 and 0.95 with an interval of 0.05 and it allows determination of
IUPD
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AG;ds(HupD) as a function of both Q^ and T, AG^(H^) = ^OH^^). Fig. 3 shows 3D
plots of AG^(Hupo) versus Q^_ and T for the three concentrations of 112804; the data
demonstrate that W^(H.^p^) varies between -18 and -8 kJ mol depending on Q^ and
T. The Gibbs free energy of adsorption has the most negative values at the lowest
temperature and at the smallest Hupp surface coverage. Augmentation of AG^Hup^) with
increasing Q^_ for a constant temperature (T= const) indicates that the lateral interactions
between the Hyp^ species are predominantly of the repulsive nature. 2-4,23,24,30,31,45,48
It is of interest to assess the dependence of AG^Hup^) as a function of Q^^ for a
constant temperature (T=const). An examination of the AG^(Hupp) vs. [OH.^TJ plots

shown in Fig. 3 for 0.05 and 0.10 M ^[2804 solutions indicates that the changes of
AG^(HUPD) are pronounced the most in the 0-0.20 range of6y and at low temperatures.
When the temperature approaches high values, AG^(Hup^) does not vary more than some
4 kjmol and the AG^(Hupp) vs. Q^_ relations become almost linear. In the 0.50 M
H.2S04 solution, the AG^(Hupp) vs. 9^ dependence is slightly more complex; at low

temperatures, AG^(Hupp) varies significantly with Oy especially in the 0-0.40 range of
the surface coverage by Hupp. However at high temperatures, the changes become less
pronounced and AG^Hup^) does not vary more than some 4 kJ mol over the whole range
°^OH.^ . An analysis of the AG^Hup^) vs. 9^ plots shown in Fig. 3 reveals that they may

not be simply fitted into the Frumkin isotherm in order to evaluate the energy of lateral
interactions because the dependences are non-linear, thus appraisal of the energy of lateral
repulsions is not straightforward. Nevertheless, in the case of H adsorption from 0.05 and
0.10 M fl^SO^ solutions and in the 0.20-0.80 range of the Hupp surface coverage, the

AG^(HupD) vs. OH relations are linear indicating applicability of the Frumkin isotherm.
The authors fitted the AG^CHupo) vs. Qy_ relations (for T= const) for 0.20 <Q^_ <. 0.80

into the Frumkin isotherm and evaluated the Gibbs jfree energy of lateral repulsions, g, in
relation to the temperature. The data shown in Fig. 4 indicate that g assumes values between
2 and 5 kJ mol thus increasing AG^Hup^) from more negative to less negative values.

The experimental results also indicate that g varies with temperature, g=f(T), and that it
assumes the lowest values at the highest temperatures.

The entropy of the UPDH on Rh, AS^(Hup^), is determined based upon the
temperature dependence of AG^Hupp). An analysis of the AG^Hupp) vs. (0^^ Plots
shown in Fig. 3 reveals that for a given Hypp surface coverage (QH,^ = const) the relation
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between AG^Hup^) and T is linear, thus allowing determination of the entropy of
adsoq^tion from the slope of the AG^s(HupQ) vs. T dependences,

AS^(H^)=-(aAG^(H^)/3T)^_^. Fig. 5 shows the AS:JH^J vs. Q^
relations for the three concentrations of 112804. The data demonstrate that AS^Hyp^)
varies significantly with Q^_ between -125 and -15 Jmol~lK-l; it assumes the more
negative values at the lowest Hypp surface coverage and it assumes less-negative values with
increasing QH^. The AS^(Hup^) vs. Q^ relations almost follow each other for
QW.—
> 0.55 and there are significant differences for 6^_ (0.55. The differences between the
•UPD - - " -o— -- _------- ^ "UPD

AS^(Hupo) vs. By relations for the 0.05 and 0.10 M 112804 solutions are small and they
almost overlap each other. The AS^Hup^) vs. 9^ relation for the 0.5M H2S04 solution

differs from the others and AS^Hypp) has more-negative values especially in the 0-0.55
range of Q^ . At this preliminary level, the AS^Hup^) vs- QH.^ behavior may be assigned
to the specific anion adsorption being more pronounced in the more concentrated electrolyte.

The AS^Hupo) vs. By dependences presented here indicate that the entropy of the underpotential deposition of H depends on the concentration of the electrolyte thus is associated
with the anion concentration at the solid/liquid interface. In order to evaluate the entropy of
the very first Hypo adatom deposited on the Rh electrode, the authors fitted the AS^Hup^)
vs. Q^_ plots into a third order polynomial and then elucidated AS^Hupo) from the
3HupD

Y-intercept. In the case of H adsorption from the 0.05 and 0.10 M N2804 solutions, the
values of AS<L(HTT^L „ are the same and equal -99 J mol K~ whereas in the case of
'HUPD-

the 0.5 M H^SO^ solution it is -138 J mol"1 K-I.

The enthalpy of the under-potential deposition of H on Rh electrodes, AH^s(Hupo),
from aqueous N[2804 solutions is determined based on the above determined values of

AG;jHupJ and AS^(H^), and the well-known formula AG° =AH° - T AS0. Fig. 6
shows AH^(Hupo) versus Oy relations for the three concentrations of 112804, namely
0.05, 0.10 and 0.5 M H^O^. The dependences demonstrate that AH^HupJ accepts
negative values between -45 and -15 kJmol"1. For the three concentrations of ^[2804,
AH^(HUPQ) increases towards less-negative values with increasing QH.^. In order to

evaluate the enthalpy change associated with deposition of the very first Hypo adatom on the
Rh electrode, the authors fitted the AH^(Hup^) vs. Gy plots into a third order polynomial
and then elucidated AH^(Hupo) from the Y-intercept. In the case of H adsorption
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from the 0.05 and 0.10M 112804 solutions, the values of AH^Hup^fl ^ are the same
'HUPD

and equal -45 kJ mol whereas in the case of the 0.5 M HsSO^ solution it is -56 kJ mol~ .

Decrease of AH^s(HupD) with increasing Q^ points to the repulsive nature of the lateral
interactions between the Hyp^ adatoms.
It is essential to assess whether the under-potential deposition of H on Rh electrodes is
an enthalpy-driven or entropy-driven process. Comparison of the experimentally determined

values of AH^(Hup^) with the product TAS^Hup^) for various Hupp surface coverages

reveals that |AH^(HupD)|) JT AS^(HupQ)], thus indicating the process in enthalpy-driven.
Determination of the Rh-Hupp Bond Energy, E^_H^. The energy of the
M - HUPD bond, E^_H,^ , has never been evaluated for the electroadsorbed H on Rh, Pt, Ir or

any other metal on which the UPD H takes place, thus it is one of the most significant
contributions presented in this paper. Moreover, evaluation of the E^_y^ vs. Q^_ relation

is of importance in determination of the influence of the electrified solid-liquid interface on the
strength and nature of the metal-hydrogen bond.
The energy of the M-Hyp^ bond, E^_y , can readily be calculated once the
AH^(HUPD) values for various Hypp surface coverages have been found. Appraisal of the
M-HupD bond energy, E^_^ (here of the Rh-Hypo bond energy, E^_y ) is based upon
the following theoretical treatment.
The two single-electrode processes of the system studied are as follows:
working electrode: H+e+M —> M- Hypo [ 6 ]
reference electrode: 1 / 2 H^ -> H+ + e [ 7 ]

and their respective Bom-Haber thermodynamic cycles are:

H+fe») + e^, + M ^-— H^, + M

^AH^,, TQ+EF TE^^ [8]
H+ + e^o, + M -^"-^ M-Hupo
LUPD
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and
IH \ w+

•-(gas)

7

x-t

~r

t'(gas)

UDu, TAH^ T$ [9]
1/2H, -SS^ H+ + ^»o)
where AH^y is the standard enthalpy of salvation of H , Iy is the ionization potential of H,
^ is the metal work function and it varies linearly with the applied potential, thus
^(E^O) = <^>(E=0) + FE, DH is the dissociation energy of the hydrogen molecule, AH^g is the

enthalpy of the single-electrode process at the working electrode and AH^ is the enthalpy of
the single-electrode process at the reference electrode. 49'50 Summation of the two singleelectrode processes leads to the following total reaction:
1/2H2+M AHriI(HUPD) > M-HUPD [10]

Subsequently, upon adding the respective Bom-Haber cycles and bearing in mind that there is
a Volta potential difference between the metal and the solution so that the H and e extracted

from the two solid electrodes are at different electrostatic potentials and this difference
compensates exactly the work function variation shown in scheme [8] at the working
electrode, thus EF, one obtains the following relation for the M- Hypo bond energy:

E'M-HUPD =^-DH,+AH^(H^) [11]
Fig. 7 shows the values of the Rh - Hyp^ bond energy, E^_H , for Hypo electroadsorbed
from 0.05, 0.10 and 0.5 M 112804 solutions. The experimental data reveal that the values fall
in the 230-270 kJ mol range and that the variation of E^_y___
versus Qv.__ follows the
•UPD "UPD
changes of AH^(Hupo) as a function of 9^ . The Rh-Hup^ bond energy varies the most

in the case of the 0.5 M 1^804 electrolyte whereas in the case of the 0.05 and 0.1 M H^SO^
solutions the plots follow each other. The variation of ER^H^
with the concentration of
IUPD
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H^S04 is assigned to the specific anion adsorption at the electrodes surfaces which is
pronounced the most for the most concentrated electrolyte.51-53
It is essential to compare the above determined value of ERH-H,^ to those for H

chemisorbed dissociatively from the gas phase on Rh (H^em). The values of the Rh-H^m
bond energy, E^_^_, for H chemisorbed on Rh(lll) and Rh(llO) single-crystal faces30'45
are ERh(m)-H^ = 255 an(i E^u3)-Hd»n = 25^ kJmol"1, respectively. These data and the
experimental results for E^_y_ indicate that the bond energies for the electroadsorbed H and
the chemisorbed H are close to each other, say within some 25 kJ mol . Prior to any further
discussion of the relation between E^h-H.—
and E^-w, , it is essential to elaborate on the
IUPD xul-Ilchm
M - H^em bond energy for various transition metals.
In the review article by Christmann30, it is recognized that the values of the M - H^em
bond energies, E^_H.._» for various transition metals fall into the 250-270 kJ mol"1 range
and that they are almost the same for various single-crystal faces of the transition metals.
Proximity of the values of E^_H and their independent of the surface geometry points to a
similar surface binding mechanism on various transition metal surfaces. Thus, one may

conclude that the H^em adatom is strongly embedded into the metal surface lattice being
coplanar with the metal topmost surface atoms or that it penetrates into the metal surface
lattice occupying sites between the first and the second metal surface layer.
It has been shown above that Rh - Hypo bond energy, E^n,,^, falls close to that for
Rh-H^em, say within the proximity of some 25 kJ mol"1. Based on these data and on the
discussion of the nature of the M-H^em surface bond, it is apparent that the binding

mechanism between Rh and Hypo involving the electnfied double-layer is similar to that
under gas-phase conditions. In other words, the under-potential deposited H, Hypo, is also
embedded in the surface metal lattice in a manner similar to that for the chemisorbed H. This
conclusion coincides with the observation 20-22 that the Hyp^ species is unavailable to form a

bond with H^O molecules in the double layer region. Finally, it should be added that at this
point of development of the treatment presented here, the specific interaction of H adatoms
with co-adsorbed anions or water molecules are not taken into account.51-53 This important

aspect is currently under experimental and theoretical investigation on Rh(lll) and Pt(lll),
and will be reported in subsequent papers.
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CONCLUSIONS
1. Temperature-dependence of the under-potential deposition of H on Rh electrodes
from 0.05, 0.1 and 0.5M aqueous N[2804 solutions by cyclic-voltammetry and a theoretical
approach based on an electrochemical adsorption isotherm allow determination of

AG:JHU, AS:JH^J and AH^(HypJ of adsorption; AG^(H^) accepts values
between -8 and -18 kJ moF1, AS^(HypD) between -15 and -125 J mol"1 K-l and
AH^(HUPD) between -15 and -52 kJ mol-1.
2. The AG^(HUP^) is found to increase with the Hypo surface coverage, Q^^,
indicating that the lateral interactions between Hyp^ adatoms are of the repulsive nature.

3. Knowledge of AH^(Hupo) permits determination of the surface bond energy
between Rh and Hypo, ERh_H^_, which is between 235 and 265 kJ mol depending on the
HUPD surface coverage (6y ). The value of Eph-H,^ ls close to that of the bond energy
between Rh and the H chemisorbed from the gas phase (H^em), Eph-H^' which equals 255
kJ mol-l. Proximity of these values points to a similar binding mechanism under the
conditions involving the presence of an electric field and electrolyte and under the gas-phase
conditions. Thus Hyp^ and H^^ are equivalent surface species and Hyp^ ls embedded in the
metal surface lattice in a manner similar to that of HL'chem
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APPENDK
Let's consider the two single-electrode processes taking place at the working electrode (WE),
metal Mj and the reference electrode (RE), metal M2:

H++e+M^ -> MI-HUPD (WE) [1]

H++e -> 1/2 H^ (RE) [2]
Based upon reactions [1] and [2] one may propose the following Gibbs free energy cycles (B.
E. Conway, Theory and Principles ofElectrode Processes, ref. 6); for process [1]:
H(^) AG?-(H) > H+(^) + e^,

TAG^.H., ^AG^(H+) i-4>M,(E.o> [3]

M,-H^. -AGm > H^ + e»,^

Based upon the above cycle one gets the following relation for Gibbs free energy of the
process taking place at the working electrode, AG^g:

-AG^ = AG^ + AGL(H) + AG^(H+) - 0»,(,.o> [4]
where AG^_H,_ is the Gibbs free energy required to break the M-Hup^ bond, AG^iv(H+) is

the Gibbs free energy of salvation ofH+, AG^(H) is the Gibbs free energy ofionization of H
and the work function of the substrate metal varies linearly with the applied potential, thus
^(E.O)=^(E=0)+EF.

For process [2]:
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AG?on(H) , U+.
l(gas) ~'°n^ > J-l'(gas) + e^)

Tl/2AG^,(H,) ^AG:^(H+) ~L-OM,(E..) [5]

-^H2 > Haq + eM,(E=0)

Based upon the above cycle one gets the following relation for the Gibbs free energy of the
process taking place at the reversible hydrogen electrode, AG^:

-AG°^ = 1 / 2AGL(H,) + AG^(H) + AG^(H+) - ^^ [6]
For the single electrode process [1] one may write the following relations:

G^+RTln—^—=G^+RTtaay+G:^)+F(<|>^-(t>s) [7]

AG^ = RThi a^. - RTln—a-"- + F(<^ - <t>s) [8]

where AG^ = G^ - G^ - G:^)
For the single electrode process [2] one may write the following relations:

l/2G^(H,)+RTlnP^=G^ +RTlna^ +G:^)+F(<J)^ -^) [9]
AG^ =RTlna^ -RTlnP^2 +F((|)^ -^) [10]
According to the first Kirchoffs law:

FE+F(d>M,-®M,)+F(<t>s-<l>Mj+F(<i>M,-<t>s)=0 [11]
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In the above relation, E stands for the experimentally measured potential difference between
M^ and M2, thus E=E^ -Ey, =E^-E^. From equations [8] and [10] one may isolate

formulae for F^g - (|>MJ and F^M. ~(t)sJ and substitute them into relation [11].
Subsequently, one gets the following equation:

F(E,-E,)+F(^-^)-AG^-RThiP^+AG^+RTta^^-=0 [12]
LUPD

Substituting relations [4] and [6] for AG^g and AG^jg, one arrives at the following relation:

F(E, -E,)+1/2AGL(H,)-AG^^ -RTlnP^2+RTla—^-=0 [13]
LUPD

and after rearrangement, one gets the following relation:

RTln—^-=-F(E,-E,)-l/2AGL(H,) +AG^ +RTlnP^2 [14]
•UPD

Its rearrangement leads to relation [15]:

^-.^ expf- F<E_E2)1 expf2AGM.-H^-AGL(H2)1 [15]
1-6«.__-AH2 w^l RT }wt/[ 2RT
LUPD

Since adsorption of one mole of hydrogen molecules leads to two moles of adsorbed
hydrogen adatoms on the substrate M^, B.^ —ads-^ 2Hads(M,)» one may write that:

2AG:jH^) = AG^(H,) - 2AG«,_H^ [16]
which after fundamental mathematics becomes:

^^=p^expf-F<E^))expf-A^[-))
[17]
l-Qw.- -n2 ~-rl RT ;--^ RT
IUPD
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Finally, one may use the Nemst equation to replace the H^ gas pressure (or more precisely

fugacity) by an equation comprising the H activity and the potential, namely
H++e->l/2H.:
L2'

p^/2

E2=EO--E^-ln-^-

[18]

XH+

where by the definition E° = 0.00 V. The latter leads to the following relation:

>.1/2 = fl pvnf F(E2-ENHE)

"H; = aH+ exP| ~——R;f

and its substitution into relation [17] results in the following formula:

^"-=a, expf-F(E^W-AG^1 [201
I-QH_ HT'^ RT J'-^ RT
LUFD

The points that have to be stressed here are as follows:

(i) both equations [17] and [20] may be used to determine the Gibbs free energy of
adsoq^tion; however, application of relation [17] requires precise knowledge of the activity
coefficient of H , thus utilization of equation [20] is more convenient and leads to more
precise results since pressure measurements are well established and data well known;

(ii) the potential difference that appears in equation [17] refers to the experimentally measured
potential of the RHE immersed in the same solution;

(iii) the potential that appears in equation [20] refers to the NHE.
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Figure 1. Series of the cyclic-voltammetry (CV) profiles for the under-potential deposition
of H (UPD H) in a 0.5M aqueous solution of 112804 for a temperature range

between 273 and 343 K, with an interval of 10 K, and recorded at the sweep rate
s=20mVs-l, the electrode surface area A^ = 0.70 ±0.01 cm . The arrows

indicate the shift of the adsorption and desorption peaks upon the temperature
increase
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Figure 2. Four sets of cyclic-voltammetry (CV) profiles for the under-potential deposition
of H (UPDH) in 0.05, 0.1 and 0.5M aqueous solutions of H^SO^ at four
different temperatures 275, 293, 313 and 333 K; the sweep rate s=20mVs-l
and the electrode surface area A, = 0.70 ± 0.01 cm . The CV profiles show that
upon the temperature increase the adsorption-desoq)tion peaks shift towards lesspositive values and the adsoqytion-desorption peak becomes less pronounced
upon the concentration decrease.
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Figure 4. Relation between the energy of lateral interactions between Hypo adatoms
adsorbed on Rh electrodes, g, as a function of temperature, T, for the underpotential deposition of H from 0.05 and 0.1M aqueous N3804 solutions, The
parameter g assumes values between 2 and 5 kJ mol pointing to the repulsive
nature of the interactions. 0 refers to 0.05M aq 112804 and D to 0.1M aq
R,SO,.
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Figure 5. Dependence of AS^Hyp^) versus Gy for the under-potential deposition of H
from three solutions of 113804 having the 0.05 0.1 and 0.5M concentrations;
AS^Hupo) assumes the more negative values at the lowest Hupp surface
coverage. The AS^Hup^) vs. Q^_ relations follow each other for Q^_ ^0.55;
significant differences are pronounced for Q^_ (0.55. The entropy for the
under-potential deposition of the very first Hypo adatom, thus
AS^(HupDL. _.n> ls evaluated from the Y-intercept of the AS^(HypQ) versus
'HUPD

Q^ dependences. 0 refers to 0.05M aq N2804, D refers to 0.1M aq H^SO^
and A refers to 0.5 M aq 112804.
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Figure 6. Dependence of AH^Hypo) versus Q^_ for the under-potential deposition of H
from three solutions of 112804 having the 0.05 0.1 and 0.5M concentrations;
AH^(HUPQ) accepts the more negative values at the lowest Hypo surface
coverage. Upon the Hypo surface coverage increase, AH^(Hupo) increases
towards less-negative values. The enthalpy for the under-potential deposition of

the very first Hypp adatom, thus AH^(HupD) , is evaluated from the Y'HUPD

intercept of the AH^(Hupo) versus Q^_ relations. 0 refers to 0.05M aq
H^SO^, D refers to 0.1 M aq N2804 and A refers to 0.5 M aq 1^804.
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Figure 7. Dependence of ER^H^ versus Og for the under-potential deposited H from
three solutions of 112804 having the 0.05, 0.1 and 0.5M concentrations;
HRh-H,^ accepts values between 230 and 270 kJ mol ; the variation of E^_H
versus Q^ follows the changes of AH^(HypD) versus 6^ . 0 refers to
0.05M aq ^804, D refers to 0.1M aq B.^SO^ and A refers to 0.5M aq
H,SO<.
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ABSTRACT
The paper presents theoretical methodology that allows determination ofthermodynamic state
functions of the under-potential deposition of hydrogen, UPD H, and semiconductor or
metallic species, UPD M. The experimental approach involves temperature dependence of the
UPD by application of cyclic-voltammetry or chronocoulometry. The theoretical approach is
based on a general electrochemical adsoqrtion isotherm and numerical calculations which lead
to determination of the Gibbs free energy of adsorption, AG^s, as a function of T and 9.

Temperature dependence of AG^s (for 9=const) leads to appraisal of the entropy of
adsorption, AS^s, whereas coverage dependence of AG^ (for T= const) allows assessment

of the nature of the lateral interactions between the adsorbed species; knowledge of AG^ and
AS^ leads to determination of AH^. The paper presents new approach which permits
elucidation of the bond energy between the substrate, S, and Hypo or S and Myp^ ^s-Hr
and Eg_^ , respectively. Comprehension ofEg_H,^ is essential in assessment of the strength
of the S - HUPD bond and the adsorption site of Hyp^. Knowledge of Eg_M,^ is of importance

in: (i) evaluation of the strength of the cohesive forces acting between S and Mypo that are
responsible for the adhesion of the adsorbate to the substrate; and (ii) comparison of the
S - MUPD bond with that observed for the 3-D bulk deposit of M. The UPD H on Rh and Pt
electrodes from aqueous 112804 solution is discussed as an example of application of this
methodology.

INTRODUCTION
The under-potential deposition, UPD, of hydrogen, H, and semiconductors and metals,

abbreviated by M, of the p and d blocks of the periodic table on transition-metal has been a
subject of intense studies in electrochemical surface science (7-75).

The UPD refers to the phenomenon of deposition of H or M on a foreign metallic substrate,
S, at potentials positive to the equilibrium potential of the hydrogen evolution reaction, HER,
EggR, or to the equilibrium potential of the bulk deposition of M, B^^. The UPD of H is
known (1-13,16-19) to take place on Rh, Pt, Ir and Pd at potentials positive roughly between
0.05 and 0.40 V versus the reversible hydrogen electrode, RHE. The UPD of M takes place
on the above mentioned noble-metal substrates as well as on other transition metals such as

Au, Ag and Cu on which the UPD H is not observed (20-28). The UPD M appears to be a
more general phenomenon which precedes 3D bulk-type deposition at potentials positive with
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respect to E^z+^ and it always takes place at a metal substrate more noble with respect to
the species undergoing the under-potential deposition. Thus the UPD adlayer acts as a
precursor for the formation and growth of the 3D bulk-type phase on the foreign metal
substrate. Various UPD systems are reviewed in refs. 20, 21, 24 and 29 with description of
different substrates and metal ions deposited from aqueous or non-aqueous solutions. The

UPD M is usually limited to a monolayer and the process resembles chemisorption of a
submonolayer or a monolayer, ML, of a metal or a semiconductor from the gas phase. The
origin of the UPD can be explained in temis of the existence of stronger attractive,
chemisorptive forces between the foreign metal substrate, S, and the depositing species, here
H or M, than those between like atoms within the 3D deposit of M. In other words, the
S-MupD bond energy, ^s-u^^ ls greater than that of the M-M bond in the 3D lattice of

M, E^.
Kolb et al. (23) observed that the potential of stripping of the bulk deposit is shifted
towards lower potentials with respect to the potential of desorption of the UPD layer; this
difference was defined as the underpotential shift, AEp. The underpotential shift was
correlated to the difference in work functions, 0, between the substrate, S, and the UPD
species, M, and expressed by the following equation:

AEp

=

a

AO

(1)

where a = 0.5 V eV and AO = Og - O^. The consequence of equation 1 is that the work
function of the substrate, <I>g' should be greater the work function of the UPD species, 0^,
thus <E>s ) ^M l^>the under-potential deposition is to occur.
It is well recognized in electrochemical surface science that anions coadsorbed on the
electrode surface with the UPD species influence their cyclic-voltammetry, CV, and
chronocoloumetry characteristics (30-32). Structural changes associated with M and anion
coadsoq^tion are investigated by electrochemical, radiochemical, and UHV techniques as well
as by scanning tunneling microscopy, STM, and atomic force microscopy, AFM (14,15,3340). These changes can be related to such thermodynamic state functions as the Gibbs free

energy, entropy and enthalpy ofadsorption (18,19,30,32).

Equilibrium potential, E^q.
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Whereas the origin of the UPD H and UPD M as well as the 3D bulk deposition of M
is quite well understood, there is a lack of knowledge of the S - Mypp bond energy, Eg_M,^,
as well as thermodynamic state functions for the UPD. This paper addresses this issue and
demonstrates a theoretical methodology which allows determination of the state functions and
Eg_^ on the basis of experimental data. The experimental methodology involves
application of cyclic-voltammetry over a wide temperature range, or chronocoulometry
whereas the theoretical treatment is based on a general electrochemical isotherm and
adsorption thermodynamics.
Under-Potential Deposition of Hydrogen

The UPD H from an acidic aqueous solution may be represented by the following singleelectrode processes:
•working electrode H++e+S = S- HypD (2)

reference electrode \/2H^ = H +e (3)
The activity of the solvated proton in the bulk of the electrolyte of the working-electrode and
reference-electrode compartments is the same and it equals a +. The pressure of the H^ in
the reference-electrode compartment is Py, If the temperature is the same in both
compartments, then the process is described by the following general electrochemical
adsorption isotherm:

(4)
where 63 is the surface coverage of Hypo, Egyg is the potential measured versus the

standard hydrogen electrode, SHE, AG^Hup^) is the standard Gibbs free energy of
adsorption, T is the temperature and R and F are physico-chemical constants. The above

formula is a specific form of the following general relation for the conditions mentioned
above:
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J^^expf-^W-AG«^
(5)
i - QH... e ^AH2 w^l RT J w'^t RT
[UPD '~H+

where a^ and a^ are the activities of H+ in the working-electrode and reference-electrode
compartments, and E is the equilibrium potential related to Py through the Nemst formula.
When the temperatures of both compartments are the same and the activities of H+ are equal,
then equations 4 and 5 reduce to the following formula:

^^expf-F^W-AG^1 (6)
I-OT..__ v"2--^ RT ;--rl RT
LUPD

where E^ ls the potential measured versus the reversible hydrogen electrode, RHE,
immersed in the same electrolyte.

It should be added that equation 4 is neither the Langmuir nor the Frumkin isotherm
and AG^Hupo) refers to the Gibbs free energy ofadsorption at given Qy_ and T (18,19).
Assessment of the relation between AG^Hupo) and (OH^,TJ may clarify whether the
process follows either of the two electrochemical adsorption isotherms. However, even in the
case of H chemisorption under gas-phase conditions, in absence of the electrified double layer,

the relations between AG^(Hupp) and Og are more complicated and rarely follow the two
most fundamental cases (41). Thus it is reasonable to conclude that H chemisorption does not
follow the common isotherms due to presence of complex first-nearest and second-nearest

neighbor lateral interactions between the adsorbed species (41-43).
It should be stressed that both equations 4 and 6 may be applied for determination of
AG^(HUPQ), but equation 4 requires precise knowledge of the activity coefficient of the
proton whereas equation 6 demands knowledge of the hydrogen gas pressure in the reference
electrode compartment which is more accessible. In other words, it is easier to apply equation

6 to determine AG^Hupj.,) than equation 4. It is evident that experimental appraisal of E at
which HUPD reaches a given Oy at a given T allows numerical determination of
AG^HUP^) . Such calculations may be performed for a series of coverages of Hyp^ and for
various temperatures, and they results in evaluation of AG^(Hupo) as a function of Q^_ and

T,AG^(H^) versus (OH^.T).
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Cyclic-voltammetry, CV, and chronocoulometry (44) are experimental techniques that
can be applied to evaluate the dependence of the Hypo surface coverage on temperature

variation and to determine AG^Hypp). CV is in many respects the electrochemical
equivalent of temperature programmed desorption, TPD, although CV results in
determination of different thermodynamic parameters than TPD. CV allows one to study the
surface coverage of the adsorbed species during potential-stimulated adsorption and
desorption at various temperatures. Theoretical treatment of CV experimental results leads to

elucidation of important thermodynamic state functions such as AG^, AH^ and AS^. Thus
it is sensible to refer to it a.s potential-stimulated adsorption-desorption, PSAD.

Figure 1 shows two series of CV adsorption-desoqrtion profiles for UPD H on Rh and
Pt from 0.50 M aqueous N2804 solution. In the case ofRh there is only one adsorptiondesorption peak where as in the case of Pt there are two peaks. Upon the temperature

increase, the peaks shift towards less-positive potentials and there is a slight redistribution of
the charge between the two peaks for Pt (18,19). These data allow calculation of
AG^(HUPD) based on equation 5 and the results are shown in Figure 2 as 3D plots of
AG^(Hupo) versus (OH^TJ. AG^(HupD) assumes the most negative values in at the
lowest T and the lowest Gg . In the case ofRh, AG^Hypo) has values between -18 and
-8 kJ mol"1 whereas in the case ofPt, it varies between -25 and -11 kJ mol~ . For a given
constant T, AG^Hupo) increases towards less-negative values with 9^ augmentation

indicating that the lateral interactions between Hypo adatoms are repulsive. The AG^(Hupo)
versus Q^^ relations are non-linear indicating that the adsorption process is complex and may

not be simply described by the Langmuir or the Fmmkin isotherm (18,19). For a given
constant Oy , the relation between AG^Hup^) and T is linear and it describes the entropy
ofadsorption, AS^Hup^), through the following relation:

AS..(H^)=-faAG^H-)] (7)
3HupD-

Figure 3 shows AS^Hup^) for UPD H on Rh and Pt as a function of Q^ . In the case of
Rh AS^(Hupo) has values between -125 and -30 J mol-I K-l whereas in the case ofPt it
varies between -75 and -40 J mol-l K-l. The AS^HypJ versus Q^^ plot for Pt forms
two waves which are associated with two peaks in the CV adsorption-desorption profiles.
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The enthalpy of adsoq3tion is readily determined based on the experimental values of

AG;jHupD) and AS;^(H^) and equation 8:

AH^(H^) = AG:JH^) + T AS:jHuJ (8)
Figure 4 shows values of AH^(Hupo) for UPD H on Rh and Pt as a function of Gy
determined on the basis of the experiment data presented in Figures 2 and 3. The results
demonstrate that in the case of Rh, AH^(HupD) varies between -52 and -20 kJ mol-l
whereas in the case ofPt, it falls between - 45 and - 28 kJ mol-l. The AH^(HupD) versus
Q^ relation for Pt reveals two waves which again are associated with the two peaks in the
CV adsorption-desorption profiles.

It is essential to elaborate on the AS^Hup^) versus Q^^ and AH^(Hupp) versus
Q^ plots. An analysis of the data shown in Figures 3 and 4 reveals that the enthalpy and
entropy variations are mirror images. Such thermodynamic dependences are well known in

catalysis (45-46) and show that variation of the entropy of adsorption is always
counterbalanced by alteration of the enthalpy of adsorption. This phenomenon is recognized

as a compensation effect (45) and the data presented in the present paper indicate that it is
also observable for electrochemical systems.

An alternative approach that may be applied to determine AH^Hupo) involves
combination of equation 4 with the Gibbs-Helmholtz relation which leads to the following
formula {18,19):

a(E/T)
a(i/T)

(9)

^adstHypD,
'HUPD

Thus by experimental determination of pairs of values of E and T at which the Hyp^ coverage
is constant, Oy = const, and by plotting E/T versus 1/T one obtains linear relations and from

their slope one may evaluate AH^s(Hupo). The authors applied this methodology and found
that such determined values AH^(HupQ) agreed to within 1.5 kJ mol-l with those shown in
Figure 4.
The energy of the S-Hyp^ bond (here Rh-Hup^ and Pt-Hyp^ ES_H,^, may be
detemiined on the basis of Bom-Haber thermodynamic cycles for the respective single-
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electrode processes (18,19). Summation of the two single-electrode reactions shown in
equations 2 and 3 leads to the following overall process:
1/2^+8 AH;d'(HUPD) > S-HUPD (10)

Addition of the Bom-Haber cycles (18,19) leads to the the following relation for the S-Hyp^
bond energy, ^s-n^ '•

ES-H^=^DH,-AH^(H^) (11)
where Dy is the dissociation enerhy of the H^ molecule. Figure 5 demonstrates relations
between E^_H^ or Ep^y^ and Q^_ based on the values of AH^HupD) shown in Figure
4. The Rh-HypD bond energy is between 240 and 270 kJ mol-I and that of the Pt-H UPD

bond is between 250 and 265 kJ mol~; both bond energies vary slightly with the H^UPD
surface coverage. The results presented in Figure 5 show that Rh - Hup^ and Pt - H^ bond
energies fall close to that for the respective bond energies between the same substrate and the
chemisorbed H, H^cm, ERH-H^ and ^pt-Hchcn,' respectively, which is 255 kJ mol~ for Rh and
243 - 255 kJ mol-l for Pt (41). Proximity of these values indicates that Hyp^, is an energetic
equivalent of H^ . Moreover, if the bond energies for Hyp^ ancl H^em are so close, then it is
reasonable to assume that Hypn similarly to H^ is strongly embedded in the surface lattice
of the metal substrate.
It is apparent on the basis of equation 11 that the Es_u___
versus 6y___ plots follow the
•UPD "-UPD

variations of AH^(Hupo) since 1/2 Dy represents a constant.
An aspect that the authors would like to emphasize is that the present treatment, being
the first approach, does not take into account the specific adsorption of anions and their
contribution to the overall adsorption charge. Indeed, there is a certain anion contribution and

it may affect the values of AG^Hup^) but the present approximation, which is meant to
verify the validity of the theoretical treatment, does not take it into account. However,

experimental research on Pt and Rh single crystals is under way and the results will be
presented in subsequent papers which will take into account the anion effect.
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Under-PotentiaI Deposition of Semiconductors and Metals
The under-potential deposition of semiconductors and metals, UPD M, from an aqueous
solution containing a monovalent cation, M , on a substrate more noble than the species
undergoing the UPD may be represented by the following single-electrode processes;

working electrode S+M+e = S- Myp^ (12)

reference electr ode M=M+e (13)
Summation of the above relations leads to the following overall equation which represents the
formation of the UPD layer of M on S:
S+M

=

S-M^

(14)

The treatment presented here is based on the supposition that M undergoes a complete
discharge to M. If the activities of M , a^+, in the working-electrode and reference-electrode
compartments are the same and if they are maintained at the same temperature, T, then the
relation between the surface coverage of M, Q^_, and the applied potential, E, is described
by the general electrochemical adsorption isotherm:

^^^
expf-I|W-AG^1 (15)
1-e^.-- ~M+^r\ RT^""r[ RT
IUFD

where E is the potential measured versus the standard potential of the M+ / M reference

electrode, AG^(MupD) is the standard Gibbs free energy ofadsoq)tion of the process, thus
the formation ofUPD layer of M on S as shown in equation 14, and R and F are explained
above. Equation 15 is a specific form of the following relation:

_9.^aM.expf-rc^expf-AG^1 (16)
l-9M^-aL.ml\ KTr\ RT
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where a^+ and a^ are the activities of M in the working-electrode and reference-electrode

compartments, and E is the equilibrium electrode potential. When T is the same in both
compartments and when a^ = a^, one obtains equation 15.

There are many similarities between the theoretical treatment of the UPD H and the
UPD M. For instance, it is evident on the basis of the above formula that experimental
evaluation of the potential at which 9^ has a given value for a series of temperatures allows

numerical determination of AG^Mupo). Such calculations may be performed for all values
of 6^ and T, and one may plot AG^Mup^) as a function of 6^ and T, thus
AG^s(Mupo) versus (6^ TJ. Evaluation of the AG^Mupo) versus 6^ relations (for
T= const) allows one to assess the energy oflateral interactions between the Mypo adatoms.
The entropy of adsorption, AS^(MypD), may evaluated on the basis of equations 7 and

subsequently, the enthalpy of adsorption, AH^(MypD), is readily determined based on
equation 8.

An alternative approach that may be applied to determine AH^(MupD) ls similar to
the one presented above for the enthalpy of adsorption of Hyp^ (see equation 9) and it is
based on the Gibbs-Helmholtz formula and the general adsorption isotherm presented in
equation 15. Thus by experimental determination of pairs of values of E and T at which the
MUPD coverage is constant, 9^ =const, and by plotting E/T versus 1/T one obtains linear

relations and from their slope one may evaluate AH^Mupo). It should be added that there is
a limited amount of data on thermodynamics of the UPD of semiconductors and metals, and at
present that authors are unaware of any temperature dependence measurements of the UPD

M. The chronocoulometry methodology applied by Lipkowski et al. (30,32,44) results in
evaluation of the surface coverage of the adsorbed metallic and anionic species and their
AG^. The approach proposed in this paper and based on temperature-dependence
measurements followed by theoretical treatment represents an extension to the approach

developed and applied by the laboratory of Lipkowski and it will allow one to assess
consistency of the surface thennodynamic data.
Knowledge of the S - Myp^ bond energy is essential in evaluation of the cohesive
forces acting between the metal substrate and the under-potential deposited species that are

responsible for the adhesion of the deposited monolayer to the substrate. They are of different
nature than the forces acting between alike atoms in the 3D lattice of S or M. Thus, the
magnitude of ES_M,^ is a good measure of the adhesion the deposit to the substrate. The
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energy of the S-Mypp bond, Eg_M,^, may be determined on the basis of the following BomHaber thermodynamic cycles for the respective single-electrode processes shown in equations

12 and 13:
M+(gas) + e^ + S <-^— M^ + S

iAH^ TQ+EF TE^_ (17)
^W + eS(E,0) + S -wv^ S-MUH,

M<^ —"-> M^,) + e^>

TAH^-Aia^o. ^AH^ T® (18)
M -^"_» M^) + e^=o)
where AH^(^) the standard surface enthalpy defined as the energy required to create 1 cm

of the surface (the unit being J cm ) and CT is the molar surface of M, thus the number of
cm2 occupied by 1 mole of M surface atoms (the unit being cm mol-l); the unit of the
product AH^.^ a^ is J mol~ . The surface enthalpy is related to the surface tension, y,

through the following relation (45,46):

8j
AH^)=Y-T^
aT

(19)

Thus even if AH^(.M) ls not we^ known, one may evaluate it based on the temperature
dependence of the surface tension.

By adding the above Bom-Haber cycles (equations 17 and 18) and bearing in mind
that there is a Volta potential difference between the metal and the solution so that M and e
extracted from two solid electrodes are at different electrostatic potentials and that this
difference compensates exactly the work function variation shown in equation 17 for the
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working electrode, EF, one obtains the following relation for the S-M^ bond energy,
E.
'S-M,

E,.^ = AH:^) - AH;^^, o^ - AH:JM^) (20)
There are several significant implications of equation 20. The above formula indicates that: (i)
ES-MUPO f°UOWS changes of AH^(MypD); (u) the surface enthalpy, AH^(M)' depends on the
surface structure thus it may be concluded that the value of Eg_M,^ varies with the stmcture
of the metal substrate; and (iii) the molar surface of M, o^, is surface-geometry dependent at
it affects the magnitude of Es_j^_.

Recent studies on the UPD M show that the adsorption-desorption CV profiles often
reveal a hysteresis whose origin has been assigned to lateral interactions between the UPD
species and the coadsorbed anions, and to surface reconstruction or surface compression

processes (30,32-40). It ought to be emphasized that the cathodic component of the CV
profiles allows determination of AG^Mup^) whereas the anodic one refers to AG^MypD)If the CV profiles are symmetrical, thus if there is no hysteresis, then
AG^(Mupo) = - AG^MUP^) and the adsorption and desoqrtion processes are energetically
equivalent, as it is the case of the UPD H. On the other hand, if a hysteresis effect is
observable in the CV adsorption-desorption profiles, then integration of the AG^Mypp)
versus 6j^ relation provides the Gibbs free energy of adsorption of one monolayer (or

submonolayer, depending on the system) of the UPD species. Integration of the AG^Mup^)
versus 9^ relation gives the Gibbs free energy of desorption of one monolayer (or

submonolayer) of the UPD species. Considering that a hysteresis efifect implies that
AG;ds(MUPD) ^ - AGL(MUPD). then their difference, BAG^MupJ, defined by equation 21, is
a measure of the Gibbs free energy associated with the lateral interactions between Myp^ and
the anions during the adsoq)tion and desorption processes, as well as the surface
reconstruction and surface compression processes.

5AG»(MuJ = AG^(M^) + AGL(M^) (21)
CONCLUSIONS
The authors present thermodynamic methodology which can be applied to the phenomenon of
the under-potential deposition on metal electrodes. It allows determination of the Gibbs free
energy, entropy and enthalpy of adsorption, AG^, AS^ and AH^. New theoretical
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approach is presented which leads to determination of the bond energy between the metal
substrate and the under-potential deposited species, here H or M, Eg_H,^ and Eg_M.^,
respectively. Knowledge of ~ES-M,^ ls essential in evaluation of the binding forces acting
between the substrate and the deposit, thus the forces that are responsible for adhesion of the
deposit to the substrate. The authors also discuss the hysteresis effect often observed in the

CV adsorption-desoqrtion profiles for UPD M and indicate that the difference between
AG^Mupo) and AG^Mupo) is a measure of the Gibbs free energy associated with the
lateral interactions between Mypo adatoms and the coadsorbed anions as well as the surface
reconstruction and surface compression processes.
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Figure 1. Series of cyclic-voltammetry, CV, profiles for the under-potential deposition of H,
UPD H, from 0.50 M aqueous solution of H^SO^ for a temperature range between
273 and 343 K, with an interval of 10 K, and recorded at the sweep rate
s=20mVs-l. A. For Rh; the electrode surface area A, =0.70 ±0.01 cm2, B. For
Pt; the electrode surface area A, = 0.72 ± 0.01 cm . The arrows indicate the shift
of the adsorption and desorption peaks upon the temperature increase.
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Figure 3. Dependence of AS^(Hupo) on Q^ for the under-potential deposition -of H,

UPDH, from 0.50 M aqueous V.^0^ solution. D refers to Rh; AS^(HupD) has
values between-125 and -30 J mol-l K-l. 0 refers to Pt; AS^Hypo) has values
between-75 and -40 J mol"1 K-l.
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Figure 4. Dependence of AH°JH^) on 9^ for the under^potential deposton of ^
UPD H, from 0.50 M aqueous H,SO, solution. D refers to Rh^AH:^H^^
Values brtween-'52-and-20 kJmoP'. 0 refers to Pt; AH:,(H,J has values
between-45 and -28 kJ mol"1 .
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Figure 5. Dependence of Es_n,^ on Oy for the under-potential deposition of H, UPD H,
from 0.50M aqueous K^SO^ solution. D refers to the Rh-Hypo bond energy,
Eoi,_u
, which have values between 240 and 270 kJmol" . 0 refers to the
IUPD?
Pt-HypD
LUPD bond energy, Ept_H,^, which assumes values between 250 and 265
1-1

kJ mol . The variation of Es_^ 1.UPD versus Q^_ follows the AH^(Hupo) versus
9u relations.
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CHAPTER 2
COMPREHENSIVE RESEARCH ON THE UNDER POTENTIAL DEPOSITION OF
HYDROGEN ON Pt AND Rh ELECTRODES IN ABSENCE/PRESENCE OF
CHEMISORBED SULFUR
Chapter 2, which comprises two papers, examines in detail thermodynamic parameters of the
under-potential deposition of hydrogen on polycrystalline Pt and Rh electrodes and compares
the thermodynamic data for the two substrates. It also examines thermodynamics of the UPD
H on Pt in presence of chemisorbed S. The paper in section 2.1 (A. Zolfaghari, M. Chayer
and G. Jerkiewicz, J. Electrochem. Soc., 144, 3034 (1997)) demonstrates new data on

AG^(HupD), AS^(HUPD) and AH^(HUPD) for Pt and Rh electrodes with respect to the
concentration of supporting electrolyte, thus the surface concentration of the specifically
adsorbed anions. For the first time, the Pt - Hyp^ and Rh - Hupp surface bond energies,
^pt-H,»n an(^ ER^_H respectively, are determined. On the thermodynamic ground, the
authors relate Hupp to Hchem an^ discuss its surface adsorption site. The values of Ep^y
and B^_H,^ fall close to those of the respective bond energies between Pt or Rh and H^enp
ER-H^ and ER^H^, respectively. Proximity ofE^_^ to E^-H^ (where M = Pt or
Rh) indicates that Hyp^ and H^em might have a similar binding mechanism in presence of the
electrified solid/liquid interface and under gas-phase conditions; it shows that Hyp^ and H^em
might occupy the same adsorption sites, thus indicating that Hyp^ alike H^em ls strongly
embedded in the surface lattice of the Pt or Rh substrate.

Sulfur chemisorption and its ability to modify surface-catalytic properties of metallic
electrodes is broadly recognized (52-54,52,62,93,97,102,126-136). The paper in section 2.2
presents new results on S chemisorption on Pt electrodes and its impact on the UPD H. The
UPD H on Pt can be completely suppressed by a monolayer, ML, of chemisorbed sulfur,
Schem' or partially by submonolayers of S^em having their surface coverage less than 0.33,
9g < 0.33. A relation between S^em surface coverage, 65, and the coverage by Hyp^ Q^^, is
demonstrated. Temperature-dependent experimental studies followed by comprehensive

theoretical treatment result in determination of AG^, AS^ and AH^ in absence and
presence of S^em. Changes of the Pt-Hyp^ surface bond energy brought about by a S^em
submonolayer having its coverage of 0.10 (6g =0.10) are evaluated. The submonolayer of
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schem affects AGads. As;ds and AH^ds aS Well OS the Pt - HypD bond energy, ^^, which
becomes weaker in presence of the S^em submonolayer than in its absence. The lateral
interactions between Hypp and S^em are brought about by local electron withdrawing effects
that propagate through the underlying metal which acts as a mediator. The papers presented
section 2.1 (A. Zolfaghari, M. Chayer and G. Jerkiewicz, J. Electrochem. Soc., 144, 3034

(1997)) and section 2.2 (A Zolfaghari, F. Villiard, M. Chayer and G. Jerkiewicz, J. Alloys
and Compounds, 235-254, 481 (1997)) are a result of my essential contribution in
experimental, theoretical and writing parts. The contributions of F. Villiard and M. Chayer
were in experimental part which were done as student term projects under my experimental
supervision. The contribution of Dr. G. Jerkiewicz was in theoretical and writing constituent.
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2.1 ENERGETICS OF THE UNDER-POTENTIAL DEPOSITION OF
HYDROGEN ON PLATINUM ELECTRODES.
PART I: ABSENCE OF COADSORBED SPECIES

A. Zolfaghari, M. Chayer and G. Jerkiewicz, J. Electrochem. Soc., 144, 3034 (1997)
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ABSTRACT
Research on the under-potential deposition of hydrogen, UPD H, on Pt electrodes by cyclicvoltammetry in 0.05, 0.10 and 0.50 M aqueous H^SO^ solutions at T from 273 to 343 K
shows that the adsorption-desorption profiles shift towards less-positive values upon T
increase. Treatment of the experimental results based on a general electrochemical adsorption
isotherm allows determination of AG^(Hup^) as a function of T and the Hyp^ surface
coverage, 6^^; AG^Hupo) varies firom -11 to -25 kJmol"1. The relation between

AG^Hupo) and T for Q^^ = const allows determination of AS^Hypo) which is from -40
to -90 J mol-l K-l. Subsequently, AH^(HupD) is determined and it varies from -27 to -46

kJ mol"1. An analysis of the values of AH^(Hup^) and AS^(HupD) leads to conclusion that
the UPD H on Pt electrodes is an enthalpy-driven process. Knowledge of AH^(Hupo)
permits determination of the bond energy between Pt and Hypp , Bp^y^, which is from 245
to 265 kJ mol-l. The value of Ept_y falls close to that of the bond energy between Pt and
Hchenp E^_H^, which varies from 243 to 247 kJ moP. Proximity of Ept_H,^ to Ep^.
Pt-H,
indicates that Hypp and H^em have a similar binding mechanism in presence of the electrified
solid/liquid interface and under gas-phase conditions; it shows that Hyp^ and H^em might
occupy the same adsorption sites, thus indicating that Hypp alike H^^ is strongly embedded
in the surface lattice of the Pt substrate.

INTRODUCTION
The electro-adsorption of hydrogen, H, is one of the most extensively studied
electrochemical surface science systems due to its relevance to H adsorption at and absorption
into host metals, metal-hydride (M-H) batteries, H-based fuel cells and H-induced corrosion
referred to as H embrittlement. 1-20 Knowledge of the physico-chemical nature of the

adsorbed H and the basic steps involved in its interfacial transfer into the metal bulk is of
significance in corrosion research and in design of M-H batteries. In materials science, the

entry of H into the host metal is highly undesirable and leads to formation of a metal hydride
which possesses inferior mechanical properties with respect to the H-free metal; the process
causes subsequent deterioration of mechanical properties of the metal and disintegration of its
structure through internal fracturing. In M-H batteries, fast H entry into the host metal,

followed by the metal-hydride formation, is the key objective of the process in order to
employ such formed a metal hydride as an anode. It is recognized that the H transfer from the
adsorbed to the absorbed state can be either suppressed or enhanced by smart selection of
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coadsorbates which act either as surface poisons or as surface promoters. 15'16'20 In
electrochemical surface science, two kinds of electroadsorbed H species are known: the
under-potential deposited H, H^jpo, and the over-potential deposited H, Hope. The under-

potential deposition of H, UPD H, takes place at potentials positive with respect to the
thermodynamic reversible potential of the hydrogen evolution reaction, HER, Ey^, and it is
known to occur at Pt, Rh, Pd and Ir electrodes. The over-potential deposition of H, OPD H,
takes place at negative potentials with respect to the Ey^ because Hop^ is an intermediate of
the HER. Thus Hop^ exists on all metal electrode surfaces at negative potentials. lo-16'2o Both
these surface species, namely Hypo and Hopo, are known to absorb into Pd but absorption of
HUPD ls quantitative whereas absorption of Hopp is not. 21 In the case of metals which do not
reveal the under-potential deposition of hydrogen, it is obviously Hop^ which becomes
absorbed in the lattice of the host metal.

The UPD H on Pt from acidic solution may be represented by the following singleelectrode surface electrochemical process:
Pt + H,0+ + e -» Pt-HypD + H^O
I-QH.^
a^n,
LUPD "H^O^ ~ tlUPD

OH^

[1]

where Pt represents the substrate at which the UPD H takes place, a^ Q+ is the activity of
H^O species from which Hup^ originates and Oy is the Hypo surface coverage. In the
course of the UPD H, the hydrated proton undergoes discharge and the electrosoq^tion
valency, y, of HypQ upon the deposition equals 0.95, y^.^ = 0.95 = 1. 22'23 Based on these

findings one may conclude that the UPD H leads to a complete discharge of H (or Hfl )
which is the source of Hupp, thus the value of z for the process equals unity, z = 1. The
electrochemical adsorption isotherm for Eq. 1 coupled with the respective single-electrode
process occurring at the hydrogen reference electrode (H +e-^ 1/2 H^) may be written
according to the following equation: 4,10-13,20,24

^^=a^ exp(-EF/RT)exp(-AG^(HuJ/RT) [2]

1-9,

IUPD
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where E is the electrode potential measured versus the standard hydrogen electrode, SHE,

and it determines the surface coverage of Hypp, AG^(Hupo) is the standard Gibbs free
energy ofadsorption, T is the temperature and R, F are physico-chemical constants. It should

be added that Eq. 2 is a general electrochemical adsorption isotherm and AG^(Hupo) refers
to the value of the Gibbs free energy of adsorption at given T and Gy . Depending on the
relationship between AG^(Hupp) at 9^ =0 and at 6^ ^0, the isotherm becomes the
Langmuir one (AG^(HupD)= const at all QH^) or the Frumkin one (AG^(Hupo) varies
linearly with OH,^)- Subsequently, selection of the standard states depends on the
presence/absence oflateral interactions. 9'10'24 A detail discussion of the selection of standard
states for the adsorption isotherms is provided in ref. 9.
Spectroscopic evidence reveals that Hop^ adsorbed on Pt and Rh electrodes interacts
with water molecules forming a bond whereas Hyp^ appears to be unavailable for binding
H^O molecules in the double-layer region. 25-27 This observation indicates that Hopp is
bonded less strongly to the metal substrate than Hupp. 9-13'20 Experimental data 28'29 also
reveal that on Pt electrodes, Hupp co-exist with HopQ in the negative potential region, thus
the two species must occupy distinct surface adsorption sites in order to sustain their physicochemical identity. Subsequently, if Hypp and Hop^ occupy different adsorption sites, then

their Gibbs free energies of adsorption, enthalpies of adsorption and bond energies should be
discrete. In general, knowledge of the Gibbs free energies of adsorption for the
electroadsorbed Hypo and Hopo, AG^(HupD) and AG^(HopD), respectively, leads to

determination of the chemical potential gradient associated with the interfacial H transfer from
the adsorbed to the absorbed state, thus it leads to elucidation of the thermodynamic driving
force of the process. 15'16.20 The latter is of vital importance to the recently developing metal-

hydride science because it defines the nature and strength of the M - H bond on the metal
surface prior to the H interfacial transfer into the metal bulk. Studies on the enthalpies of
adsorption of Hypo and Hopo, AH^(HupQ) and AH^(HopD), respectively, and the bond
energies between Pt and Hypo or between Pt and Hopo, E^_H,^ and E^_H , respectively,
are of importance to electrochemical surface science because they allow assessment, on the
thermodynamic basis, of the adsorption sites of the Hupp and Hope surface species. 20,25-29
Despite significant amount of thermodynamic data 12,i7-i9 on the H chemisorbed from

the gas phase (H^), thus AG^(H^), AH^(H^), AS^(H^) and Ey.^, there is a
limited amount on data on thermodynamics of the UPD H. This paper is an extension to the
important, early research ofBreiter et al. 2'3 who studied AH^(HupD) on Pt-group metals by
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application of the Gibbs-Helmholtz relation. The authors of the present paper demonstrate a

new theoretical approach which allows determination of AG^s(Hupo) versus (T, Gy ), in the
form of 3D plots, and evaluation of AS^Hypo) and AH^(HupQ) as a function of Oy .
New data are reported on AG^Hup^), AS^Hup^) and AH^(HupD) for Pt electrodes with
respect to the concentration of the supporting electrolyte, thus the surface concentration of
the specifically adsorbed anions. The authors determine, for the first time, the Pt-Hyp^
surface bond energy, Ep^y . On the thermodynamic ground, they relate Hup^ to H^^ and
discuss its surface adsorption site.

EXPERIMENTAL
Electrode Preparation. The technique of preparing electrodes was found to be
important with respect to the reproducibility of the experimental results. 30-34 The electrode

preparation procedure involved the following steps: (a) initial cleaning of the Pt wire
(99.998% purity) by refluxing in acetone for 12 h; (b) flame-welding the Pt wire to a Ag wire
for electrical contact (the Ag wire was not in contact with the solution); (c) sealing the Pt wire
into pre-cleaned soft-glass tubing followed again by step (a); (d) cleaning the electrode in
cone. H2S04 for 12 h; (e) repetitive washing in "Nanopure" water, followed by soaking for
24 h. Since the heat treatment of Pt electrodes always affected the surface, the electrodes
were cycled 4,000 times between 0.05 and 1.50 V versus the reversible hydrogen electrode,
RHE, prior to the measurements in order to release any stress from the near-surface
region.33'34 After this procedure, the electrodes and their surfaces were found stable and did

not undergo any further changes, as revealed from the CV profiles; the shape of the UPD H
CV profiles and the double layer CV charging curves were found to be consistent with those
reported in earlier literature.30-32 The real surface area of the Pt electrodes was determined by
accepting an anodic charge value of 220 (J,C cm as that necessary to form a monolayer of
HUPD 5'30 allowing for double-layer charging. It was calculated to be Ay = 0.720 ± 0.005 cm .
Solution and Electrochemical Cell. High-purity solutions were prepared from BDH
"Aristar" grade H2S04 and "Nanopure" water, and their cleanliness was verified by recording
CV HUPD adsorption-desorption profiles and comparing them with those in the literature.30'32
The experiments were conducted in a standard all-Pyrex, two-compartment electrochemical
cell.33-36 The glassware was pre-cleaned according to the well established procedure,31
During the experiments H^ gas, pre-cleaned and pre-saturated with water vapor, was bubbled
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through the reference electrode, RE, compartment in which a Pt/Pt-black reference electrode
was immersed. N3 gas, pre-cleaned and pre-saturated with water vapor, was passed through
the working, WE, compartment.31
Temperature Measurements. The cell was immersed in a water bath (Haake W13)

and the temperature was controlled to within ± 0.5 K by means of a themiostat (Haake Dl);
the water level in the bath was maintained above the electrolyte in the cell. The temperature
in the water bath and the electrochemical cell were controlled by means of themiometers

(±0.5K) and a K-type themiocouple (80 TK Fluke), and were found to agree to within
± 0.5 K, In order to ensure uniform temperature distribution in the cell, N3 gas pre-heated to
the temperature of the water bath was passed through the electrolyte.
Electrochemical Measurements. The experimental procedure applied in this project
involved standard cyclic-voltammetry measurements of the UPD H on Pt electrodes in 0.05,
0.10 and 0.50M aqueous solutions of N2804 within a temperature range between 273 and

343 K. The electrochemical instmmentation included: (a) EG&G Model 263A potentiostatgalvanostat; (b) ffiM-compatible 80386, 40 MHz computer; and (c)EG&G M270
Electrochemical Software. All potentials were measured with respect to the reversible
hydrogen electrode, RHE, immersed in the same electrolyte.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Temperature-Dependence of the UPDH. Figure 1 shows a series of CV
adsorption-desorption for the UPD H from 0.50 M aqueous solution of 112804 for various
temperature between 273 and 343 K, with an interval of 10 K recorded at the sweep rate of
20 mV s-l. The experiments were conducted with a temperature interval of 5 K but in order
not to obscure the graph fewer experimental curves are shown. The authors conducted
identical experiments in 0.05 and 0.10 M aqueous 112804 solutions in order to evaluate
changes in the CV profiles brought about by the temperature and concentration variation and
selected results are shown in Figure 2. The features of Figures 1 and 2 may be summarized as

follows: (i) upon the temperature increase, the UPD H adsorption-desoq)tion profiles shift
towards less-positive values; they are symmetric with respect to the potential axis indicating

that the surface electrochemical process is reversible; (ii) the third anodic peak which appears
between the two main ones decreases when the temperatures rises and gradually disappears;

(iii) redistribution of the UPD H adsorption-desorption charges is observed with the
temperature increase as indicated by arrows in the CV profiles; (iv) apart from the
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redistribution of the adsorption-desorption charges, no new features are observed in the CV
profiles that could result from the temperature increase for a given concentration of N2804;
(v) upon decrease of the concentration of N2804, the UPDH adsorption-desorption peaks
become less sharp (less pronounced); (vi) an increase of the cathodic current at the lower

potential limit of the CV profiles, thus prior to the sweep reversal, is due to the onset of the
OPD H. 11'12

It is of interest to briefly discuss the increase of the cathodic current at the lower limit
of the CV profiles, an aspect not scrutinized in previous literature. At first, it might be
surprising to observe a cathodic current at positive potentials due to onset of adsoq)tion of
HQPD, the latter being an intermediate of the HER. Indeed, the thermodynamic reversible

potential of the HER, E^, equals zero but it refers to a thermodynamic equilibrium involving
the hydrogen gas evolved at the standard pressure of 1 atm. Because the hydrogen pressure

in the working-electrode compartment is very small, the equilibrium potential of the HER is
displaced towards positive values as expected on the basis of the Nernst equation.

Determination of AG^(H^), AS^(H^) and AH^(H^). Evaluation of
AG^Hupp) as a function of Qy is essential in determination of the nature of lateral
interactions between the Hyp^ adatoms. Generally, in absence of lateral interactions, the
standard Gibbs free energy of adsorption for any surface species may be expressed by relation

^<Jlds = N q^ where N is the number of adsorbed species and q^ is the standard Gibbs free
energy ofadsorption per adsorbed species. 37-40 However, it is seldom observed that adsorbed
species do not interact with each other. When lateral interactions set in, they affect the Gibbs
free energy of adsorption and the values of q^s and AG^ change.37'40 In other words, the
relation between AG^s and the surface coverage of the adsorbed species points to the nature
of their lateral interactions; increase of AG^ from more-negative to less-negative values
demonstrates the repulsive nature of the lateral interactions and vice versa.

Evaluation of the Gibbs free energy ofadsorption of Hyp^ AG^(Hup^) as a function
of GH is not trivial because it is unknown whether the process follows the Langmuir or the
Frumkin isotherm. In other words the relation between AG^Hup^) and the Hypo surface
coverage, Q^_, is unknown prior to experimental evaluation of AG^Hupo) for a series of T
and OH.^- It is the subsequent theoretical treatment of the AG^(Hupo) versus Gy
experimental relations which allows one to determine which adsorption isotherm, if any,
describes the best the system under investigation. In the Langmuir case, AG^Hypo) is
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independent of 9^, thus AGO^(H^\^^ = ^G^(R^\^^; in the Frumkin case,
AG^(HUPD) changes with 6y in a linear manner, thus
AG^(HU^o=AG^(HWD)9^=o+geHupD' where § is an ener§etic component

describing the lateral interactions. It is worthwhile adding that H chemisorption from the gas
phase on single-crystal surfaces of transition metals rarely follows simple adsorption isotherms
and even if so, this behavior is often limited to a narrow H coverage range (see ref. 19).
Quantitative explanation of complex AG^ versus Gy relations is accomplished based on
numerical calculations of the lateral interactions with respect to the surface adsorption sites
and the H surface coverage.
It is of utmost importance to emphasize that the electrochemical adsorption isotherm
for HUPD may be represented in two forms: the first as in Eq. 2 or as in Eq. 3 obtained through

application of the Nernst formula (see ref. 20);

^--^ expf-^W-AGd^1 [ 3 ]

I-OH^ -AH2 ^rl RT^^I, RT

where P^2 is the partial pressure of H^ in the reference electrode compartment, and E is the
experimentally measured potential difference between the working electrode and the reference
electrode immersed in the same solution, thus the potential measured versus the reversible

hydrogen electrode. 20 It should be emphasized that AG^(Hupp) in Eq. 3 already includes a
coverage-dependent parameter, G)(©H,^J> which describes their lateral interactions, thus

A(^ds(HupD)e_^o =AG^(HupD)e^_o +o)(eH^)> and no assumption is made with respect
to the nature of the relation between AG^Hupo) and Qy . The parameter CO^GH J is not a
linear function of the Hyp^ surface coverage, thus the above formula does not represent the
well-known Frumkin isotherm but rather a general electrochemical adsorption isotherm.
In the course of research, the authors determined numerically AG^Hup^) as a

function of6uLUPD
for various T between 273 and 343 K based on the above formula and the
experimental data are presented in Figures 1 and 2. From the anodic component of CV
profiles (the cathodic component is obscured by co-adsorbed Hop^ at the least-positive
potentials), they evaluated the potential at which the Hup^ surface coverage, Gy , reached a
given value for a given temperature, T, and subsequently introduced the data into Eq. 3 and
evaluated AG^Hupo)- This procedure was applied to various values of Q^ between 0.05
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and 0.90, with an interval of 0.05, and it led to evaluation of AG^(Hupo) as a function of
both Q^^ and T, AG^(HupQ)= f(9H,_,TJ, for the three concentrations of the aqueous

H2S04 solution; the results of the numerical calculations are shown in Figure 3 as 3D plots of
AGL(HupD) versus (0^,1). Examination of the ^G°^(H^) versus (0^,1) relations
leads to the following general observations: (i) AG^(Hupo) varies from -11 to -25
kJ mol~ ; (ii) AG^(Hupo) has the most negative values at the lowest temperature and at the
smallest Hyp^ surface coverage; (iii) changes of AG^Hup^) are pronounced the most in the
0.20-0.80 range of 6^,^; (iv) increase of AG^(Hupo) towards less-negative values with
increasing Oy (for T= const) indicates that the lateral interactions between Hupo adatoms
are predominantly of the repulsive nature; 2-4,19,20,37-41 ^he lateral repulsions are the most
noticeable, thus the strongest, in the 0.20-0.80 range of Q^_, (v) for a given, constant
HUPQ surface coverage, AG^Hup^) assumes less-negative values when the temperature
increases; (vi) for a given, constant temperature, T, AG^(Hupp) has less-negative values
when the Hypo surface coverage increases.
An important aspect that should be discussed is the anion adsorption on Pt, here

sulfate ofbisulfate, attained by discharge which is represented by the following equation:
Pt

+

A-

->

Pt-A^

+

e

[4]

Recent data 42-45 demonstrate that the anion adsorption can overlap the potential region
corresponding to the UPD H. At present, the charge associated with the anion adsorption on
Pt from the 0.05, 0.10 and 0.50 M aqueous solutions of 112804 is not well established, thus
the authors are unable to account for it. The anion surface coverage depends on its bulk
concentration and already at low concentrations of the order of 0.001 or 0.01 M it reaches a
maximal (saturation) value. In the case of the results presented in the paper, the sulfate
surface coverage is not affected significantly by the change of the bulk concentration of
H2S04. Thus the experimentally evaluated value of AG^Hupo) may contain an anion

contribution, AG^(A^), but it seems reasonable to consider it constant for the three
concentrations of 112804. Hence, even if the AG^Hupp) values are obscured by a certain

anion contribution, it is sensible to assume that it is almost constant and that the AG^(Hupo)
versus (OH.^TJ variations are meaningful. The recent interest in anion adsoqrtion has led to
new and interesting data on the anion surface concentration. Future advancement of
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experimental approaches into temperature dependence measurements followed by theoretical

treatment will result in precise determination of AG^ (A^ ) , AS^s (A^) and AH^ (A^ ).
The standard entropy of the UPD H on Pt, AS^Hupo)? was determined based on the
temperature dependence of AG^Hup^). An analysis of the AG^Hup^) versus (,OH^,TJ

plots (Figure 3) shows that for Gy = const the relation between AG^(Hupo) and T is linear
and it allows evaluation of the entropy of adsoq)tion on the basis of the slope of the

AG^(H^) versus T dependences, thus AS^(H^)=-(aAG^(H^)/aT)^ __.
3HupD=const

Figure 4 shows AS^(Hupo) versus Gy relations for the three concentrations of 112804.
The main observations of the examination of the data may be summarized as follows: (i)

AS^s(HupQ) varies significantly with 6y and it has values from -40 to -90 J mol-l K-l; (ii)
the AS^Hupo) versus 0^,^ relations reveal two waves which the authors associate with two

adsorption-desorption peaks in the CV profiles; (iii) the AS^Hypo) versus 9^ relations
have a local minimum at 6^ = 0.45 and the minimal value of AS^(HupQ) varies from -75
to -90 J mol"1 K-l, depending on the N[2804 concentration; this local minimum of

AS^Hupo) corresponds to the potential between the two CV adsorption-desorption peaks
(Figures 1 and 2); (iv) AS^HypJ has the least-negative values for the UPD H from 0.50 M
aq. N2804; (v) the AS^Hup^) versus Gy relations for H adsorption from 0.05 and 0.10M
aq. H2S04 solutions almost follow each other throughout the whole 9y range; (vi) the
AS^(Hupp) versus 6^ relations are complex and fitting them into an n-th order polynomial
does not provide any new insight. At this preliminary level, changes of the AS^(HypQ)
versus Oy behavior brought about by varying the 112804 concentration may be assigned to

the anion adsorption. The AS^(Hupp) versus 6^ plots presented in Figure 4 show that the
entropy of the UPD H depends on the concentration of the electrolyte, thus it is associated
with the anion concentration at the solid/liquid interface. 42'45

The enthalpy of the under-potential deposition of H on Pt electrodes, AH^(Hupo),
from aqueous 11^04 solutions can be readily calculated based on the experimentally
determined values of AG^Hupo) and AS^jHypo), and the well-known formula
AG°=AHO-TAS°. Figure 5 shows AH^HupJ versus Q^_ relations for the three

concentrations of 112804 and the data demonstrate that AH^(HypD) varies from -27 to
-46 kJ mol"1. The AH^(HupD) versus Q^_ plots show two waves, the first one in the
0-0.45 range of Q^_ and the second one for Q^_ > 0.45; the enthalpy of adsorption
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reaches a local minimum of some -40 or -45 kJ mol (depending on the electrolyte
at Qu_ =0.45.
•UPD

At this point of the discussion it is important to elaborate on the theoretical approach
used in determination of AH^(Hupo) presented here and that applied by Breiter et al. 2'3'41
The theoretical methodology used by the present authors is based on Eq. 3 20 whereas Breiter

et al. determined AH^(Hupp) through application of the Gibbs-Helmholtz formula. The
current authors also applied the latter approach and found that their results agreed to within 2
kJmol" . Thus it ought to be emphasized that both the theoretical methodologies are

applicable to determination of AH^(Hupo) .
It is essential to assess whether the under-potential deposition of H on Pt electrodes is
an enthalpy-driven or an entropy-driven process, an aspect that has never been investigated so

far. Comparison of the experimentally determined values of AH^(Hupo) with the product
TAS^HUP^) for various Hypj^ surface coverages reveals that

AH^(HUPD) ) T AS^(HUPD) , thus indicating the process in enthalpy-driven.
Determination of the Pt-Hypo Bond Energy, 'Ept-p ,n,n' The energy of the
Pt - HUPQ bond, Ept_H,^ , has never been evaluated, thus it is one of the most significant and
new contributions presented in the paper. Knowledge of Ept_H,_ is essential for assessment
of the strength of the forces acting between the Pt surface and the Hypo adatom, and to
appraisal of the surface adsorption site occupied by Hyp^ on the basis of thermodynamic
consideration. Moreover, evaluation of the E^_uLUPD
versus "UPD
9u___ relation is of importance in
determination of the influence of the adsorbed anions, whose surface excess is potential
dependent, 42-45 on the strength and nature of the Pt - Hyp^ bond, thus the impact of the
electrified solid-liquid interface. The energy of the Pt - Hyp^ bond can be determined based

on the experimentally calculated values of AH^(Hupo) for various 9^ (Figure 5),
Appraisal of Ep^,^ is based on the following theoretical treatment. The two singleelectrode processes of the system are as follows:
working electrode: H++e+Pt -» Pt-Hypp [4]
reference electrode: l/2H2->H++e [5]

and their summation gives the following total reaction:
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l/2H2+Pt AH^(HUPD) ) Pt-HypD [6]

Addition of the two respective thermodynamic Bom-Haber cycles for the two single-electrode

processes leads to the following formula for the bond energy (details of this theoretical
treatment is provided in ref. 20):

Ep,-H^ = ^DH, - AH:JH^) [ 7 ]
where D^ is the dissociation energy of the H^ molecule and D^ =435.93 kJ mol-l. The
authors evaluated Ep^,^ in the three aqueous solutions of N2804 based on the experimental
values of AH^(Hupp) and the results are shown in Figure 6. The data reveal that the values
of ED,_W
_ fall in the 245 - 265 *^
kJ mol-l range
and that the variation of Ep»_w
__ versus 6^
•UPD
rl--"UPD
"UPD
follows changes of AH^(Hup^) versus Q^_ plot as expected on the ground ofEq. 7. The
Pt-HypQ bond energy varies the most in the case of the 0.50M N^3804 electrolyte whereas
in the case of the 0.05 and 0.10M N2804 solutions the plots follow each other, however
these differences are small and of the order of some 10 kJ mol~ , thus some 4% of the value
of B^_H^ . At this preliminary stage, the dependence of Ep^n^ on the concentration of
1^804 is assigned to the anion interaction with the electrode surface and the water molecules
at the solid/liquid interface. 42-45

It is essential to elaborate on the two waves of the AH^(HupD) versus Gg and
Ept_H,_ versus Q^_ relations (Figures 5 and 6). Spectroscopic data from the laboratory of

Bewick 25-27 lead to distinction of two kinds of adsorbed H: the weakly bonded H and the
strongly bonded H; these two surface species interact with the substrate in a distinct manner
giving rise to different physico-chemical properties as revealed by electroreflectance studies.
The authors associate these two electroadsorbed H species with the two waves of the
AH^^H^n) versus 9^__
and
Ept_w._ versus
9n__ relations;
IUPD
~ —vt~tiUPD
.—-— ''UUPD
-————'; the wave in the 0-0.45 range

of Q^_ represents the strongly bonded H whereas that for Oy ) 0.45 refers to the weakly
bonded H.
It is fundamental to compare the values of Ept_n,^ to those for H^em on well-defined
Pt surfaces. The values of the Pt-H^em bond energy, E^y^, for H chemisorbed on three

low-index surfaces, namely (111), (110) and (100) single-crystal faces 19 are 255, 243 and 247
kJ mol , respectively. These data and the experimental results for Ep^y indicate that the
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bond energies for the electroadsorbed H and the chemisorbed H are very close to each other,
say within some 10 kJ mol . In the review article by Christmann 19, it is recognized that the
values of the M-H^em bond energies, E^_H , for various transition metals fall into the
240 - 270 kJ mol range. It is also discussed that they do not differ much for various singlecrystal faces of the transition metals. Proximity of the values of 'EM-H..- an<^ i^elT relative
independence of the surface geometry points to a similar surface binding mechanism on
various transition metals. Thus one may conclude that the H^^ adatom is strongly embedded
in the surface lattice of the metal substrate being coplanar with the topmost surface atoms of
the metal substrate or that it penetrates into the metal surface lattice occupying sites between
the first and the second surface layer. In the light of these observations and the experimentally
determined values of Ep,_uLUPD
__ the authors conclude that the binding mechanism between Pt
and Hum involving the electrified double-layer is similar to that under the gas-phase
conditions. In other words, the under-potential deposited H, Hypo, might also be embedded
in the surface lattice ofPt in a manner similar to that for the chemisorbed H. This conclusion
coincides with the observation 25-27 that the Hypp adsorbed on Pt electrodes is unavailable to
form a bond with H^O molecules in the double layer region. The authors wish to add that at

this point of the development of the treatment presented in the paper, the specific interaction
of HUPD adatoms with co-adsorbed anions is not taken into account although the anion effect

is observed through the concentration dependence of ^G°^('H.^), AS^(Hupo),
AH^Hupo) and Ep^g^. This aspect is presently under experimental investigation on

Pt(lll)andPt(100).

CONCLUSIONS
1. Temperature-dependence of the UPD H on Pt electrodes in 0.05, 0.10 and 0.50 M
aqueous 112804 solutions studied by cyclic-voltammetry followed by theoretical treatment

allows determination of AG^(H^), AS^(H^) and AH^(H^); AG^(H^) varies
from -11 to -25 kJ mol-1, ASO^(H^) from -40 to -90 J mol-1 K-1, and AH^(HupJ from
-27 to-46 kJmol-1.

2. AG^HUP^) increases towards less-negative values with the increasing Hyp^
surface coverage, Q^_, indicating that the lateral interactions between Hypp adatoms are of
the repulsive nature.

3. Knowledge of AH^(Hupo) leads to determination of the surface bond energy
between Pt and Hyp^ Ept_H,^, which varies from 245 to 265 kJ mol-l, depending on the
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HupD surface coverage, Q^_. The value ofEp^^ is within 10 kJ mol of the bond energy
between Pt and the H chemisorbed from the gas phase, H^em, Ept_y , which is in the
243 - 255 kJ mol-l range for the low-index single-crystal faces. Proximity of Ep^.^ to
Ept_^_ points to a similar binding mechanism under the conditions involving presence of the
electrified solid/liquid interface and the gas-phase conditions. Closeness of Ept_H,_ to
Ept_y leads to the important observation that Hyp^ and H^em are energetically equivalent
surface species, thus Hypo alike H^em might be embedded in the surface lattice of the Pt
substrate.
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Figure 1. Series of the cyclic-voltammetry (CV) profiles for the under-potential deposition of
H (UPDH) on Pt from 0.50M aq. N[2804 solution for a temperature range
between 273 and 343 K, with an interval of 10 K, and recorded at the sweep rate
s = 20 mV s-l; the electrode surface area A = 0.720 ± 0.005 cm . The arrows
indicate changes in the adsorption and desoqrtion profiles upon the temperature
increase.
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Figure 2. Four sets of cyclic-voltammetry (CV) profiles for the under-potential deposition of

H (UPDH) on Pt from 0.05, 0.10 and 0.50M aq. H^SO^ solutions at four

different temperatures, 273, 293, 3 13 and 333 K; the sweep rate s = 20 mV s-l; the
electrode surface area A = 0.720 ± 0.005 cm . The CV profiles reveal

redistribution of the adsorption and desorption charges upon the temperature and
concentration variation. Upon the concentration decrease, the adsorption and
desorption peaks becomes less pronounced; solid line 0.05M aq. 112804; dashed
line 0.10M aq. H^SO^; dotted line 0.50M aq. H^SO^.
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Figure 4. AS^Hup^) versus Q-^ relations for the under-potential deposition of H on Pt
from 0.05, 0.10 and 0.50M aq. 112804 solutions; the relations reveal two waves
with a local minimum at Q^_ =0.45; AS^(Hupp) has the least-negative values in
0.50M aq. 112804 solution and at large values of the Hypo surface coverage,

OH^; the AS^(HUPD) versus Q^ plots for H adsorption from 0.05 and 0.10M
aq. 1^804 solutions almost follow each other throughout the whole Hyp^ surface
coveragerange. • refers to 0.05M aq N2804, • refers to 0.10M aq 112804, and
A refers to 0.50 M aq H^SO^.
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Figures. AH^(Hupo) versus Oy relations for the under-potential deposition of H from

0.05, 0.10 and 0.50M aq. ^S04 solutions; AH^HupJ reveals two waves and it
has more negative values for O<OH < 0.45; the AH^(Hupo) versus 9y
relations for H adsorption from 0.05 and 0.10M aq. 112804 solutions almost
follow each other throughout the whole Hyp^ surface coverage range. • refers to
0.05 M aq H^SO^, • refers to 0.1 M aq N2804, and A refers to 0.5 M aq H^SO^.
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ABSTRACT
Research on the under-potential deposition of H, UPD H, on Pt and Rh electrodes in aqueous
H2S04 solution at temperatures between 273 and 343 K by cyclic-voltammetry, CV, followed

by theoretical treatment leads to determination of AG^, AS^ and AH^ and the bond energy
between the metal substrate, M, and Hypp, B^^,^. Knowledge of H^_^ results in
elucidation of the surface adsorption site of Hypj-) based on thennodynamic deliberation. The
UPD H on Pt can be completely suppressed by a monolayer, ML, of chemisorbed S, S^em, or
partially by submonolayers of S^ having their surface coverage less than 0.33, 6g < 0.33. A
submonolayer of S^<m having 83 =0.10 affects AG^, AS^ and AH^ as well as the
Pt-Hypo bond energy, Ep^n^, which becomes weaker in presence of the S^em
submonolayer than in its absence. The lateral interactions between Hypo and S^em are

brought about by local electron withdrawing effects that propagate through the underlying
metal which acts as a mediator.

1. mTRODUCTION
In recent years the electrochemical surface science of hydrogen, H, has been
undergoing renewed interest due to application ofmetal-hydride batteries and hydrogen-based
fuel cells as power sources for emission-free electric vehicles, EV [1-12]. Hydrogen
absoqrtion into host metals can be accomplished either by electrochemical or gas-phase
techniques. In electrochemistry, two types of adsorbed H are recognized: (i) the under-

potential deposited H, Hyp^; and (ii) the over-potential deposited H, Hopo [13]. The species
occupy distinct surface adsorption sites and both can undergo entry into the host metal

becoming absorbed H, H ^ [14]. In the case of charging at high negative potentials H
absoq^tion and the hydrogen evolution reaction, HER, occur concurrently and the amount of
H^ can be related to the overpotential, T|, of the HER and the mechanism of the process [1518]. It is recognized that certain elements or compounds adsorbed on the metal surface and
referred to as site blocking elements, SBE, possess the ability of enhancing or decreasing the
H transfer from the absorbed to the absorbed state [8,17,19-21]. The SBE's chemisorbed on
the metal surface reveal a dual action and behave either as surface poisons or as surface
promoters depending on their physico-chemical nature [17]. The surface promoters can
effectively enhance the rate of H interfacial transfer and increase the amount of H absorbed in
the host metal, thus increasing its capacity. The latter is of vital importance to high energydensity M-H batteries which are an alternative to the Ni-Cd ones. On the other, hand surface
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poisons which suppress the H interfacial transfer are excellent inhibitors of H embrittlement of
metal structures. Experimental evidence indicates that chemical species such as CO, urea,
thiourea, compounds of As, Se, S and P as well as heterocycles are blown to affect the
adsorption of H in the region corresponding to the under-potential deposition of H, UPD H,

and the kinetics of the HER [19-24]. Their action was a subject of thorough theoretical
research and numerical simulations based on the lateral interactions between the

electroadsorbed H and the coadsorbed SBE's [17]. SBE's affect catalytic properties of the
electrified solid/liquid interface through the following action: (i) they can block surface
adsoq)tion sites; (ii) they affect energetics of the reaction at the double-layer; (iii) they change
the work function of the substrate; (iv) they influence the charge transfer at the
electrode/solution interface; and (v) they affect adsorption behavior of the reaction products
and intermediates. Sulfur, S, is of vital interest to electrochemical surface science, metal
hydride science and technology, and corrosion science because it is a model SBE. The species
undergoes strong chemisorption and sustains its chemical identity on the metal electrode
surface. Cathodic polarization does not lead to its desorption through formation of a reduced

derivative and it can be desorbed only through oxidation at high positive potentials [25,26].
In this paper, the authors present new thermodynamic data the UPD H which lead to
elucidation of the surface adsorption sites ofHupo on Pt and Rh electrodes. They also present
results on S chemisoqrtion on Pt electrodes and its influence on the UPD H. They determine
a relation between the S surface coverage, 6g, and the coverage by Hypo, Gy . Temperature
dependence experimental studies followed by comprehensive theoretical treatment result in

determination of AG^, AS^ and AH^ in absence and presence of S. They evaluate changes
of the Pt -HUPQ bond energy brought by the S submonolayer.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The Pt and Rh electrode preparation procedure and the electrochemical cell applied
were identical to those described elsewhere [13,24,25,27,28]. The 0.5M aqueous N2804
solution was prepared from BDH Aristar grade N[2804 and Nanopure water. The cell was

immersed in a water bath (Haake W 13) and the temperature was controlled to within ±0.5 K
by means of a thermostat (Haake Dl). The temperature in the bath and the cell was
controlled by means of thermometers and a K-type thennocouple (80 TK Fluke) and were

found to agree to within ±0.5 K. The experimental procedure applied in this project involved
standard cyclic-voltammetry, CV, measurements of the UPD H on Pt and Rh electrodes at
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temperatures between 273 and 343 K with an interval of 5 K. The instmmentation included:

(a)EG&G Model 263A potentiostat-galvanostat; (b) BM-compatible 80386, 40 MHz
computer; and (c) EG&G M270 Electrochemical Software. All potentials were measured
with respect to the reversible hydrogen electrode, RHE, immersed in the same electrolyte.

The potential of the RFffi differed from that of the normal hydrogen electrode, NHE, and
according to the Nernst equation zero potential on the RHE scale corresponded to -0.021 on
the NBE one.
Formation of a monolayer of chemisorbed S, S^em, on Pt was accomplished by

electrode immersion in 0.01M aqueous N038 (Aldrich) solution followed by ringing in
Nanopure water. Appraisal of influence of S^em on the H adsorption behavior was

accomplished by recording CV profiles in the potential regions corresponding to UPD H and
the surface oxide formation.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Temperature Dependence and Thermodynamics of the UPD H

Fig. 1 shows a series of CV adsorption-desorption for the UPD H on Pt and Rh from
0.5M aqueous H2S04 solution for temperature between 273 and 343 K with an internal of
10 K recorded at the sweep rate of 20 mV s-l (experiments were conducted with an interval
of 5 K but in order not to obscure the graphs fewer experimental curves are shown). Both
metals have different cyclic-voltammograms (CV's), namely Pt reveals two peaks whereas Rh
only one. The CV's show that the adsoqstion-desoq^tion peaks shift towards less-positive
potentials upon the temperature increase and that they are symmetric with respect to the
potential axis indicating reversibility of the surface process. An increase of the cathodic
current at the lower potential limit of the CV's, thus prior to the sweep reversal, is due to the
onset of the over-potential deposition of H, OPD H. The UPD H adsorption-desorption

behavior may be summarized as follows: (i) the temperature increase shifts the UPD H
adsorption-desorption CV's towards less-positive values; (ii) no new features are observed in
the CV's that could result from the temperature increase. Theoretical treatment of the

experimental data based on eq. (1) allows determination of the Gibbs free energy of
adsoqption, AG^(Hupo), as a function of the Hypo surface coverage, Q^^, and temperature,

T, thus 3D AG^(HUPD) versus (Q^,T) plots [14,24].
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~l^~= ^exp (~ ^exp f ~ AG^?W ) (1)
HUPD

where AG^Hupo) includes a coverage-dependent parameter, otQn.^J, which describes their

lateral interactions, thus AG:JH^^ = AG:^(H^)e^=o +°(9Hupo)- ^ is the partial
pressure of H^ in the reference electrode compartment, E is the experimentally measured
potential difference between the working electrode and the reference electrode immersed in
the same solution, thus the potential, E, measured versus the RHE, and R and F are physicochemical constants. The results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 2 and they indicate that

in the case ofPt AG^Hupo) has values between -25 and -12 kJ mol and in case ofRh
AG^(HUPQ) has values between -17 and -8 kJ mol-l. Thus it may be concluded that the

driving force of the UPD H on Pt is larger than in the case ofRh. In both cases AG^Hup^)
has the most-negative values at the lowest T and the smallest OH,^. For a given T,

AG^(HUPD) increases with Q^ indicating that the lateral interactions between the Hypo
adatoms are predominantly of the repulsive nature [29-32]. Because the slope of these
relations are a measure of the strength of the lateral interactions, it may be concluded (Fig. 2)
that the lateral repulsions between the Hyp^ adatoms are stronger on Pt than on Rh. The
AG^(HUP^) versus T relations for a given Gy are linear and allow determination of the

entropy ofadsorption, AS^(Hupo), based on eq. (2):

AS^(HUPD)=-

aAG^(H^)
QT

(2)
'HUPD =const

The results shown in Fig. 3 indicate that AS^(Hup^) has values between -80 and -41
J mol"1 K-l for Pt and between -126 and -29 J mol~1 K-l for Rh, thus AS^(HupD) is more
negative for Rh than for Pt. In the case ofPt, the AS^Hup^) versus Q^ relation reveals
two waves which can be associated with the two CV peaks whereas in the case of Rh
AS^(Hupp) increases monotonously towards less-negative values. The enthalpy of
adsorption, AH^(Hupo), is readily determined based on the experiment values of
AG^(HUPD) and AS^(Hupo) and the well-known formula AG° = AH° - TAS°. The results
shown in Fig. 4 demonstrate that AH^(Hup^) has values between -46 and -27 kJ mol for
Pt and between -52 and -21 kJ mol-l for Rh and that changes of AH^(Hup^) versus 9^
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are more pronounced for Rh than for Pt. Finally, knowledge of AH^(Hup^) leads to
evaluation of the bond energy between the metal substrate, M (here M is Pt or Rh), and Hypo,
EM-H^> based on eq.(3):

EM-H^ =^DH, - AH:JH^) (3)
where Dy is the dissociation energy of the hydrogen molecule and Dy =436 kJ mol" .
Such determined values ofE^_u
and E^_y_ as a function of9u_ are shown in Fig. 5 and
•UPD ^"~"-UPD nUPD
demonstrate that E^_u__
is between 245 and
264 kJ mol and those of Ep^_,
•UPD
^U1~".UPD
between 239 and 270 kJ mol-l. The values of E^_w___
and ~E^_v,___ fall close to those for the
•UPD •[ui—-"UpD

bond between Pt or Rh and chemisorbed H, H^enp which are 243 ^ Ep^^H :< 255 kJ mol~
and E^_^_=255 kJ mol-l, respectively [33]. Proximity of these values leads to the
conclusion that H^ and Hypp are thermodynamic equivalents. Subsequently, if M - Hypo
and M - H^em bond energies are close to each other, then it is rational to conclude that Hyp^
occupies the same surface adsorption site as H^ thus that it is embedded in the surface
lattice of the metal substrate.
3.2 Sulfur Chemisorption on PtElectrodes
A layer of chemisorbed S, S^em, on Pt was formed by its immersion in 0.01M
aqueous Na^S solution. The surface coverage of such a formed S^ layer was 1.2; it
exceeded the value of unity because the electrode was of polycrystalline nature and on the
average more S^em atom were adsorbed at the grain boundaries and surface imperfections
resulting in the S/Pt ration greater than unity. This layer of S^em suppressed completely the

UPD H on Pt [19,20] as it was revealed by CV measurements (Fig. 6). Coupled FTIR, AES,
CEELS and electrochemical measurements [25,26,34,35] indicate that S^em ls m lts atomic
form, thus it is not bonded to the surface in the form of S oxides or sulfides. The S^em layer

can be removed by the electrode cycling into the oxide formation region [36,37], thus it may
be concluded that the surface oxidation and the S^ oxidative desorption overlap. Complete
removal of the S^em layer cannot be accomplished within one CV and it requires several cycles

(Fig. 6). FTIR and UHV data [25,26,38] indicate that the oxidative desorption of S^m at
E ^ 1.1 V, RHE, results in formation ofsulfate and its desorption:
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Schem + 4H^O fisuv > SO2,- + 8H+ + 6e (4)

Because the Pt surface oxidation commences at 0.85 V, RHE, and the oxidative desorption of
schem at E>1.1V, RHE, the total anodic charge equals q^w=%xw+^sw (qox(i) is the
charge of oxide formation, q^w ls the charges of S^em desoq^tion and the subscript ;'
represents the i-th cycle). The cathodic charge ^cA-mw at 0.5^E < 1.2 V, RHE, corresponds

to reduction of the surface oxide film [35]. Clearly, their difference for every CV allows one
to evaluate the charge of the sulfur oxidative desorption per cycle, q3(,). Summation of these
charges for all CV's leads to precise determination of the overall charge of the S^em oxidative
desorption, qg = ^ qs(i) , and when divided by the number of electrons transferred during the
oxidation, it results in the total number of S^em adatoms on the Pt electrode prior to the
oxidative desorption.

Ns=-qjL
's-6e

(5)

An analysis of the CV's (Fig. 6) allows one to establish a relation between the Hyp^ surface
coverage, Q^_, the S^em surface coverage, 9g, and the surface oxide coverage, 63, with
respect to the number of cycles for the S^em oxidative desoqrtion (Fig. 7). Examination of the
results leads to two important observations: (i) less than 1 ML of S^em is required for
complete suppression of the UPD H; (ii) the Q^_ and 6g relations intersect at the coverage of
0.33; and (iii) presence of S^em suppresses the Pt surface oxidation. Elsewhere, the authors
demonstrate results on the effectiveness of the S^em oxidative desoqstion by cycling to other

potential limits higher than 1.2 V [35]; those findings indicate the higher the potential limit,
the more effective the oxidative desorption of the S^em layer. It has to stressed that formation
of a monolayer of S^em followed by cycling to E= 1.2V, RHE, leads to formation of
submonolayers of S^em whose coverage can be controlled with the accuracy of some 2% of a
ML especially in the range of 6g ^ 0.4.

3.3 Thermodynamics of the UPD H at Pt in Presence of a Submonolayer of Chemisorbed S
The idea which was the guided the project was elucidation of the influence of S^em on
thermodynamics of the UPD H and on the bond Pt - Hyp^ energy. The authors presumed that
Schcm adatoms, forming a submonolayer and coadsorbed with Hupp, can withdraw electron gas
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from the Pt atoms with which they form a surface bond. This electron withdrawal gives rise
to a localized electron deficit which is compensated by withdrawing electron gas from the
neighboring Pt atoms as well as those involving the Pt-Hypo bond [17,35]. The Pt substrate
acts as a mediator bringing about lateral S^em - Hypp interactions. It was assumed that the
electron density of the Pt-Hypo bond should be decreases by the coadsorbed S^em adatoms,
thus the Pt - HUPQ bond should be weaker in presence of a submonolayer of S^em that in its
absence. This concept was tested experimentally and theoretically and the results are
presented below.
A submonolayer of S^em having 63 = 0.1 was preadsorbed on Pt according to the
according to the procedure described above. CV's for the UPD H on Pt in 0.5 M aqueous
H2S04 solution at temperature between 273 and 343 K, with an interval of 10 K at the sweep
rate of 20 mV s-l (Fig. 8). The results indicate that Q^ is strongly affected by the S^em
submonolayer as well as by temperature variation and the higher the temperature, the more
HUPQ adsorbed on Pt. The Gibbs free energy of adsorption in presence of S^em,

A<JL,(S)(HUPD), ls evaluated on the basis eq. (6) and the results shown in Fig. 8 [17].

9H,.n ^1/2 _„_ ( E F ^ ___„ ( AG^ds (S) (HUPD )

=PH;exp|-^|exp

I-QH^-QS n2 Al RT.

RT

(6)

In presence of the S^em submonolayer having 9g=0.1, AG^(S)(HUPD) has values between
-22 and -9 kJ mol (Fig. 9), thus values less negative than those in absence of S^em ? 11:
assumes the most negative values at the lowest T and the lowest Q^_. It has been mentioned
above that for T = const, AG^(Hup^) increases towards less negative values with increase of

GH,_ (Figs. 2 and 9). This change of AG^(HupD) with Q^^ indicates that the lateral
interactions between the Hypp adatoms are repulsive and the slope of the AG^(Hupp) versus
GH plots is a measure of their strength [24,29-33]. In the case of the UPD H in presence of
S^em, the variations of AG^s^Hupo) with 9y are more pronounced at low T than at high
T whereas in absence of S^ they are roughly of the same magnitude. Thus one may
conclude that in presence of the S^em submonolayer the lateral repulsions between the Hypo
adatoms are stronger at low T than at high T.
The entropy ofadsorption in presence of the S^em submonolayer, AS^(S)(HUPD), was
evaluated based on the AG^^^Hupo) versus T relations for Q^^ =const; it has values
between -46 and 41 J mol-l K-l (Fig. 3). The results show that the slope of the
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^<J^S(S)(HUPD) versus T relations varies from negative values at low Oy to positive ones at

high By thus indicating that AS^(S)(HUPD) increases with 6y Comparison of
AS^(Hupo) wlth AS^(S)(HUPD) reveals that presence of the S^em submonolayer significantly
increases the entropy of the UPD.

The enthalpy ofadsorption in presence of S^^, AH^^^Hupo), is determined based
on the values of AG^(S)(HUPD) and AS^s^Hupp), and formula AG° = AH° - TAS°. The
results (Fig. 4) indicate that AH^s^Hupo) has values between -34 and 3 kJ mol~ . An
analysis of the data indicates that presence of the submonolayer of S^ significantly increases
the enthalpy of adsoq)tion with respect to its values in absence of S^em •

Determination AH^^^Hup^) allowed evaluation of the influence of presence of the
Schem submonolayer on the Pt-Hupo bond energy, E^^y The values of Ep^^s) for
various 6y were evaluated according to eq. (3) and they are between 214 and 252 kJ mol
(Fig. 5). The results demonstrate that presence of the S^ submonolayer decreases the
Pt-HypQ bond energy by some 12-31 kJ mol depending on Qy^. The decrease of the
Pt-HypD bond energy indicates that the S^em adatoms create an electron deficit at the
Pt - HUPD bond giving rise to a weaker Pt - Hypp bond.
The authors believe that the results represent an important contribution to
comprehension of the atomic-level mechanism of the action of SBE's and their impact on
coadsorbed Hup^ adatoms and that they will serve in subsequent development of criteria for
selection and design of surface species which could act selectively either as surface poisons or
surface poisons of H adsorption and absorption.

4. CONCLUSIONS
1. Immersion ofPt in aqueous Na^S solution leads to formation of a monolayer of S^m which
completely suppressed the UPD H; a submonolayer of S^em having its surface coverage less

than 0.33 blocks the UPD H but only partially. The S^em monolayer can be gradually
desorbed by oxidative desorption at E = 1.2 V and the S^em coverage can be controlled with
an precision of 2% of a ML.

2. AG^(HUPD) has the following values: (i) between -25 and -12 kJ mol-l for Pt;
(ii) between -17 and -8 kJ mol for Rh; and (iii) between -22 and -9 kJ mol for Pt with
a submonolayer of S^em (©s = ^- 0-
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3. AS^(HUPD) has the following values: (i) between -80 and -41 J mol-l K-l for Pt;
(ii) between -126 and -29 J mol-l K-l for Rh; and (iii) between -46 and 41 J mol"1 K-l for
Pt with a submonolayer of S^em (^s = ^ 1)-

4. AH^(Hupo) has the following values: (i) between -46 and -27 kJ mol-l for Pt;
(ii) between -52 and -21 kJ mol for Rh; and (iii) between -34 and 3 kJ mol-l for Pt with a
submonolayer of S^em (^s = 0.1).

5. The M- HUPQ bond energy has the following values: (i) between 245 and 264 kJ mol for
Pt; (ii) between 239 and 270 kJ moF1 for Rh; and (iii) between 214 and 252 kj mol-l for Pt
with a submonolayer of S^em (^s = 0-1)- The S^em adatoms adsorbed on Pt create an electron

deficit at the Pt surface atoms to which they are bonded. This deficit propagates through the
Pt substrate and gives rise to electron withdrawal from the Pt - Hyp^ bond, thus to a weaker
Pt-HypD bond-

6. The HUPD adatoms have repulsive lateral interactions which become stronger in presence of
the S^em submonolayer than in its absence.
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Figure 1. Series of CV profiles for the UPD H on Pt and Rh electrodes in 0.5M aqueous
H2S04 solution for a temperature range between 273 and 343 K, with an interval
of 1 OK; the sweep rate s=20mVs , the electrode surface area is
A, = 0.72 ± 0.01 cm2 for Pt and A, = 0.70 ± 0.01 cm2 for Rh; the arrows indicate
shift of the adsorption-desorption peaks upon the temperature increase.
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CHAPTER 3
TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENT STUDIES ON Ft SINGLE-CRYSTAL

ELECTRODES AND ELUCmATION OF THERMODYNAMICS OF THE UPD H
IN ABSENCE/PRESENCE OF CHEMISORBED SULFUR
Despite tremendous efforts devoted to research on the UPD of hydrogen and metals as
well as to the anion adsoqrtion on Pt single-crystal electrodes, practically nothing is known

about the T-dependence of the UPD H and anion adsorption on Pt(hkl). Chapter 3 presents
new results on the subject and examines thermodynamics of the UPD H on Pt(lll) by
application of the theoretical methodology introduced in Chapter 1. These studies elucidate
thermodynamic parameters of the UPD H on Pt(lll) in absence/presence of chemisorbed
sulfur. The papers presented in section 3.1 and in section 3.2 demonstrate the first

experimental data which demonstrate changes in the CV profiles for Pt(lOO) and Pt(lll),
respectively, in 0.5 M aqueous N3804 solution brought about by temperature modification.

Variation of the CV profiles is discussed in terms of changes of the surface coverage by the
under-potential deposited H, Hypo, and the adsorbed anions. The data lead to the observation

that the Hyp^ and anion adsorption on Pt(lOO) is strongly affected by temperature variation
and this effect may be assigned to lateral repulsive interactions. However, in the case of
Pt(lll), HupD and anion adsoq^tion is not strongly affected by temperature variation. This
effect may be assigned to lateral interactions between the adsorbed species being of repulsive

nature. In the case of Pt(lll), the potential of the sharp peak in the potential region
corresponding to the anion adsoqrtion shifts towards more-positive values upon T increase
and the peak current density shifts towards lower values. The behavior of the third,
asymmetric peak in the double-layer region is complex; the anodic and cathodic components
shift towards less-positive potentials but the displacement of the anodic one is more

pronounced. A detail discussion of the changes in the CV profiles for Pt(lOO) and Pt(lll)
caused by temperature variation is presented discussed in sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.
The paper presented in section 3.1 (A. Zolfaghari and G. Jerkiewicz, J. Electroanal. Chem.,

420, 11 (1997)) and the paper in section 3.2 (A. Zolfaghari and G. Jerkiewicz, J. Electroanal.
Chem., 422, 1 (1997)) are the result of my essential contribution in experimental, theoretical
and writing parts. The contribution of Dr. G. Jerkiewicz was in theoretical and writing
constituent.
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Section 3.3 is an extension of the work presented in sections 3.1 and 3.2. It
demonstrates further interpretation of the data of two last sections as well as new CV results

and thermodynamics parameters for the UPD H on Pt(l 1 1) in 0.05 M aq. N2804. The Hyp^
and anion adsorption regions on Pt(lll) in 0.05 M aq. N[2804 are separated therefore one

can determine ^G^(R^), AS^(H^), AH^(H^) and the Pt(lll)-HupD surface bond
energy, Ep^n)_H . An analysis of the AG^(Hupo) versus Oy plots for T=constant reveal

that the UPD H follows the Frumkin isotherm and the energy of lateral interactions is
determined. The value of Bp^i^n is close to that for the surface bond energy between the
chemisorbed H, H^em- The paper presented in section 3.3 (Alireza Zolfaghari and Gregory

Jerkiewicz, Electrochim. Acta, Submitted (1997)) is a result of my essential contribution in
experimental, theoretical and writing parts. The contribution of Dr. G. Jerkiewicz was in
theoretical and writing constituent.
In section 3.4, new data on the structures of S^em on the Pt(l 11) electrode surface in
relation to its coverage. Structural data on electrochemical oxidative desorption of S^em from
LEED with those for temperature-stimulated desorption are compared. It is demonstrated
how 9s.._. can be controlled by selecting the positive potential limit and the number of anodic
desorption scans. The temperature variation effect on the anodic desorption behavior of S^em
and its coverage, 6g,_, is shown. LEED data reveal that S^em forms well-defined stmctures

on Pt(lll) for 0.50 > 6^^0.25: (i) c(2x2) at 9^^=1/2, (ii) (Vsx^RSO0 at
9s_
=1/3,
and
p(2x2)
at"Schan
6g_ =1/4.
When
9s,_ —"•--'?
^0.20, —~^->..—
stmctured
islands
S,
'Schcm
"' "'
w*"(iii)
v'"/ r\-r'-/
""•
" " "***'"Schan
^——../
^^of
-Chem
are observed. AES and CEELS data indicate that the chemisorbed S is not present in an
oxidized or reduced state; it is almost of atomic character with an incomplete negative charge
due to partial charge transfer between S^em and the Pt(lll) substrate. Using the

methodology presented in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2, thermodynamic state functions for the
UPD H in presence of S^em wlth QS..-=O-I are determined. Presence of S^^ influences

thermodynamics of the UPD H on Pt(l 11) resulting in less-negative values of AG^(S)(HUPD) .
In absence of S^em, the UPD H is enthalpy driven whereas in presence of S^em it becomes
entropy driven. The Pt(l 11) - Hyp^ bond energy is weaker in presence of S^em than in its
absence, and this bond energy diminution may be assigned to local electronic effects arising
from the presence of S^cm- The paper presented in section 3.4 (Y.-E. Sung , W. Chrzanowski
and A. Wieckowski, A. Zolfaghari, S. Blais and G. Jerkiewicz, Electrochim. Ada, Submitted
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(1997)) is a result of my essential contribution in experimental, theoretical and writing parts.
The contribution of S. Blais was in some experimental part. The contribution ofY.-E. Sung,
Dr. W. Chrzanowski and Prof. A. Wieckowski was in surface analysis of S^em on Pt(l 11),

using Auger, LEED and CEELS techniques at the Department of Chemistry, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana-Champaign D-. 61801 USA. Such experimental
facilities are not available at Sherbrooke. The contribution of Dr. G. Jerkiewicz was in
theoretical and writing constituent.
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3.1 THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF HYDROGEN AND

ANION ADSORPTION AT A Pt(lOO) ELECTRODE
IN AQUEOUS H2S04 SOLUTION

A. Zolfaghari and G. Jerkiewicz, J. Electroanal. Chem., 420,11 (1997)
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ABSTRACT
Research on the under-potential deposition of H, UPD H, and anion adsorption on

Pt(lOO) in 0.5M aqueous 112804 solution by cyclic-voltammetry, CV, indicate that the
overall adsorption/desorption charge density is strongly affected by temperature, T, variation

and that it decreases by about 1/3 when T is raised from 293 to 328 K. The sharp peak at
0.375 V vs RHE assigned to the anion adsorption decreases its potential, current density and

charge density. The CV feature assigned to the UPD H, a wide shoulder overlapping the
sharp peak, also decreases with T augmentation but the decline of its charge density is less
pronounced. The results indicate that the Hyp^ and anion surface coverages, Oy and 6^
respectively, are strongly temperature-dependent. This behavior may be assigned to lateral
repulsive interactions.
Keywords: Hydrogen under-potential deposition, Anion adsorption, Temperature effect,

Pt(lOO)
1. mTRODUCTION
It was demonstrated in the 1950's that single crystals ofCu and Pt could be prepared

by melting the tip of a Cu or Pt wire followed by careful formation of a monocrystalline bead
[1,2]. Clavilier et al. [3,4] further mastered this technique and successfully developed a
procedure for preparing Pt and Rh single crystals that could be used in electrochemical
measurements without expensive UHV equipment. This experimental progress led to
numerous studies on single-crystal electrodes which have resulted in atomic-level

understanding of the electrified solid-liquid interface and surface electrocatalysis [5-9].
Investigation of the under-potential deposition of hydrogen, UPD H, and adsorption ofanions

on Pt(lll) and Pt(lOO) have been a subject of intense research and scientific discussion for
over ten years [4,5,10-21]. At present, it is quite well understood that the potential regions of
the UPD H and the anion adsorption overlap and that the adsorption charge as determined
from cyclic-voltammetry, CV, measurements provides the total charge which corresponds to
both the H adsoqrtion/desorption and anion desorption/adsorption. Deconvolution of the

charge that is assigned to the UPD H or the anion adsorption can be accomplished by
performing either CO-displacement experiments [22-24] or by chronocoulometry
measurements [25].
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Despite tremendous effort devoted to research on the UPD of hydrogen and metals as
well as to the anion adsorption on Pt single-crystal electrodes, practically nothing is known

about the temperature dependence of the CV profiles for Pt(lOO) or Pt(l 11). In the present
paper, the authors present the first experimental data which demonstrate changes in the CV

profile for Pt(lOO) in 0.5 M aqueous N2804 solution brought about by temperature variation.
Alteration of the CV profile is discussed in terms of changes of the surface coverage by the
under-potential deposited H, Hyp^? and the adsorbed anions. The data lead to the observation
that HUPQ and anion adsorption is strongly affected by temperature variation and the effect
may be assigned to lateral repulsive interactions.

2. EXPERBiENTAL
1. Pt(lOO) Electrode Preparation
The Pt(lOO) single-ciystal electrode was prepared and oriented according to the
procedure developed by Clavilier [3,4] and further advanced by Hamelin [26,27]. It was
subsequently polished with Alumina (0.05^m) to a mirror-like finish. The quality of the
Pt(lOO) surface was verified by recording a cyclic-voltammetry profile, CV, in 0.5 M aqueous
H2S04 solution at potentials between 0.06 and 0.80 V vs RHE (Fig. 1). Agreement between

our results and those reported in the literature [9,16,17] indicate that the crystal was of good
quality and properly oriented and that the surface was well ordered. The electrode diameter,
d, was measured with a Vemier microscope and was found to be 0.219 ± 0.002 cm; the
surface area, A, was 0.038 ± 0.001 cm2.

2.2. Solution and Electrochemical Cell

The 0.5M aqueous N2804 solution was prepared from BDH Aristar grade 112804
and Nanopure water (18 MQ cm). The experiments were conducted in a Pyrex, twocompartment electrochemical cell. The glassware was pre-cleaned according to a wellestablished procedure [28-30]. During the experiments, H^ gas, pre-cleaned and presaturated with water vapor, was bubbled through the reference electrode compartment in
which a Pt/Pt-black electrode was immersed. It served as the reversible hydrogen electrode,
RHE, and its potential was -0.021V versus the standard hydrogen electrode, SHE. High-
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purity AT gas, pre-saturated with water vapor, was passed through the working electrode,
WE, compartment. The counter electrode, CE, was a Pt wire (99.998% purity, Aesar).

2.3. Temperature Measurements

The electrochemical cell was immersed in a water bath (Haake W13) and the
temperature was controlled to within ± 0.5 K by means of a thermostat (Haake Dl); the water
level in the bath was maintained above the electrolyte in the cell. The temperature in the
water bath and the electrochemical cell were controlled by means of thermometers (± 0.5 K)
and a K-type thermocouple (80 TK Fluke), and were found to agree to within ± 0.5 K. The
experiments were conducted at 293 ^ T ^ 328 K with an interval of 5 K. Measurements at

Pt(lOO) using the hanging meniscus methodology were difficult to perform below 293 K or
above 328 K because ofelectrolyte condensation or its creeping along the crystal surface.
2.4. Electrochemical Measurements
The experiments involved CV measurements in the potential range corresponding to
the UPD H and anion adsoq^tion in 0.5 M aqueous N2804, thus between 0.06 and 0.80 V vs
RHE. The CV experiments were conducted at a sweep rate of 50 mV s . The

electrochemical instrumentation included: (a) EG&G Model 263A potentiostat-galvanostat;
(b) IBM-compatible 80486 computer, and (c) EG&G M270 Electrochemical Software. All
potentials were measured with respect to RHE immersed in the same electrolyte.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Temperature-Dependence of the Pt( 100) Cyclic-Voltammetry Profile in O.SMHySO^

Fig. 1 shows a CV profile for Pt(lOO) cooled in H^ +Ar in 0.5M aqueous V.^0^
solution at 298 K at potentials between 0.06 and 0.80 V vs RHE [9,16,17]. It reveals the

following features whose behavior as a function of T will be discussed below: (i) a sharp peak
at 0.375 V; (ii) a small peak at 0.267 V; and (iii) a shoulder at 0.305 V vs RHE. The shape of
the CV profile indicates that the Pt(lOO) electrode was well ordered and that the electrolyte
was free of impurities. The CV profile is symmetric with respect to the potential axis
indicating that the surface electrochemical process is reversible. Integration of the anodic and
cathodic components of the CV profiles between 0.15 and 0.50 V vs RHE allowing for the
double-layer charging, leads the authors to the evaluation of the average charge density

corresponding to both the UPD H and the anion adsorption (the total charge density,
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(=IT = clH,n,n +(IAN» where qy is the charge density for the UPD H and q^ is the charge

density for the anion adsorption) which is 220 ^C cm" . This value differs only slightly from
that observed by Clavilier et al. [9,16,17] who observed values between 212 and 214
p,C cm . It should be emphasized that if the profile corresponded to a complete monolayer

(ML) of HupD, then the charge density would be expected to match the theoretical value for 1
ML of HUPD , thus 208 [iC cm . However, because the CV profile corresponds to both Hypo
and anion adsorption, the charge density does not have to match the theoretical one for 1
monolayer of Hyp^ because it depends on the surface coverage of Hypo and anion as well as
on its chemical identity at the surface (sulfate versus bisulfate).
Fig. 2 shows a series ofCV profiles for the same potential range as in Fig. 1, namely
0.06 ^ E <. 0.80 V vs RHE for eight temperatures between 293 and 328 K with an interval of
5 K. The finding of these experiments may be summarized as follows: (i) upon T increase, the

sharp peak at 0.375 V vs RHE decreases and shifts towards less-positive potentials; (ii) the
small peak at 0.267 V vs RHE becomes less pronounced and the potential shifts towards
lower values; (iii) the shoulder at 0.305 V vs RHE becomes less pronounced upon T increase

and finally disappears at T ^ 313 K; and (iv) no new features are observed in the CV profiles
that could be assigned to T increase. An analysis of the CV profiles clearly demonstrates that

the principle characteristic of the adsorption-desoq^tion CV profiles is the decline of the peat
at 0.375 V vs RHE. The changes in the CV peak area reported in Fig. 2 are completely
reversible in that decreasing the temperature back to 298 K reproduced entirely the
voltammetric intensities reported in Fig. 1. It should be added that there was no effect of
temperature on the geometry of the meniscus between electrode and electrolyte and the
electrode contact area remained constant over the temperature range studied. In order to
provide a comprehensive examination of the temperature-dependence of the CV profile for

Pt(lOO) and to analyze it in detail, the authors evaluated: (i) the value of the peak potential,
Ep, of the sharp peak; (ii) the change of its current density, ip; and (iii) the variation of the
total adsorption-desoq)tion charge density, q^ . Fig. 3 shows the experimentally determined
variation of Ep as a function of T and the results indicate that the Ep versus T relation is linear
and its slope, Q Ep/ ST, equals -0.50 x 10~3 VK-1. Thus on average an increase of the
temperature by 10 K decreases the peak potential by 5 mV. Fig. 4. shows the ip versus T
relation and the results presented here reveal that the dependence is linear and that its slope,
Q ip/ ST, equals -2.50|jA cm"2 K-l. Fig. 5 shows the relation between the total
adsorption/desorption charge density, q-j., and T as determined on the basis of the
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experimental data presented in Fig. 2. The q^. versus T dependence is non-linear and q^.
decreases from 220 to 150 (J.G cm"2, thus by 70 |^C cm"2, when T is raised by 35 K. This
change of q-r is very large and it accounts for some 32% of the total charge at 298 K; it
clearly indicates that the amount of the adsorbed species, namely Hypp and anions, decreases
significantly. Preliminary interpretation of the diminution of q-j. is provided in the subsequent
section.

3,2. Preliminary Interpretation of the Temperature-Dependence of the Pt(lOO) Cyclic-

Voltammetry Profile
It is well understood that the CV profile at 0.15^E^ 0.50V vs RHE for Pt(lOO)
corresponds to the UPD H and the adsoqrtion of sulfate^sulfate, thus q^ = q^_ + q^.
Because q^. decreases upon T extension to higher values, it is apparent that the total surface
coverage of both adsorbed species, 6^. (where Q^ =OH,^ +®AN» an^ ®H,»n ls the Hup^ surface

coverage and 6^ is the anion coverage) diminishes. The variation of the individual
contributions to the total charge density, q^ and q^ respectively, requires further
explanation. Clavilier et al. [22-24] concluded based on the CO-displacement measurements
that the shaq? peak at 0.375 V vs RHE corresponds to the anion adsorption, and the wide

shoulder at 0.305 V vs RHE overlapping the sharp peak can be assigned to the UPD H. Thus
one may conclude that the anion adsorption takes place at higher potentials than the UPD H.
Because the data shown in Fig. 2 reveal that the sharp peak and its charge decrease upon T
augmentation, one may conclude that the surface concentration of the adsorbed anions, 9^,
decreases. An analysis of the shoulder at 0.305 V vs RHE indicates that its charge density
also decreases with increasing T but this behavior is less pronounced than that of the anion.
Bearing in mind that this potential region corresponds to the UPD H, one may conclude that
the surface coverage by Hypo , Oy , decreases with rising T but to a smaller extent than that
of the anions. The results presented in the paper indicate that the surface coverage by Hyp^
and anions is strongly temperature-dependent and a rise in T lowers their respective
coverages. This behavior points to the nature of the lateral interactions between Hyp^ and
anions, i.e. repulsive and temperature-dependent [31].
In this preliminary note, the authors present new and important data on the
temperature-dependence of the UPD H and anion adsorption on the Pt(lOO) single-crystal

electrode surface prepared according to the Clavilier procedure. They believe it is the first
paper which demonstrates that the CV profile is strongly affected by temperature variation. In
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a subsequent full-length paper, they will show results of deconvolution of the CV profiles into
two separate components that can be assigned to both surface processes. This theoretical
treatment will lead to quantitative analysis of the results shown in this paper.

CONCLUSIONS
Studies of the UPD H and anion adsorption on Pt(lOO) in 0.5M aqueous N2804
solution by cyclic-voltammetry indicate that the overall adsorption/desorption charge density
decreases by about 1/3. The sharp peak at 0.375 V vs RHE assigned to the anion adsorption
decreases its potential, current density and charge density. The CV feature assigned to the
UPD H, a wide shoulder overlapping the sharp peak, also decreases with T augmentation but
the decline of its charge density is less pronounced. The results indicate that the Hup^ and
anion surface coverages (QH.^ and 9^), are strongly temperature-dependent. This behavior
may be assigned to lateral repulsive interactions.
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Figure 1. CV profile for Pt(lOO) cooled in H^+Ar in 0.5M aqueous 112804 solution;
A = 0.038 cm2, T = 298 K and s = 50 mV s-l. It reveals the following features: (i)

a sharp peak at 0.375 V; (ii) a small peak at 0.267 V; and (iii) a shoulder at 0.305 V
vsRHE.
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Figure 2. Series of CV profiles for Pt(lOO) cooled in H^ + AT in 0.5M aqueous H^SO^
solution at 293^T^328K with an interval of 5 K; A =0.038 cm2 and
s=50mVs . Arrows indicate changes in the CV profile associated with T
increase.
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3.2 NEW FINDINGS ON HYDROGEN AND ANION ADSORPTION AT

A Pt(lll) ELECTRODE IN AQUEOUS H2S04 SOLUTION
GENERATED BY TEMPERATURE VARIATION

A. Zolfaghari and G. Jerkiewicz, J. Electroanal. Chem., 422,1 (1997)
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ABSTRACT
Temperature dependence studies of the under-potential deposition of H, UPD H, and
anion adsorption on Pt(lll) in 0.5M aqueous 112804 solution by cyclic-voltammetry, CV,

indicate that the overall adsoq)tion-desorption charge density is only slightly affected by
temperature, T, variation and that it decreases by 25 p,C cm" when T is raised from 275 to
338 K. Introductory deconvolution of the CV into two components assigned to the UPD H

and the anion adsorption indicates that the charge density associated with the UPD H
decreases by 20 [iC cm whereas that of the anion adsorption decreases by only 5 p,C cm"2,

The potential of the sharp peak in the potential region corresponding to the anion adsorption
shifts towards more-positive values upon T increase and the peak current density shifts
towards lower values. The behavior of the third, asymmetric peak in the double-layer region
is complex; the anodic and cathodic components shift towards less-positive potentials but the
displacement of the anodic one is more pronounced. The results indicate that the Hyp^ and
anion surface coverages, Q^_ and 9^, respectively, are slightly temperature-dependent and
this behavior may be assigned to weak lateral repulsive interactions.
Keywords: Hydrogen under-potential deposition, Anion adsorption, Temperature effect,

Pt(lll)
1. INTRODUCTION
The significance of the cyclic-voltammetry, CV, profile for the under-potential

deposition of hydrogen, UPD H, on a Pt(lll) electrode surface in aqueous N[2804 solution
has been a subject of profound discussion for over a decade [1-19]. At present, it is well

understood that the CV profile corresponds both to the UPD H and to the anion adsorption,
and the CO and I-displacement [20-23] as well as chonocoulometry [24] measurements
dispelled any doubts about the interpretation of the CV characteristics. In other words, the
overall adsorption-desorption charge, as determined on the basis of CV profiles, represents
the total charge of hydrogen and anion adsorption. Moreover, the CO or I-displacement
experiments and chronocoulometry measurements allow one to determine the charge
associated with the UPD H and the anion adsorption. Nevertheless, despite numerous

experiments on the UPD H on the Pt(lll) electrodes, essentially nothing is known about the
temperature, T, dependence of the CV profile, thus about the influence of T variation on the
overall adsorption charge as well as on the surface coverage by the under-potential deposited
H, HUPD? or the anion, 9^ and 6^, respectively. Such studies are of great importance
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because they provide a direct insight into the nature of lateral interactions between the
adsorbed species.
In the present paper, the authors present the new experimental data which demonstrate

changes in the CV profile for a Pt(lll) electrode in 0.5 M aqueous N2804 solution brought
about by temperature variation. Alteration of the CV profile characteristics is discussed in
terms of changes of the surface coverage by the H^ adatoms and the adsorbed anions. The
results indicate that Hyp^ and anion adsorption is not strongly affected by temperature
variation and that the lateral interactions between the adsorbed species are of weak repulsive
nature.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
7. Pt(lll) Electrode Preparation
The Pt(lll) single-crystal electrode used in this research was prepared and oriented
according to the procedure developed by Clavilier [1,2] and further advanced by Hamelin
[25,26]. The electrode surface was polished with Alumina (0.05 |j,m) to a mirror-like finish.

The quality of the Pt(lll) surface was verified by recording a CV in 0.5 M aqueous B.^SO^
solution at potentials between 0.06 and 0.90 V vs. RHE (Fig. 1). Agreement between the CV

profile shown in Fig. 1 and the results reported in literature [5,6,14,22,23] indicate that the
crystal was of good quality and properly oriented, and that the surface was well ordered. The
electrode diameter, d, was measured with a Vemier microscope and was found to be
0.271 ± 0.002 cm; the surface area. A, was 0.058 ± 0.001 cm2.

2.2. Solution and Electrochemical Cell

The 0.5M aqueous 112804 solution was prepared from BDH Aristar grade N2804
and Nanopure water (18 M.Q. cm). The experiments were conducted in a Pyrex, twocompartment electrochemical cell. The glassware was pre-cleaned according to a wellestablished procedure [27-29]. During the experiments, H^ gas, pre-cleaned and presaturated with water vapor, was bubbled through the reference electrode compartment in
which a Pt/Pt-black electrode was immersed. It served as the reversible hydrogen electrode,
RHE, and its potential was -0.021 V versus the standard hydrogen electrode, SHE. Highpurity AT gas, pre-saturated with water vapor, was passed through the working electrode,
WE, compartment. The counter electrode, CE, was a Pt wire (99.998% purity, Aesar).
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2.3. Cyclic-Voltammetry Temperature-Dependence Measurements

The electrochemical cell was immersed in a water bath (Haake W 13) and the
temperature was controlled to within ± 0,5 K by means of a thermostat (Haake Dl); the water
level in the bath was maintained above the electrolyte in the cell. The temperature in the
water bath and the electrochemical cell were controlled by means of thermometers (± 0.5 K)
and a K-type thermocouple (80 TK Fluke), and were found to agree to within ± 0.5 K. The

experiments were conducted at 275<T^338K with the first interval being 13 K and the
subsequent ones 1 OK. Measurements at Pt(lll) using the hanging meniscus methodology
were difficult to perform above 338 K because of the electrolyte condensation or its creeping
along the crystal surface, thus obscuring the CV profile. However, the authors were
successful in conducting experiments over a 63 K temperature range.
2.4. Electrochemical Measurements
The experiments involved CV measurements in the potential range corresponding to
the UPD H and anion adsoq^tion in 0.5 M aqueous N[2804, thus between 0.06 and 0.90 V vs.
RHE. The CV experiments were conducted at a sweep rate of 50 mV s . The
electrochemical instrumentation employed in the course of research was standard and

included: (a) EG&G Model 263A potentiostat-galvanostat; (b) ffiM-compatible 80486
computer, and (c) EG&G M270 Electrochemical Software. All potentials were measured
with respect to RHE immersed in the same electrolyte and at the same temperature as the

Pt(l 11) working electrode.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Temperature-Dependence of the Pt(lll) Cyclic-Voltammetry Profile in 0.5 MHySO^

Fig. 1 shows a CV profile for Pt(lll) cooled in H^ + AT in 0.5M aqueous N2804
solution at 298 K and at potentials between 0.06 and 0.90 V vs. RHE [5,6,14,22,23]. As
discussed in the above cited references, the CV profile shows the following features whose

behavior as a function of T will be discussed below: (i) the anomalous wave at potentials
between 0.06 and 0.30 V; (ii) the so-called butterfly with a sharp peak between 0.32 and 0.55
V; and (iii) a small, asymmetric wave between 0.62 and 0.76 V vs. RHE. The shape of the

CV profile indicates that the Pt(lll) electrode surface was well ordered and that the
electrolyte was free of impurities. Apart from the small asymmetnc wave between 0.62 and

0.76 V vs. RHE the CV profile is symmetric with respect to the potential axis indicating that
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the surface electrochemical process is reversible. Integration of the anodic and cathodic
components of the CV profiles between 0.06 and 0.90 V vs. RHE, allowing for the doublelayer charging, leads the authors to evaluation of the average charge density corresponding to
both the UPD H and the anion adsorption (the total charge density, q^. = q^ + q^, where

q^_ is the charge density for the UPD H and q^ is the charge density for the anion
adsorption) which is 253 ± 5 p,C cm at 298 K. This charge density differs slightly from the
values reported by Clavilier et al., 243 [iC cm [6] and 241 nC cm [30]. The authors wish
to emphasize that the total charge as determined on the basis of the CV profile does not have
to match the theoretical charge of formation of one monolayer (1 ML) of Hypo, thus 240.3
jj,Ccm , because the total charge density corresponds both to the UPD H and anion
adsoq3tion. In other words, the total charge density, as determined from the CV profile,
depends on the surface coverage by Hypo and the adsorbed anion, Gy and 9^j,
respectively. Moreover, the charge density is affected by the chemical identity and the degree

of discharge upon adsoqrtion of the anionic species. Thus sulfate and bisulfate might be
discharged to a different extent, thus having their unique contributions to the overall
adsorption-desorption charge density [24].
Fig. 2 shows a series ofCV profiles for the same potential range as in Fig. 1, namely
0.06 ^E^ 0.90V vs. RHE, for seven temperatures between 275 and 338 K with the first

interval being 13 K and the following ones 10 K. The CV profiles are divided into three
components whose behavior as a function of T variation is discussed below; the component I
corresponds to the LJPD H, the components II, which slightly overlaps the first one, is
assigned to the anion adsorption and the component III, whose origin is not well understood
yet. The results of T-dependence measurements can be outlined as follows: (i) T increase
causes small qualitative changes in the region I, the UPD H region; the anomalous wave shifts

slightly towards less-positive potentials and the small peak at ca. 0.28 V (which is assigned to
a small degree of surface defects, see ref. 30) becomes less pronounced; (ii) the region II, the

anion adsorption region (the butterfly), reveals a different behavior; the whole profile and the
sharp peak (the spike) shift towards more-positive potentials; (iii) changes in the region III are
the most surprising; the T increase causes shift of the wave towards less-positive values
however, the displacement of the anodic component is more pronounced than that of the
cathodic one. Finally, it should be added that no new features are observed in the CV profiles
that could be assigned to T variation in the range reported in this paper.
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It should be added that the changes in the CV profiles reported in Fig. 2 are entirely
reversible in that decreasing T back to 298 K reproduced the voltammetric intensities reported
in Fig. 1 and that decreasing T down to 275 duplicates the original CV profile for this
particular temperature. The only CV feature which seems to be very sensitive to the
temperature treatment is the current density of the spike. However, Clavilier et al. [6,30] have

demonstrated that it depends on the Pt(lll) long-range surface order, thus that small degree
of surface defects can decrease its sharpness. The authors wish to add that there was no
effect of temperature on the geometry of the meniscus between electrode and electrolyte and
the electrode contact area remained constant over the temperature range studied, thus that

there was no solution creeping along the side wall of the Pt(lll) crystal. Such an effect
would normally increase the overall current density due to augmentation of the electrode
surface area being in direct contact with the electrolyte.
In order to provide a comprehensive but not exhaustive yet examination of the

temperature-dependence of the CV profile for Pt(lll) in 0.5M aqueous ^804, the authors
evaluated: (i) variation of the total charge density (regions I, II and HI), q-j., as well as the
charge density of the UPD H and the anion adsorption, q^_ and q^, respectively; (ii) the
shift of the potential, Ep, of the spike; and (iii) the changes of the anodic and cathodic
component of the wave in the double-layer region (the region III). The deconvolution of the

charge density of the regions I and II was carried out as follows. The charge of the UPD H
(region I) was determined by integrating the current density between 0.06 V vs. RHE and the
minimal current density of the CV profile between the region I and the region II, thus around

0.32 V vs. RHE (this limit shifts by some 20 mV when T is raised 63 K). The charge density
of the anion adsorption was evaluated by integrating the current density between the latter

limit (close to 0.32 V) and the upper potential limit corresponding to the anion adsorption,
thus a potential close to 0.55 V vs. RHE; at this limit, the current density drops to values

characteristic of the double layer charging. In performing the integration, the authors allowed
for the double layer charging. Fig. 3 shows results of the integration of the charge densities
determined according to the above described procedure. The total adsorption charge density,
q^, varies between 253 ±5 to 228 ±5 (J,Ccm~2, depending on T; the charge density
corresponding to the UPD H decreases from 157 ±5 to 137 ±5 (J,C cm"2 whereas that of the
anion adsorption diminishes from 90 ± 5 to 85 ± 5 p,C cm upon T augmentation. The results
indicate that T increase from 275 to 338 K has almost no impact on the anion adsorption
charge density and that the charge density of the Hyp^ adsorption decreases by 20 }j,C cm" .
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Thus it is reasonable to conclude that the CV profile alteration associated with T increase is
noticeable but that it is not very pronounced. It is of interest to direct the reader's attention to

the behavior of a Pt(lOO) electrode in the same electrolyte [31]; in this case, the anion
adsorption was significantly decreased when T was raised whereas the Hyp^ adsorption

charge density was only slightly affected. Finally it ought to be stressed that the above
presented results of deconvolution of the CV profiles into the Hypo and anion adsorption
components are only an estimation and that they carry some uncertainty because the UPD H
and the anion adsorption potential regions overlap. However, the authors believe that at this
preliminary level the above results provide new and important data on the temperature-

dependence of the UPD H and the anion adsorption on the Pt(l 11) electrode.
Fig. 4 shows the experimentally determined variation of Ep of the spike as a function
of T on the basis of results shown in Fig. 2. The data indicate that the Ep versus T relation is
linear and its slope, 5Ep /5T, equals 0.57 x 10 VK~ . Thus on average an increase of the
temperature by 10 K increases the peak potential by almost 6 mV. Again, it is of interest to

compare the Pt(lll) behavior with that ofPt(lOO) under the same experimental conditions.
The results presented in ref. 31 indicate that the 3 Ep I Q T parameter for the Pt(lOO) electrode
has negative values, thus demonstrating that the peak potential corresponding to the anion
adsorption shifts towards less-positive values when T is raised whereas the Pt(lll) electrode
reveals exactly an opposite behavior. Thus one may conclude that thermodynamic of the
anion adsorption on these two single-crystal electrode surfaces are divergent. The CV

profiles presented in Fig. 2 also indicate that the current density of the spike is affected by T
variation and that it tends to decrease when T is raised. However, it should be added that the
sharpness of the spike, thus its maximal current density, is influenced by the thermal treatment,
the so-called annealing and quenching, and even small modification of the procedure can bring
about a tiny percentage of surface defects which affect the spike's shaqmess.
Fig. 5 shows the peak potential of the anodic and the cathodic component of the wave

in the double-layer region (region III) based on the CV profiles shown in Fig. 2. These results
are probably the most suqmsing and most unexpected because they divulge that the anodic
and cathodic components reveal qualitatively the same behavior but quantitative results are
distinct. Both components shift towards less-positive values upon T augmentation but the
displacement of the anodic one is more pronounced and linear in T whereas the shift of the
cathodic one is less noticeable and the Ep vs. T relation is non-linear. More interestingly,
upon T increase, the gap between the two peaks decreases and at 338 K the wave maxima
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differ by only 20 mV. This is a new observation which has not been reported in previous
literature and it might be of importance in subsequent interpretation of this anomalous

behavior of the Pt(l 11) CV profile.
3.2. Preliminary Interpretation of the Temperature-Dependence of the Pt(lll) Cyclic-

Voltammetry Profile
On the basis of the CO or I-displacement measurements as well as chronocoulometry

data [20-24] it is apparent that the CV profile at 0.06 ^E^ 0.55V vs. RHE for Pt(lll)
corresponds to the UPD H and the anion adsorption, thus q^. = q^ + q^ . Because q^.
decreases upon T extension towards higher values, it is apparent that the total surface
coverage by both the adsorbed species, 6^ (where QT=QH,^ +QAN? an(^ ^H.^ ls the HUPD
surface coverage and 6^ is the anion coverage), diminishes but only slightly. Preliminary

deconvolution of the CV profiles into individual components assigned to the UPD H and the
anion adsorption shows that the Hypo surface coverage slightly decreases upon T increase.
This observation points to the repulsive nature of the lateral interactions between the Hypo
adatoms [32] however it should be emphasized that they are not very strong because in
presence of powerful repulsions, the H^pp surface coverage, Gy , would decrease more than
observed in the experiments. The temperature-dependence of the anion surface coverage,
OAN, is even less affected by T increase indicating that the lateral interactions between the
adsorbed species are weakly repulsive.
In this preliminary note, the authors present new and hitherto unreported data on the

temperature-dependence of the UPD H and anion adsoq)tion on a Clavilier-type Pt(lll)
single-crystal electrode surface. They believe, the current paper is the first contribution which
demonstrates how the CV profile is affected by the temperature variation. At present, they
are involved in similar research on a Pt(lll) electrode but in less-concentrated solutions of

1^504. They believe that temperature dependence studies of the UPD H in diluted solutions,
where the UPD H and anion adsorption regions are well separated, followed by theoretical

treatment [32] will lead to elucidation, for the first time, of thermodynamic state functions of
adsorption, namely AG^(Hupp), AS^(HUPD) and AH^(HUPD)» as we^ as the bond energy
between the Pt(l 11) substrate and Hyp^ Ept(m)_H .
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CONCLUSIONS
Studies of the UPD H and anion adsorption on a Pt(l 11) electrode in 0.5 M aqueous
H2S04 solution by cyclic-voltammetry indicate that the adsoq)tion-desorption charge density
decreases slightly (by 25 (J.G cm" ) when T is raised 63 K. The CV component corresponding
to the UPD H shifts towards less-positive values when T is increased whereas that of the
anion adsorption towards more-positive ones. The surface coverage by the Hyp^ adatoms

and the adsorbed anions decreases slightly upon T extension indicating that the lateral
interactions between alike species are weakly repulsive. The asymmetric wave in the doublelayer region reveals a complex comportment; its anodic and cathodic components reveal
qualitatively similar but quantitatively different behavior upon T augmentation.
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Figure 1. CV profile for a Pt(lll) electrode cooled in H^ + AT in 0.5M aqueous N2804
solution; A = 0.058 cm2, T = 298 K and s = 50 mV s-l. The CV diagram reveals
the following features: (i) the anomalous wave between 0.06 and 0.30 V vs. RHE;

(ii) the so-called butterfly with a sharp peak potentials between at 0.32 and 0.55 V

vs. RHE; (iii) a small, asymmetric wave between 0.62 and 0.76 V vs. RHE.
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Figure 2. Series ofCV profiles for a Pt(lll) electrode cooled in H^ + AT in 0.5M aqueous
H^SO^ solution at 275^T^338K with the first interval being 13 K and the
subsequent ones 10 K; A = 0.058 cm2 and s = 50 mV s~ . Arrows indicate changes

in the CV profile associated with T increase. The CV diagrams are divided into
three parts; the region I corresponding to the UPD H, the region II associated with
the anion adsoqrtion and the region III.
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Figure 3. Relation between the total adsorption charge density, q^. (0), the UPD H charge
density, q^_ (D), and the anion adsorption charge density, q^ (A), as a function
of temperature, T.
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Figure 4. Relation between the potential of the sharp peak (the spike), Ep, and T. The Ep vs.
T dependence is linear and its slope, Q Ep / Q T, equals 0.57 x 10 V K .
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Figure 5. Relation between the maximal potential of the anodic (0) and the cathodic (D)
component of the anomalous wave in the double-layer region (between 0.62 and
0.76 V vs. RHE) and T. The gap between the wave's maxima decreases when T is
raised.
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3.3 NEW FINDINGS ON THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF H

AND ANION ADSORPTION ON Pt(lll) AND Pt(lOO) ELECTRODES IN
AQUEOUS H2S04

A. Zolfaghari and G. Jerkiewicz, EIectrochim. Acta, Submitted (1997)
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ABSTRACT
The temperature dependence of the under-potential deposition of hydrogen, UPD H, and

anion adsorption on Pt(l 1 1) and Pt(lOO) in aq. solutions of H2S04 was studied by application
ofcyclic-voltammetry, CV. An analysis of the CV profiles for Pt(l 11) and Pt(lOO) shows that
the UPD H and anion adsorption regions shift towards less-positive potentials when T is

raised. Integration of the C Vs for Pt(lll) discloses that the overall adsorption-desorption
charge density decreases from 255 to 230 [iC cm when T is raised from 275 to 328 K. In
the case of Pt( 100), the overall adsorption-desorption charge density decreases from 220 to
150 ^C cm"2, thus by 70 (iC cm-2 when T is raised from 293 to 328 K. Because the Hypo
UPD
and anion adsorption regions on Pt(lll) in 0.05 M aq. N2804 are separated, one may

determine AG^(H^), AS^(H^), AH^(H^) and the Pt(lll)-H^ surface bond
energy, Ep^u^-HupD • The data show that AG^Hup^) varies from -26 to -8 kJ mol,
AS^(HUPD) from -80 to -62 J mol-1 K-1, AH^(HupD) from -44 to -33 kJ mol-1, and
Ept(m)_H from 262 to 250 kJ mol~ . An analysis of the AG^(HupD) versus Oy plots
reveal that the UPD H follows the Frumkin isothemi and the energy oflateral repulsions, o , is
27 ±2 kJ mol-l, and the respective dimensionless parameter g is close to 11. The value of
Ept(ui)-Hupo ls close to the surface bond energy between the chemisorbed H, H^em, and
Pt(l 11), Ep^i)_H the later being 255 kJ mol-l.

INTRODUCTION
Two events marked the origin of electrochemical surface science: introduction of
UHV-based techniques to electrochemistry [1,2], and incorporation of spherical and rod-

shaped single crystals ofPt and Au [3-5]. Introduction of monocrystalline Pt beads [3,4,6]
and their protection without expensive UHV equipment resulted in abundant research on welldefined electrode surfaces and in molecular-level comprehension of the electrified solid-liquid
interface and surface electrocatalysis [7-11]. Originally, research on the under-potential

deposition of hydrogen, UPD H, and adsorption of anions on Pt(lll) and Pt(lOO) was a
subject of intense research and scientific discussion for many years and it resulted in
foundation of standard CV profiles which are characteristic of well-ordered surfaces [4,1020]. At the current stage of knowledge, it is apparent that in many cases the potential regions

of the UPD H and the anion adsorption on Pt(hkl) and Rh(hkl) electrodes overlap and that the
adsorption charge density determined from cyclic-voltammetry, CV, provides the total charge
which corresponds to both the Hypp adsorption-desorption and anion desorption-adsorption.
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The CO-displacement experiments [21-23] were essential in proving the nature of the
adsorbed species and producing indisputable evidence on the occurrence of the two electrode
processes in the same potential range.
Much research has been done on the UPD of H and metals as well as anion adsorption
on Pt single-crystal electrodes but little is blown about the T-dependence of the UPD H and

anion adsorption on Pt(hkl). There are only two preliminary notes which provide a qualitative
insight into the behavior of the adsorbed species when T is varied [24,25]. The present paper
is an extension to the previous work and it presents further interpretation of the previously
published data as well as new results CV data and thermodynamics parameters on the UPD H

onPt(Hl)in0.05M aq. H^SO^.

EXPERIMENTAL
Pt(lll) andPt(lOO) Electrode Preparation
The Pt(lll) and Pt(lOO) single crystals were prepared and oriented according to the
procedure developed by Clavilier [3,4] and subsequently advanced by Hamelin [5,26]. They
were polished with Alumina (0.25 ^m, Stmers) to a mirror-like finish and the quality of the
Pt(lll) and Pt(lOO) surfaces was verified by recording CV profiles in aq. 112804 solution at
potentials between 0.06 and 0.90 V, RHE, for Pt(lll) and between 0.06 and 0.80 V, RHE,

for Pt(lOO) (see Figs. 1 and 2). Agreement the results presented in Figs. 1 and 2 and those
reported in the literature [6,16,17] reveals that the Pt single crystals were of good quality and
that the surfaces were well ordered. The electrode diameter, d, was measured with a Vemier
microscope and was found to be 0.271 ±0.002 cm and 0.219 ± 0.002 cm for Pt(lll) and
Pt(lOO), respectively. The surface areas, A, were 0.058 ±0.001 cm2 and 0.038 ±0.001 cm2,
respectively. Prior to each measurement, the crystals were annealed in a hydrogen flame (at
around 1100 °C) and cooled in Hs + AT.

Solution and Electrochemical Cell
The 0.5M and 0.05M aq. HySO^ solutions were prepared from BDH Aristar grade
H2S04 and Nanopure water (18 M.Q. cm). The experiments were conducted in a Pyrex, twocompartment electrochemical cell. The glassware was pre-cleaned according to a wellestablished procedure [27-29]. During the experiments, Hs gas, pre-cleaned and presaturated with water vapor, was bubbled through the reference electrode compartment in
which a Pt/Pt-black electrode was immersed. It served as the reversible hydrogen electrode,
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RHE. High-purity AT gas, pre-saturated with water vapor, was passed through the working
electrode, WE, compartment through and above solution. The counter electrode, CE, was a

Pt wire (99.998% purity, Aesar).
Temperature-Dependence Measurements

The electrochemical cell was immersed in a water bath (Haake W13) and the
temperature was controlled to within ± 0.5 K by means ofathermostat (Haake Dl); the water
level in the bath was maintained above the electrolyte in the cell. The temperature in the
water bath and the electrochemical cell were controlled by means of thermometers (± 0.5 K)
and a K-type thermocouple (80 TK Fluke), and were found to agree to within ± 0.5 K. The
experiments were conducted with an interval of 5 K.

Electrochemical Measurements
The experiments involved CV measurements in the potential range corresponding to
the UPD H and anion adsorption in 0.5 M and 0. 05 M aq. 112804. The CV experiments
were conducted at a sweep rate of 20 and 50 mV s-l. The electrochemical instmmentation

included: (a) EG&G Model 263A potentiostat-galvanostat; (b) IBM-compatible 80486
computer, and (c) EG&G M270 Electrochemical Software. All potentials were measured
with respect to RHE immersed in the same electrolyte. The potential of the Pt/Pt black RHE
in 0.05 and 0.5M aq. 112804 solutions shifts towards more-positive values when T is raised.
In order to correct the potential referred to the RHE scale at T = 298 K, it is necessary to
introduce the cE/5T correction factor which equals 8.4 x 10 VK [30]. The conversion

of the RHE at 298 K to the SHE is accomplished by application of the following relations:
ESHE = ERHE(0.05M) + °-021 v and ESHE = ERHE(0.5M) + 0-075 v- The above fbmiulae may be

derived on the basis of the Nemst and Davis equations [31]; the Davis relation allows
examination of the activity coefficient of the hydrated proton as a function of the ionic
strength ofelectrolyte.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Temperature Dependence of UPD H andAnion Adsorption on Pt(lll)
Fig. 1 shows a CV profile for Pt(lll) in 0.5 M aq. R^SO^ at 298 K at potentials
between 0.06 and 0.90 V, RHE; Pt(l 11) had been cooled in H^ + AT prior to conducting CV
measurements [6,7,32]. The authors distinguish the potential region of the UPD H (region I)
and the anion adsoq)tion charactenzed by a sharp spike (region II). The shape of the CV
indicates that the Pt(lll) surface was well ordered and that the electrolyte was free of
impurities. Apart from the small peak/wave in the double-layer region, the profile is
symmetric with respect to the potential axis indicating that the surface electrochemical
processes are kinetically reversible. In Fig. 3, the authors show a series of CV profiles for

Pt(lll) in 0.5M aq. H^SO^ for 275 <T^ 328 K with the first temperature interval, AT,
equal to 13 K and the subsequent ones being 10 K. Unlike in the preliminary note [25], the
potentials corresponding to the UPD H and anion adsorption are shown with respect to the

SHE; the potential of the RHE was converted to the SHE scale according to the methodology
described in Experimental. Upon T increase, the CV characteristics corresponding to the

UPD H and anion adsorption shift towards less-positive potentials but the displacement of the
UPD H profiles (region I) is more pronounced than that of the anion one (region II). In ref.
25, the authors showed that integration of the CV profiles led to determination of the total
adsorption charge density, q^., as a fanction ofT(q^= q^ + q^ where q^ is the charge

density for the UPD H and q^ is the charge density for the anion adsorption), At 298 K, the
values of q^ is 252 ± 5 jj,C cm and it does not have to give the theoretical value of one
monolayer (ML) HypQ (240.3 p.C cm"2) because the profile corresponds to both the surfaceelectrochemical processes, namely the UPD H and anion adsorption [21-23]. Since the charge
density does not have to equal to that of 1 ML of Hypo, the overall charge density depends on
the surface coverage by Hyp^ and the adsorbed anion, Oy and Q^, respectively, and it may
vary its value accordingly. Furthermore, since the charge density of the adsorbed species is

affected by their chemical identity and the degree of discharge upon adsorption of the ionic
species, at the present state of knowledge it is difficult to predict any "theoretical charge

density" ofadsorption that the integration of the CV profile should provide.
An analysis of the data shown in ref. 25 leads to the following summary of the Tdependence of charge densities for the surface electrochemical processes occurring on Pt(l 11)

in 0.5 M aq. N3804 in the 0.06 0.90 V, RHE, potential range (Table I).
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Table I. Summary of the T-dependence of charge densities for the adsorption processes

onPt(lll).

T/K

q.r / [iC cm"2

275

262 ±5

179 ±5

75±5

328

222 ±5

146 ±5

68 ±5

•UPD

/ |j,C cm"2

q^ I M-C cm"2

The authors examined the shift of the peak potential, Ep, of the sharp peak (the
"spike") in the potential region corresponding to anions adsorption (region II) as well as the
changes of the anodic and cathodic component of the wave in the double-layer region (the

region III). Fig. 4 shows the experimentally determined variation of Ep of the sharp peak as a
function of T on the basis of results shown in ref. 25 and Fig. 3; the graph reveals two linear
plots, one corresponding to the RHE potential scale and the other to the SHE one. The
results testify that the Ep versus T relation is linear in both cases and that the slope,
BEp /5T, equals 0.57 x 10-3 VK-1 for the RHE scale and -0.27 x 10-3 VK-1 for the SHE
one. The wave/peak in the double-layer region is asymmetric with respect to the E axis but
the difference between the peak potentials decreases upon T increase [25].

Temperature Dependence of UPD H andAnion Adsorption on Pt(lOO)
The CV profile for Pt(lOO) in 0.5 M aq. R^SO^ at 298 K at potentials between 0.06
and 0.80 V, RHE (Pt(lOO) had been cooled in H^ + AT prior to conducting electrochemical
measurements) shown in Fig. 2 is characteristic of a well-ordered Pt(lOO) surface; it reveals
that the UPD H and anion adsorption processes occur within two potential regions which
overlap, thus q^. as determined on the basis ofCV measurements.

In Fig. 5, the authors demonstrate a series of CV profiles for Pt(lOO) in 0.5M aq.
H^SO^ for 293 <. T ^ 328 K with a temperature interval, AT, equal to 5 K; the potentials
corresponding to the electro-adsorption phenomena are quoted with respect to the SHE (in
ref. 24, the potential are given with respect to the RHE). The profiles are symmetric with
respect to E axis, thus testifying that the surface electrochemical processes taking place in this
potential range are kinetically reversible. Upon T increase, the CV characteristics

corresponding to the UPD H and anion adsorption shift towards less-positive potentials [2123]; the current density of the sharp peak which corresponds to the anion adsorption
significantly decreases [21-24]. Integration of the C Vs allowed the authors to conclude that
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q^. decreases from 220 to 150 [iC cm"2, thus by 70 ^iC cm , when T is raised by only 35 K,
namely from 293 to 328 K. It was impossible to determine q^_ and q^ because the profiles
may not be easily deconvoluted into two components representing two distinct surface

electrochemical processes (interesting deconvolution of the CV profile for Pt(lOO) in 0.5M
aq. N3804 followed by theoretical treatment based on the three-state lattice gas model is

presented in ref. 33). The remarkable decrease of q^. (by 32% of the total charge at 298 K)
for such a narrow T range is indicative of a very strong T-dependence of the surface electrode
processes. However, at present one may not conclude how much of the diminished charge

density is associated with the UPD H and how much with anion adsorption.
Fig. 6 shows the experimentally determined variation of Ep of the shaq3 peak
(representing the anion adsorption) as a function of T on the basis of results shown in ref. 24
and Fig. 5. The graph reveals two linear plots, one corresponding to the RHE potential scale
and the other to the SHE one. The results testify that the Ep versus T relation is linear in both
cases and that the slope, 5Ep/aT, equals -0.50 x 10~3 VK-1 for the RHE scale and
-1.34 x 10~3 V K-l for the SHE one. It is interesting to notice that the intercept of the two
sets of linear plots shown in Figs. 4 and 6 falls at T = 323 K for a reason that remains unclear
at the present time and calls for further theoretical research.

Thermodynamics of the UPD H on Pt(lll)
Thermodynamics of the UPD H on well-defined Pt(hkl) electrodes had ever been
examined before and the authors focused their effort on determination ofthermodynamic state
functions of the process and the Pt(lll)-HupD surface bond energy [34-37]. Some work
had been performed on energetics of the UPD H on Pt electrodes claimed to be of single-

crystal nature [38,39] but an analysis of the CV profiles discloses that the electrodes were
disordered, thus that they were ofpolycrystalline nature [38].
Research on thermodynamics of the UPD H on Pt(lll) by application of CV as an
experimental tool followed by theoretical treatment of the experimental data [34-37] is
feasible only in a diluted aq. H2S04 solution because the two components of the CV profile
corresponding to the UPD H and anion adsorption are separated. In Fig. 7, the authors show

a set ofCV's for Pt(lll) in 0.05M aq. R^SO^. Their scrutiny discloses that the H^ and
anion adsorption slightly overlap, therefore the deconvolution of the profiles into two
components representing the two processes carries some uncertainty (less than 2%; it is
resolved on the basis of the charge under the overlapping components) because the form of
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their adsorption isotherms for Hypo and anion is not well defined. Nevertheless, even with an
uncertainty of some 2%, the current interpretation is of importance and it represents an
substantial contribution. Elsewhere [40], the authors will demonstrate simulations of the CV

profile for Hyp^ and anion adsorption on Pt(l 11).
On the basis of these CV profiles for the entire range of T studied and equation 1, the
authors examined energetics of the UPD H [34-37].
9",» _<.-/2...J E^F^_f AG^(HupJ'

=Cexp|-^^|exp|- -—] (1)

i-e^_ H2 "\ RT ; '[ RT
LUPD

where E^g is the potential measured versus the RHE in the same electrolyte and at the same

T, f^ is the fugacity of molecular hydrogen in the RHE compartment (under normal
conditions f^ ^ Py ; it is corrected for the vapor pressure of the electrolyte at T), and

AG^HUP^) is the Gibbs free energy ofadsorption at T and at the potential, E^g, at which
the HUPQ coverage reaches the value of Q^^. Equation 1 is a different form of equation 2

which describes the UPD H on the SHE scale (for derivation, see ref. 35).

J^=a,=a,exp|-.^qexp|-"ut™|
expf-JW^expf- AGt(H-)
1-9.
^—t'{ RT J^t'[ RT
'H

(2)

UPD

where Eg^ is the potential versus the SHE at which the Hyp^ coverage reaches the value of

GH AG^(Hupo) is the standard Gibbs energy ofadsoq)tion, a + is the activity of proton in
electrolyte, and F and R are standard physico-chemical constants.
Elsewhere [35,36], the authors stressed that equations 1 and 2 represent a general
electrochemical adsorption isotherm for the UPD H, not the Langmuir or the Frumkin one,
and no hypothesis is made with regard to presence/absence of lateral interactions between the
HUPD adatoms. Thus AG^(Hupo), as determined on the basis of equation 1 or 2, already
contains the Hyp^ coverage and temperature dependent energy of lateral interactions,

(D(GH^,T). An analysis of the experimentally examined 3D AG^(Hupo) vs. (OH.n,n'1'J P^ots
allows one to assess the applicability of any of the adsorption isotherms to the system under

study. If the AG^Hyp^) vs. Gy relation is linear (equation 3), then one may say that the
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Frumkin isotherm is applicable. On the other hand, if AGg^Hupp) is constant and does not
vary with Q^_, then the Langmuir isotherm applies (equation 4).

^(^\^ = AG^(H^),^, + 6^ a, (3 )

AGL(H^,=AG:,U^ (4)
On the ground of the data shown in Fig. 7 and equation 1, the authors determined
ERHE at which 9y had various but well-defined values, namely from 0.05 to 0.65 with an
interval of 0.05, for a series of T from 273 to 328 K, with an interval of 5 K. Such determined
sets of values of 9^ , E^ and T were introduced into equation 1 and AG^Hup^) was
determined. The numerically assessed values of AG ^(Hypo) are shown in Fig. 8 versus 6^
and T. The data show that AG^(Hupp) has values from -26 to -8 kJ mol-l and that it has the
most negative values at the smallest 9u
, and the lowest T.
LUPD

The standard entropy of adsorption, AS^(HupD)> ls obtained by analysis of the
experimental AG^(Hupo) versus T relations for every 83 = const (equation 5). Because

the AG^(Hupo) versus T plots are linear (Fig. 8) for every 63 studied, one may easily
determine AS^(HupJ as a function of 9^ (Fig. 9). The data show that AS^HypJ has
values from -63 to -79 J mol-l K-l.

ASL(H^=-(3A<^(HWD)[ (5)
'HUPD =const

Examination of AG^Hup^) versus 9^^ (for T=const) leads to appraisal of the
nature and strength of the energy oflateral interactions, ©(Hypo), acting between the Hypo
adatoms (equation 6), and to estimation of the adsorption isotherm which governs the
process.

co

LUPD^ = -

fsAG^(H^)
ae^,

(6)

\ - -"UPD /T=const
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The values of (o(HupD) f°T various T are shown in Fig. 10 and they reveal that co(Hupo) is
scattered over a narrow range, namely between 25 and 29 kJmol" , the average value of
lateral interactions, 0)(Hupp), being 27 kJ mol-l. In order to examine ifo(HupQ) is a function

of T, the authors fitted the points into a linear relation and determined that the slope of the
(D(Hupo) versus T plot was 2.2 x 10~2 kJmol-lK-l, thus there was practically no T-

dependence of ©(Hypp) because an increase of T by 100 K would result in a very small (2.2
kJ mol"1) variation ofo)(Hupo). Thus the points are scattered over a narrow range and this is
related to the experimental uncertainty which will be discussed in a subsequent paper.
Positive values of o(Hupo) indicate that the lateral interactions are repulsive. It is essential

to emphasize, for the first time, that the UPD H on Pt(lll) in 0.05 M aq. H^SO^ follows the
Frumkin electrochemical isotherm. This conclusion is of importance in comprehension of the

nature ofHyp^ and in analysis of its adsorption site by combining spectroscopic [41-44] and
thermodynamic results. Knowledge of the average value ofco(Hupo) allows one to determine
value of the dimensionless interaction parameter g which appears in the Frumkin isotherm (see
refs. 45,46 and equation 7) and which is defined by equation 8. In order to avoid confusion,
the authors wish to add that the parameter g appears on the left-hand side of equation 7.

e,

[S 9H.^
J = ax.+ exPl - "SHE^ I exP
LUPD-/ ~H+

1-9.

g=

AG^(H^),
RT

(0 <HUPD.

RT

'HUPD =0

(7)

(8)

The average value of the interaction parameter equals to 11 and it indicates that the lateral
interaction between the Hyp^ adatoms on Pt(l 11) are strongly repulsive.

The enthalpy of adsorption for the UPD H on Pt(lll) in 0.05 M aq. H^SO^,
AH^(Hupo), is evaluated based on the above determined values of AG^(Hup^) at 298 K,
thus AG^(HupJ, and AS;jHupJ, and the well-known formula AG° =AH° - T AS0. Fig.
11 shows a AH^(Hupo) vs. Q^_ relation and demonstrates that AH^(Hupo) accepts
negative values between -44 and -32 kJ mol .
The Pt(lll)-HupD surface bond energy, E^n^H , had never been evaluated for
HupD on a well-defined single-crystal electrode albeit its values were available for Rh(poly)
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and Pt(poly) electrodes [34-39]. Also, evaluation of the Ep^n)_H versus Gy relation is of

importance in determination of the influence of the electrified solid-liquid interface on the
strength and nature of the Pt(l 11) - Hyp^ surface bond. The energy of the Pt(l 11) - Hypo
bond was determined based on the values of AH^(HupQ) for various Hypo surface coverages

(Fig. 11) and equation 9 [35-37].

EM-H» = ^DH, - AH^(H^) (9 )
Fig. 12 shows values of Ep^^_^.__
for various
HTTPD
coverages,
9^.__, for the UPD H in
LUPD
~" '---— ~~\JfU
-~-•——o--3
~HUPD'

0.05M aq. N2804. The data reveal that the Pt(lll)-HupQ bond energy falls in the fall in
250 - 262 kJ mol-I range and that its variation with Q^_ is rather negligible.
It is essential to relate the values of E^mn_w__
with that for H chemisorbed
•UPD
dissociatively under gas-phase conditions on Pt(lll), Ep^i^H . The values of the
Pt(lll)-H^em bond energy is 255 kJ mol [47]; the datum for Ept(ui)-H^ and the data for
^R(UI)-HUPD indicate that the respective bond energies for Hypp and H^em are close to each
other, say within some less than IQkJmoF . In his review article, Christmann [47]
recognized that the values of the M - H^em bond energies, E^_y , fall into the 250 - 270
kJ mol range for various transition metals and that it is almost unaffected by the surface
structure of the substrate. Proximity of the values of E^_H and their independent of the
surface geometry points to a similar surface binding mechanism on various transition metals
[47]. It is tempting to state that Hypo should occupy the same surface adsorption site as
H^em based on the consistency of the respective bond energies [35-37]. However, the SFG

IR experimental results ofTadjeddine and Peremans [43,44] do not support the viewpoint and
the authors conclude that Hup^ occupies the on-top surface adsorption site. Thus, the issue
of the adsorption site of Hyp^ still remains open albeit the surface bond energy is known at

the present time. Confirmation of the SFG IR data by another technique would lead to
conclusion that the electrochemical interface selects a different adsorption site for Hupp on

Pt(lll), yet still results in a bond being energetically equivalent to H^em. Should this be
correct, one would have to consider the surface electronic structure of the top-most layer by
taking into account local electronic effects associated with the metal surface geometry and
respective density of surface states.
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Relation ofHjjp^ to Hchem an^ t^te Volcano Relation
It is essential to elaborate on the meaning of the widely-accepted volcano relation
[46,48] which relates log of the exchange current density for the hydrogen evolution reaction,

HER, i , to the Gibbs free energy of adsorption of the adsorbed H being an intermediate of
the reaction. It is well established in electrochemistry that the onset of the UPD H takes place
at positive potentials with respect to E^ while the HER occurs at negative ones and it is the
over-potential deposited H, Hop^, that is an intermediate of the process. It must be stressed
that the values of AG^s .H (after ref. 46) refer to H^em (values for Hope are not available)
whereas [^ is related to Hopp, thus one compares thermodynamic and kinetic data for two
distinct species. Interestingly, the relation does work and allows one to explain the kinetic
results. In the present context, it remains puzzling that one obtains meaningful inteq^retation

of kinetic data for the HER using thermodynamic values of the Gibbs free energy of
adsorption for the chemisorbed H. This observation which at the present state seems
inconsistent calls for careful reexamination of the state of knowledge on Hypp, Hopo, and
H hem as we^ as on their mutual connection.
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Figure 1. CV profile for a Pt(lll) electrode, cooled in H^+Ar, in 0.05M aq. 112804
solution; A =0.058 cm2, T=298K and s=50mVs-l. The profile shows two

potential regions: (i) one corresponding to the UPD H; and (ii) one being
characteristic of the anion adsoq)tion and comprising a sharp peak ("spike"),
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Figure!. CV profile for Pt(lOO), cooled in H^+Ar, in 0.5M aqueous N2804 solution;
A=0.038cm2, T=298K and s=50mVs-l. It reveals the following features: (i)

a sharp peak at 0.375 V; (ii) a small peak at 0.267 V; and (iii) a shoulder at 0.305

V, RHE. The schematic representation indicates that the UPD H and anion
adsorption occur concurrently.
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Figures. CV profiles for Pt(lll), cooled in H^+Ar, in 0.5 M aq. R^SO^ solution at

275 < T < 328 K with the first interval equal to 13 K and the subsequent ones being
10 K; A =0.058 cm2 and s=50mVs . Arrows indicate changes in the CV's
associated with T increase. The potentials are quoted with respect to the SHE.

The CV's are divided into three potential regions; the region I corresponding to the
UPD H, the region II associated with the anion adsorption and the region III.
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Figures. CV profiles for Pt(lOO), cooled in H^+Ar, in 0.5M aq. H^SO^ solution at
293 ^ T ^ 328 K with an interval equal to 5 K; A= 0.038 cm2 and s = 50 mV s-l.
Arrows indicate changes in the CV's associated with T increase. The potentials are
quoted with respect to the SHE.
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273^T^323K with an interval equal to 5 K; A=0.058cm2 and s=50mVs-l.
The potentials are quoted with respect to the RHE.
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Figure 8. 3D plot showing the Gibbs free energy of adsorption, AG^HypJ. as a function of
Q^_ and T, AG^(H^) = ^QH^^), for the UPD H on Pt(lll) in 0.05 M aq.
H^SO^ AG,jHypJ has values from - 26 to -8 kJ mol-1 depending on Q^ and
T; AG^Hupo) reaches the most negative values at the lowest temperature and the
smaUest surface coverage, Q^ . Augmentation of AG,jHupJ with increasing
6.. for T = const points to the repulsive nature of lateral interactions between
Hl

HUPD adatoms.
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ABSTRACT
The paper examines formation of a monolayer and submonolayers of S^em on the Pt(lll)
electrode accomplished through its immersion in aqueous Na^S solution. The S^cm monolayer,
having the (1 x 1) structure at 6g = 1 , can be gradually removed by oxidative desorption at
E ^ 0.95 V, RHE, and the S^em coverage can be controlled with great precision. The S^em

layer completely suppresses the UPD H and anion adsorption as well as it affects the oxide
growth behavior on Pt( 111). LEED data reveal that S^em forms well-defined structures on

Pt(lll) for 0.50^es^0.25: c(2x2) at 63^=1/2, (VSx^RSO0 at 63^ =1/3 and
x2) at Os,
=1/4;
9s,
^ 0.20,
islands
of —
S^^
are observed.
ichan
" '' when
••——
•'Sd,<m
— structured
-•—''' —-.-—-—
——-~"Chem
" -'*'•-'-•— AES and

CEELS data indicate that the adsorbed S is not present in an oxidized state; it is almost of
atomic character with an incomplete negative charge due to partial charge transfer between
Schem the Pt(lll) substrate. Presence of S^em influences thermodynamics of the UPD H on
Pt(l 11) resulting in less-negative values of AG^(S)(HUPD) . In absence of S^em> the UPD H is
enthalpy-driven whereas in presence of S^em lt becomes entropy driven. The Pt(l 11) - Hup^
bond energy is weaker in presence of S^ than in its absence, and this bond energy diminution
may be assigned to local electronic effects arising from presence of S^em •

INTRODUCTION
Chemisorption of S and of S-containing compounds is important in modification of
physico-chemical properties of catalysts and electrodes. The chemisorbed S, S^em, blocks
surface adsorption sites that otherwise would be available to adsorption of other species or
would act as active reaction sites. Organic chains anchored to Au substrates through a S atom
play a key role in preparation of self-assembled monolayers, SAM, and their arrangement into
well-defined surface structures [21-24]. In electrochemical surface science of H, S^em or Scontaining species chemisorbed on electrode surfaces can influence kinetics of the hydrogen
evolution reaction, HER, or the H interfacial transfer from the adsorbed, H^, to the absorbed
state, H^s [25-33]. It is recognized that S^em ls an excellent example, almost a model one, of
a site blocking species, SB S, because of its strong chemisorption. Moreover, its coadsorption
with the under-potential deposited H, Hyp^, is not competitive, thus adsorption of Hyp^ does
not lead to desorption of S^em [14,19]. Chemisorbed S similarly to other SBS's reveal a dual
action and behave either as surface poisons or as surface promoters of the HER or H
absorption depending on their physico-chemical nature [14]. If a SB S acts as a promoter of H
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absorption, then it concurrently behave as a poison of the HER and vice versa. This interfacial
action is related to the local surface-electronic effects which give rise to e-transfer between
HUPD and S^em through the underlying metal substrate [4,19]. The latter is not only a medium

which brings about the lateral electronic interactions because it actively participates in the
surface bond formation. It is observed that some SBS's enhance the rate of H interfacial
transfer from the adsorbed to the absorbed state, thus they behave as surface promoters of the
process (simultaneously, they act as surface poisons of the HER). This selective promoting

action is of relevance to metal-hydride (MH) batteries because by suppressing the HER and
enhancing H absorption, they increase the efficiency of H absorption, thus the current

efficiency of recharge [26-31,34].
Comprehension of the interfacial action of SBS's is also very important in H-induced

corrosion (H embrittlement) of metal structures [3,10-14]. While in the MH battery
technology it is desirable to suppress the HER and enhance the H interfacial transfer by
adsorbing a smart SB S, one would like to be able to contain H absorption and enhance the

HER on metal structures which might undergo H embrittlement. This clearly requires a SB S
that acts in an opposite way than a surface promoter - it acts as a surface poison. At present,
the criteria of selecting a species with respect to its promoting/poisoning action are not known.
Their action of SBS's was a subject of thorough theoretical research and numerical simulations

based on lateral interactions between the electroadsorbed H and the coadsorbed SB S [14]. In
general, SBS's affect catalytic properties of the electrified solid/liquid interface through the
following action: (i) physical blockage of surface adsorption sites; (ii) alteration of energetics
of the reaction within the double-layer; (iii) change of the work function of the substrate; (iv)
variation of the charge transfer at the electrode/solution interface; and (v) change of the
adsoq)tion behavior of the reaction products and intermediates.

Chemisoq)tion of S on Pt( 111) electrodes was a subject of research by the present
authors [19] using electrochemical and surface-science techniques, namely cyclic-voltammetry

(CV), low-energy electron difiraction (LEED), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and corelevel electron energy loss spectroscopy (CEELS). The investigation lead to: (i) examination of
Schem surface structure formed on the Pt(l 11) electrode; (ii) the mechanism of its oxidative
desorption; (iii) study the nature of the Pt(l 11) - S^«n surface bond; and (iv) the mutual
relation between the Hypp and S^m surface coverages, OH and 63^. Zolfaghari et al. [20]
examined the impact of a S^em submonolayer having 9g^ =0.10 on energetics of the UPD H

on polycrystallme Pt and will report on similar research on Pt(l 11) electrodes.
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In this paper, the authors reveal new and hitherto unpublished data on the structures of
Schem on the Pt(lll) electrode surface in relation to its coverage and to cycling to positive
potentials corresponding to its oxidative desorption. They compare the structural data on
electrochemical desorption of S^ with those for temperature-stimulated desoq)tion. They
demonstrate how Q^_ can be controlled by selecting the potential limit and the number of
anodic desorption cycles. The authors show how temperature variation affects the anodic
desorption behavior of S^em and how it affects the control of 65,_.

EXPERIMENTAL
Electrode Preparation for Electrochemical, LEED, AES and CEELS Measurements.
The Pt(lll) single crystals used in the T-dependence research were grown and

oriented according to the procedure developed by Clavilier [35,36] and further advanced by
Hamelin [37,38]. The details of the electrode preparation may be found in refs. 39 and 40.

The electrodes were polished with Alumina (0.05 urn) to a mirror-like finish and its surface
quality was verified by recording a CV in 0.05 and 0.5M aqueous N2804 solution (Fig. 1).
Agreement between literature data [41] and the CV profiles indicate that they were of good
quality and that their surface was well ordered. For the ultra-high vacuum (UHV) LEED, AES
and CEELS studies [42-45], a disk-shaped Pt(lll) crystal of 6.0 mm in diameter and 3 mm in
thickness (Aremco) was used. One base of the disk was polished to a mirror-like finish and it
served as the electrode surface (0.283 ± 0.005 cm ). In the case ofUHV studies, the electrode
was cleaned by AT ion bombardment and oxygen annealing cycles in the UHV chamber. The
electrode, free of any detectable surface contaminants as revealed from AES studies (see
Results and Discussion for details), was transferred to the electrochemistry antechamber where
S chemisorption and electrochemical measurements were carried out [19].
Solutions and Electrochemical Cell.

High-purity solutions were prepared from BDH "Aristar" grade N2804 and
"Nanopure" water, and their cleanliness was verified by recording Hypp and anion adsorption-

desoq^tion profiles and comparing them with those in the literature (Fig. 1). The
electrochemical experiments were conducted in two different types of cells; one was a standard
all-Pyrex, two-compartment electrochemical cell [39,40] and one was a cell coupled with a
UHV chamber and its design is described in refs. 19,42-45. The glassware was pre-cleaned

according to the well established procedure [46]. In the case of CV experiments conducted
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outside a UHV system, the potential of the Pt(lll) electrode was given with respect to a
Pt/Pt-black reversible hydrogen electrode, REffi, immersed in the same electrolyte. In the case

of CV experiments carried out in an electrochemistry antechamber coupled with a UHV
surface analysis one, the potential of the Pt(lll) electrode was given with respect to a
Ag/AgCl reference electrode of [d-]=1.0M; its value was subsequently converted to the
RHE scale. During the experiments high purity N2 gas (99.99%) pre-cleaned and presaturated with water vapor, was bubbled through the electrochemical cell. The formation of a
monolayer of chemisorbed S, S^em, on Pt(lll) for CV, AES and CEELS measurements was

accomplished by the electrode immersion in 10 mM or 1 mM aqueous Na^S (Aldrich) solution
for 300 s followed by ringing with "Nanopure" water. Appraisal of influence of S^em on the

HupD adsorption behavior was accomplished by recording CV profiles in the UPD H potential
region.

In order to conduct meaningful AES and CEELS measurements on the S^em monolayer
and to provide sound interpretation of the spectra, the authors prepared a thin layer ofNa^S by

immersion ofPt(lll) in 30 mM aq. Na^S followed by water evaporation. The Na^S layer
wase sufficiently thin to avoid surface charging but thick enough to screen AES transitions of

platinum. The thin Na^S film on Pt(lll) served as templates that was used as standards for
qualitative and quantitative work on the S^em layers.

LEED, AES and CEELS Measurements.
The LEED, AES and CEELS experiments were conducted in a UHV apparatus on the
Pt(lll) electrode transferred from the electrochemistry antechamber to the UHV one without
exposure to the ambient. The vacuum in the UHV analysis chamber was of the order of
10-l°Torr. The LEED diffractograms were obtained with a Perkin-Elmer model 15-120
LEED electron optics. The AES measurements were conducted with a primary electron beam

of 3 kV energy whilst the CEELS ones with a beam of 0.5 kV energy using a PHI 10-155
cylindrical mirror analyzer in the differentiated mode. Both the AES and CEELS spectra are
presented in the differentiated mode. The procedure used in interpretation of the AES results

involved comparison of the peak-to-peak (p/p) ratio ofsulfur at 153.0 eV relative to the Pt p/p
one at 64.0 eV and application of a set ofAES quantitative equations reported in refs. 43-45.
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Temperature Measurements.
The two-compartment cell was immersed in a water bath (Haake W13) and the
temperature was controlled to within ± 0.5 K by means of a themiostat (Haake Dl); the water
level in the bath was maintained above the electrolyte in the cell. The temperature in the water
bath and the electrochemical cell were controlled by means of thennometers (±0.5K) and a
K-type thermocouple (80 TK Fluke), and were found to agree to within ± 0.5 K. In order to
ensure uniform temperature distribution in the cell, N3 gas pre-heated to the temperature of
the water bath was passed through the electrolyte. The CV measurements were carried out at
a temperature range between 273 and 343 K with an interval of5K.
Electrochemical Measurements.

The experimental procedure applied in this project involved standard CV measurements
on Pt(lll) electrodes in 0.05 and 0.50M aqueous 112804 solutions within a temperature

range between 273 and 323 K. The electrochemical instrumentation included: (a) EG&G
Model 263A or EG&G Model 362 potentiostat-galvanostat; (b) ffiM-compatible 80486, 66
MHz computer; and (c) EG&G M270 Electrochemical Software. All potentials are quoted
with respect to the reversible hydrogen electrode, RHE, immersed in the same electrolyte.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sulfur Chemisorption on Pt(lll) Electrodes and Its Oxidative Desorption.
The main objective of this research project was examination of the surface structures

formed by S^em on the Pt(lll) substrate under electrochemical conditions by controlling the
S>chcm coverage through cycling Pt( 111) to potential regions where S^em undergoes oxidative
desoq)tion. The authors also focused their effort on examination of the chemical nature of
S>chem on Pt(lll) as well as on local surface electronic effects associated with electron transfer
between S^em and the Pt(l 11) substrate. This research was a part of a greater attempt which
aimed at examination ofthennodynamic state functions of the UPD H in absence and presence

of a submonolayer of S^ on Pt(lll), namely AG^(H^) vs. (GH^, l), AS;,, (H^) and
AH^(HUPD) vs- GH^. as well as on the Pi(lU)-H^ surface bond energy, Ep^^n^, vs.
QH^IUPD

Immersion of a Pt(lll) electrodes in aqueous Na^S solution leads to formation of a
monolayer of S,hem which suppresses completely the UPD H and anion adsorption as may be
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concluded from Fig. 2. FTIR, surface-science and electrochemical studies [17-20] indicate that
the oxidative removal ofS^em results in formation ofsulfate:
S,t.n + 4H,0 •twxv ) S0<2 + 8H+ + 6e (1)

The oxidative desorption of S^em ls represented by a sharp peak at ca. 1.0 V, RHE, which
becomes less pronounced in subsequent desorption cycles [19]. The process commences at

around 0.95 V. RHE, and its efficiency increases at the upper potential limit is raised [20].
Upon the scan reversal, there is a small oxidation wave at between 0.50 and 0.38 V which
decreases as S^em becomes desorbed. This wave does not correspond to reduction of a
surface oxide since the latter takes place at more-positive potentials. Examination of its nature

and meaning requires further research (it might represent reduction of a partially oxidized yet
still chemisorbed S species; refs. 17, 18). The oxidative desorption of S^em requires several
scans to 1.20 V in order to completely desorb S^em. Upon desorption of S^ surface
adsorption sites become available to Hypo and anions (Fig. 2).

AES and CEELS Experiments.
The chemical state of adsorbed S on the Pt(lll) substrate was evaluated by Auger
electron spectroscopy (AES) and core electron energy loss spectroscopy (CEELS). Fig. 3
shows three AES spectra for Pt(l 11) in the 50 - 550 eV kinetic energy range for: (i) the clean

Pt(lll) surface; (ii) the Pt(lll) electrode covered with sulfur; and (iii) the Pt(lll) electrode
covered with a thin layer of N038. Characteristic absence of the AES oxygen signals
(spectmm ii) indicates that sulfur oxides are not formed on the surface irrespective of the S-

coverage. The high-resolution AES S(LMM) spectra in the 120 - 165 eV kinetic energy range
are shown in Fig. 4A. When corrected for the 5 eV shift due to the extramolecular relaxation

energy effect [19,45,47], the AES lineshape and the peak position for the Na^S thm layer (Fig.
4A, spectrum ii) closely agree with those for sulfur monolayers. On the basis of the AES data,
the authors conclude that S adatoms on the Pt(lll) substrate are predominantly neutral.
However, as shown below and discussed in ref. 19, a noticeable charge transfer between

Pt(l 11) and S is giving rise to a partial negative charge on S, thus to ionicity of the Pt(l 11)-S
surface bond (CEELS measurements document the electron redistribution at the Pt(lll)
surface, see ref. 48).
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The CEELS data in the 140 - 210 eV loss energy range (Fig. 5B) for: (i) the clean

Pt(lll) electrode; (ii) the Pt(lll) electrode covered with a S layer; and (Hi) the Pt(lll)
electrode covered with a thin layer of Na^S. The main core-level loss feature for the S^em

layer at 165 eV is attributed to electron transition from the S2p energy level to an empty bound
state above the Fermi level but before the unoccupied continuum, such as S 3d [19]. The S2p -

S3d energy gap obtained on the basis of the theoretical studies [49] is very close to the
experimentally observed 165 eV value. (The origin of the additional core-level loss feature at
higher energy is not clear yet [19].) The core-level energy loss peaks for S^ and the Na^S
thin film are at 165.5 eV and 164 eV, respectively, demonstrating that the main loss energy of
the S-adsorbate is 1.5 eV higher than that for Na^S. However, based on X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS) measurements [50], the S2p binding energy difference between elemental
sulfur and Na-^S is higher, namely 2.2 eV. This highlights the difference between the surface
and elemental sulfur strongly indicates that the S adatoms carry a partial negative charge due

to electron density shift from Pt(l 11) to S.
LEED Data and Surface Structures of S^^.
The authors examined the surface structures formed by S^em by LEED in relation to
the S^em coverage, 9g^_. The S^em coverage was controlled by oxidative desorption of S^em
through repetitive scanning of the S^em-covered Pt(lll) electrode to 1.20 V, RHE. A LEED

dif&actogram was obtained for the clean Pt(lll) surface (Fig. 5a), for the Pt(lll) surface
covered with a monolayer of S^em (Fig. 5b) and a separate LEED pattern was recorded after
each subsequent CV scan (Fig. 5c-e). The LEED data disclose that S^em forms well-defined
structures as 9g^_ decreases. It is of interest to compare these structures with those formed
under UHV condition during thermal desorption of S^em. The UHV experiments show that
upon thermal desorption of S,^m from the Pt(lll) substrate, two well-defined structures are

formed: (i) (VSx^RSO0 at 6^ =1/3; and (ii) p(2x2) at Os^=l/4. Thus,
electrochemical oxidative desorption of S^^ allows improved and more precise control of the
S>chem coverage and formation of a new structure, namely c(2 x 2) at 65 =1/2, which has not
been achieved under UHV condition. A visual representation of the surface structures formed

by S^em on Pt( 111) during electrochemically-stimulated and thermally stimulated desorption is
shown in Fig. 6. LEED patterns were also observed for 6g_ below 0.2 ML, thus indicating
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that the surface was covered by structured S^em islands of the size higher than the coherence
length of the electron beam at the kinetic energy applied, therefore some more than 50A.

Impact of Temperature Variation on Oxidative Desorption of S^^.
The authors examined the impact of temperature variation of the oxidative desorption
of S^em from the Pt(lll) substrate. Temperature-dependence studies were carried out
according to the previously described procedure [20,39,40,51-53]. In each series of
measurements, the same S^em monolayer was pre-formed according to the procedure
described in Experimental and in ref. 19; the S^em overlayer was subsequently desorbed by

multiple scanning the Pt(lll) electrode to 1.20 V, RHE until a S^em-free CV profile was
obtained. The first ever results on T-dependence of the oxidative desorption of S^ from a

well-defined Pt(lll) substrate are shown in Fig, 7 and they reveal that the sharp desorption
peak shifts towards less-positive values when T is raised from 273 to 323 K. An analysis of
the data shows that peak potential, Ep, versus T relation is linear. This displacement of the
peak potential may be ascribed to a lower value of the activation energy of desorption
accomplished through T increase. The results shown in Fig. 7 form a basis of a more detail

analysis of thermodynamics of the oxidative desorption of S^cm which will be reported in a
subsequent paper.

The CV data shown in Figs. 2 and 7 combined with equation 1 create the basis for
quantitative treatment of sulfur adsoq^tion data, namely the relation between the S^em
coverage, T and the number of respective desorption scans to 1.20 V, RHE. In the CV
profiles, the charge density generated on the positive-going scan at E>. 0.90V is due to
Pt(lll) surface oxidation and sulfur oxidative desorption, q^^ = qox(i) + qs(i), where q is the
charge density and ; denotes the scan number. On the negative-going scan, the charge density,
(lcATH(i)» corresponds to reduction of the surface oxide film. (There is no oxide film formed in
the first scan but the subsequent cycles result in a disordered surface which oxidizes at lower

potentials that the ordered Pt(lll) surface.). The difference for every CV profile allows one
to evaluate the charge density of the sulfur oxidative desoqstion per cycle, q^. Summation of

the densities for all the CV profiles leads to the determination of the overall charge density of
sulfur oxidative desorption, qg = ^ qs(;), and, on the basis of equation 2, the amount of sulfur
1

adatoms present on the Pt(l 11) substrate prior to commencement of the oxidative desoq)tion.
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-ls_
Ns=^

e

(2)

where e is the electron charge in qg charge units and Ng is the number of sulfur adatoms per 1
cm^. In Fig. 8, the authors show a 3D graph which shows the relation between 6g ^_, T and
chum

the number of respective desorption scans to 1.20 V, RHE. As expected, T increase increases
the effectiveness of S^em desorption. An analysis of the data and the results shown in ref. 20
presents a unique methodology of control of Q^_
as well as the surface structure of S^em
'chem
chan
through variation of the number of desorption scans, temperature and the anodic potential
limit.
Energetics of the UPD H in Presence of a Submonolayer ofS^g^.
Elsewhere [54], the authors presented the first-ever thermodynamic data on the UPD H
on a well-defined Pt(l 11). On the basis of the data presented above, the authors were able to

examine thermodynamic state functions of the UPD H on Pt(lll) in presence of a
submonolayer of S^em having 6s^_ =0.10. Because thermodynamics of the process will be
treated in detail in a separate paper, the authors only summarize their foremost findings and the

methodology applied. The Gibbs free energy ofadsorption in presence of the submonolayer of
Schem' ^Jads(S)(^UPD)' was evaluated OU the basis equation 3 and the experimental results
shown above [12-14,20,39,40]:

-9H-—=P^expf-^expf-AG>-(HU?D)1 (3)

i-e^__-e, ~^"~r[ RTj"-rl RT
LUFD

where P^2 is the partial pressure of H^ in the reference electrode compartment, E is the
potential difference between the working electrode and the reference electrode immersed in the
same solution, thus E measured versus the RHE, T is the temperature, R and F are physicpchemical constants, and AG^s^Hup^) includes a coverage-dependent parameter, (^©HupiJ?
which describes their lateral interactions between the H^po adatoms, thus
AGad.(S)(HupD)e o=AGads(S)(HUPD)e^=0+G)(eHupJ- values of whole AGads(S) (HypD) for
the whole range of Q^_ are given in Table I.
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Table I. Summary of thermodynamic data for the studied systems.

AG^(H^)

ASads(HUPD)

EM-HUPD

kJ mol-1

AH^(H^)

J mol-1 K-1

kJ mol-1

kJ mol-1

from -26 to

from -80 to

from -44 to

from 262 to

-8

-62

-33

250

HUPQ on Pt(lll) in presence

from -15 to

from 64

from 4 to

from 214 to

ofs^(e,=o.i)

-2

to 135

32

186

State Function versus System

H^onPt(lll)

AS^(S)(HUPD) may be determined from the dependence of AG^s/Hupo) on T for
every 9^ = const (equation 4) and AH^s)(Hupp)on the basis of the experimental values of
AG^(HUPD) and AS^s/Hupo), and the well-known formula AG° = AH° - TAS°.

>ads(S)V-I-lUPD^ --

a^AG(H^)
BT

(4)
'HUPD

The values of AS^s/^upD) and AH^s/HupD) which are summarized in Table I reveal that
the UPD H on Pt(lll) is enthalpy-driven in absence of S^ but becomes entropy-driven in
presence of S,^. Finally, knowledge of AH^(.S)(HUPD) allowed the authors to determine for
the first time the Pt(l 11) - Hyp^ surface bond energy in presence of a submonolayer of S^em.
Ept(iii)-H^(s) (see equation 5).

'M-HUPD(S)

=^-DH, - AHads(S)tHUPD^

(5)

where Dy is the dissociation energy of the hydrogen molecule and Dy = 436 kJ mol~ . The
data indicate that presence of S^em decreases the surface bond energy between Hypp and the

Pt(lll) substrate through local electron withdrawing effects which decrease the electron
density at the Pt(l 1 1) - Hyp^ bond.
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CONCLUSIONS
1. Immersion of Pt(lll) in aqueous Na^S solution results in formation of a layer of
chemisorbed S, S^em. This layer can be gradually removed by oxidative desorption at
E>:0.95V, RHE, and the S^^ coverage can be controlled with an accuracy of 2% of a
monolayer.

2. The S^hem layer completely suppresses the UPD H and anion adsoq)tion as well as it affects

the oxide growth behavior on Pt(lll). S^^ forms well-defined structures on Pt(lll) for
0.50 ^ 6.,.
^ 0.25.
When
6,.
< 0.20
structured
islands
of S,,_*--'>'—
observed.
>chan
— -•-•-•
" """
"S^on
— -•--•
"-—— ———
— "chem
•—•

3. AES and CEELS experiments indicate that the adsorbed S is not present in an oxidized or
reduced state; it is almost of atomic character with an incomplete negative charge due to

partial charge transfer between the Pt(l 11) substrate and the S adsorbate.
4. Presence of S^em significantly influences thermodynamics of the UPD H resulting in lessnegative values of AG^s^Hupo). In absence of S^em the process is enthalpy-driven whereas
in presence of S^em li becomes entropy driven.
5. The Pt(l 11) - HUPD surface bond energy is significantly weaker in presence of S^em than in
its absence. This is ascribed to local electron withdrawing effects arising from the presence of

coadsorbed S^em which withdraws electron density from the Pt(lll)-HupD bond acting
through the Pt(lll) substrate. This may be associated with a small degree ofionicity of the
Pt(lll)-S^bond.
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Figure 1. CV profiles for a Pt(lll) electrode cooled in H^ + AT in 0.05 and 0.5M aqueous
H^ solutions; A = 0.058 ±0.001 cm2, T=298K and s=50mVs-1. The CV
component corresponding to anion adsoq^tion shifts towards less-positive values
when the concentration is raised.
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Figure!. Series ofCV profiles for a Pt(lll) electrode in 0.05M aqueous 112804 solution
initially covered with a monolayer of S^em and revealing the impact of the oxidative

by cycling to 1.20 V,

on the CV behavior;

A, =0.720 ±0.005 cm2, T=298Kand s=20mVs-1.

The inset refers to a clean

desorption of S^
:
chem'

Pt(lll) electrode.
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Figure 3. Auger electron spectra (AES) spectra taken at 3 keV primary beam energy in the
50 - 550 eV range. From top to bottom, data for: ft) the clean Pt(lll) electrode;

fii) the Pt(lll) electrode covered with a layer of chemisorbed S; fin) the Pt(lll)

electrode covered with a thin film ofNa^S.
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Figure 4. (A) High-resolution Auger electron spectra, AES, spectra taken at 3 keV primary

beam energy in the 120 - 165 eV range for the S(LMM) and Pt(NNN) regions.
From top to bottom, data for: (i) the clean Pt(lll) electrode; fii) the Pt(lll)
electrode covered with a layer ofchemisorbed S; fiii) the Pt(l 11) electrode covered
with a thin film of Na^S. (B) Core level electron energy loss spectra (CEELS)
taken at 500 eV primary beam energy in the 150 - 190 eV loss energy range for the

S2p transition. From top to bottom, data for: (i) the clean Pt(lll) electrode; fii)
the Pt(lll) electrode covered with a layer of chemisorbed S; (in) the Pt(lll)
electrode covered with a thin film of Na^S.
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(a)

(b)

Figures. Low energy electron diffraction (LEED) patters for: (a) the clean Pt(lll)
electrode having the (1 x 1) st-ucture; (b) the Pt(l 11) electrode covered with a
monolayer of S^em an(l having the (1x1); (c) the Pt(lll) electrode the
covered with a submonolayer of S^em (©s^ =1/2) and having the c(2 x 2)
structure; (d) the Pt(lll) electrode covered with a submonolayer of S^em
chcm

=1/3) and having (^3x^/3)R30° structure; and (e) the Pt(lll)

electrode covered with a submonolayer of S^em (QS^_ =1/4) and having the
p(2 x 2) structure.
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Figure 5. (continued)
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Figure 6. Visual representation of the surface structures formed by S^em on Pt( 111) during

electrochemically and thermally stimulated desoq)tion on the basis of the LEED
results shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 7. Series ofCV profiles for a Pt(lll) electrode in 0.05M aqueous N2804 solution
covered with a monolayer of S^m (Qs.._ =1) having the (1 x 1) structure. The CV

profiles demonstrate the impact of T increase from 273 to 323 K (with an internal
of 10 K) on the sharp peak of the S^em oxidative desorption;
A, = 0.720 ± 0.005 cm2., and s = 20 mV s . The inset show the peak potential, E^p'

versus T relation.
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Figure 8. 3D graph showing the relation between the S^^ surface coverage, Q^_, the
number of CV scans up to 1.20 V, RHE, for S^em oxidative desorption and T
determined on the basis of results presented in Figs. 2 and 7.
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CHAPTER 4

GENERAL DISCUSSION
4.1 Temperature-Dependence of the UPD H on Rh(poly) and Pt(poly) EIectrodes.
Cyclic-voltammetry, CV, and chronocoulometry (137) are experimental techniques that can be
applied to evaluate temperature-dependence of the Hypp surface coverage and to determine

AG^(HUPD)- CV is in many respects the electrochemical equivalent of temperature
programmed desorption, TPD, although CV results in determination of different
thennodynamic parameters than TPD. CV allows one to study the surface coverage of the
adsorbed species during potential-stimulated adsorption and desorption at various
temperatures. Theoretical treatment of CV experimental results leads to elucidation of
important thermodynamic state functions such as AG^, AH^ and AS^ . Thus it is sensible
to refer to it as potential-stimulatecl adsorption-desorption, P SAD.

A series of CV adsoqrtion-desorption for the UPDH from 0.50 M aqueous solution of
N2804 for various temperature between 273 and 343 K on Rh(poly) electrode demonstrate
that the adsorption and desorption peaks shift towards less-positive potentials upon the
temperature increase and that they are symmetric with respect to the potential axis indicating
that the surface process is reversible (Fig. 1. in chapter 1.1). An increase of the cathodic
current at the lower potential limit of the CV profiles, thus prior to the sweep reversal, is due
to the onset of the over-potential deposition of H. Similar experiments were conducted in
0.05 and 0.10 M aqueous 113804 solutions in order to evaluate changes in the CV profiles
brought about by the temperature variation (Fig. 2. in chapter 1.2). A series ofUPD H cyclicvoltammetry adsorption-desorption profiles for the three concentrations of 112804 at different

temperatures indicate the same behavior of the UPD H adsoqrtion-desorption profiles which
may be summarized as follows: (i) the temperature increase shifts the UPD H adsorptiondesoq)tion profiles towards less-positive values; (ii) no new features are observed in the CV
profiles that could result from the temperature augmentation for a given concentration of

H^SO^; (iii) upon diminution of the concentration of N[2804, the UPDH adsorptiondesoqstion cyclic-voltammetry peaks become less sharp (less pronounced) but the total Hypp
adsorption-desoqption charge density remain unaffected (138-142).
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Similar experiments were conducted on Pt(poly) electrode in 0.50, 0.05 and 0.10 M aqueous
H2S04 solutions in order to evaluate changes in the CV adsorption-desoq3tion for the UPD H

profiles brought about by the temperature (between 273 and 343 K) and concentration
variation (Fig. 2. in chapter 2.1). The features may be summarized as follows: (i) upon the
temperature increase, the UPD H adsorption-desoq^tion profiles shift towards less-positive

values; they are symmetric with respect to the potential axis indicating that the surface
electrochemical process is reversible; (ii) the third anodic peak which appears between the two
main ones decreases when the temperatures rises and gradually disappears; (iii) redistribution
of the UPD H adsorption-desorption charges is observed with the temperature increase; (iv)
apart from the redistribution of the adsorption-desorption charges, no new features are
observed in the CV profiles that could result from the temperature increase for a given
concentration of H^SO^, (v) upon decrease of the concentration of N[2804, the UPDH
adsorption-desorption peaks become less sharp (less pronounced); and (vi) an increase of the

cathodic current at the lower potential limit of the CV profiles, thus prior to the sweep
reversal, is due to the onset of the OPD H (24,51).
It is of interest to briefly discuss the increase of the cathodic current at the lower potential
limit of the CV profiles, an aspect not scrutinized in previous literature. At first, it might be
surprising to observe a cathodic current at positive potentials due to onset of adsorption of
HQP^, the latter being an intemiediate of the HER. Indeed, the thermodynamic reversible

potential of the HER, E^, equals zero but it refers to a thermodynamic equilibrium involving
the hydrogen gas evolved at the standard pressure of 1 atm. Because the hydrogen pressure
in the working-electrode compartment is very small, the equilibrium potential of the HER is
displaced towards positive values as expected on the basis of the Nemst equation.

4.2 Temperature-Dependence of the UPD H on Pt(lOO) and Pt(lll) Electrodes.
The CV profile for Pt(lOO) in 0.5 M aq. H^SO^ at 298 K at potentials between 0.06 and 0.80
V, RHE, reveals that the UPD H and anion adsoq)tion processes occur within two potential

regions which overlap (Fig. 1. in chapter 3.1). A series of CV profiles for Pt(lOO) in 0.5 M
aq. H2S04 for 293 ^ T ^ 328 K, demonstrates that the profiles are symmetric with respect to

E axis, thus testifying that the surface electrochemical processes taking place in this potential
range are kinetically reversible (Fig. 2. in chapter 3.1). Upon T increase, the CV
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characteristics, on the SHE potential scale, corresponding to the UPD H and anion adsorption

shift towards less-positive potentials (143-145); the current density of the sharp peak which
corresponds to the anion adsoq^tion significantly decreases (143-145). Integration of the
C Vs shows that the total adsorption charge density, q-r, decreases from 220 to 150 p.C cm"2,

thus by 70 f^C cm"2, when T is raised by only 35 K, namely from 293 to 328 K (Fig. 5. in
chapter 3.1). The remarkable decrease of q^. (by 32% of the total charge density at 298 K)
for such a narrow T range is indicative of very strong T-dependence of the surface electrode
processes. However, at present one may not conclude how much of the diminished charge

density is associated with the UPD H and how much with the anion adsorption. The
experimentally determined values for Ep of the sharp peak (representing the anion adsorption)
as a function of T reveals alinear relationship (Fig. 3. in chapter 3.1). The Ep versus T
relation has a slope, SEp/BT, equal to -0.50 x 10~3 VK-1 on the RHE scale and
-1.34 x 10~3 V K-l on the SHE one (Fig. 6. in chapter 3.3).

In a CV profile for Pt(l 11) in 0.5 M aq. H^SO^ at 298 K at potentials between 0.06 and 0.90
V, RHE, the potential region of the UPD H and the anion adsorption characterized by a shaq?
spike distinguishable (Fig. 1. in chapter 3.2). Apart from the small peak/wave in the doublelayer region, the profile is symmetric with respect to the potential axis indicating that the
surface electrochemical processes are kinetically reversible. Upon T increase (from 275 to

328 K), the CV characteristics corresponding to the UPD H and anion adsoq)tion on the
standard hydrogen electrode, SHE, potential scale shift towards less-positive potentials but

the displacement of the UPD H profiles is more pronounced than that of the anion one (Fig. 3.
in chapter 3.3). Integration of the CV profiles leads to determination of the total adsorption
charge density, q^., as a function of T (q^ = q^^ + q^ where q^_ is the charge density for

the UPD H and q^ is the charge density for the anion adsorption). At 298 K, the values of
q,r is 252 ± 5 (J.C cm (Fig. 3. in chapter 3.2). It must be emphasized that does not have to
give the theoretical value of one monolayer (ML) Hyp^ (240.3 (J.C cm ) because the profile
corresponds to both the surface-electrochemical processes, namely the UPD H and anion

adsorption (143-145). Since the charge density does not have to equal to that of 1 ML of
HUPQ . the overall charge density depends on the surface coverage by Hyp^ and the adsorbed
anion, Q^ and 6^, respectively, and it may vary its value accordingly. Furthermore, since

the charge density of the adsorbed species is affected by their chemical identity and the degree
of discharge upon adsorption of the ionic species, at the present state of knowledge, it is
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difficult to predict any "theoretical charge density" of adsorption that the integration of the
CV profile should provide. The experimentally determined variation of the peak potential,
Ep, of the sharp peak (the "spike") in the potential region corresponding to anions adsorption
as a function of T reveals two linear plots, one corresponding to the RHE potential scale and
the other to the SHE one (Fig. 4. in chapter 3.3). The results testify that the Ep versus T
relation is linear in both cases and that the slope, 5Ep /5T, equals 0.57 x 10~3 VK-1 for the
RHE scale and -0.27 x 10"3 V K for the SHE one. The anodic and cathodic component of

the wave/peak in the double-layer region is asymmetric with respect to the E axis but the
difference between the peak potentials decreases upon T increase (Fig. 5. in chapter 3.2).
4.3 Thermodynamic Approach to the UPD H on Noble-lVletaI EIectrocatalysts.
On the basis of CV profiles for the entire range of T studied and equation 4.1, one can

examine energetics of the UPD H (99,146-148).
eH». _cv2_f E^F^_f AG^(H^)'

= r2 exp| - ^^- I expl - —a^-u^/ ] [4.1]
I-QH,^ Hz AA RT ) l{ RT
UPD

Here Ep^g is the potential measured versus the RHE in the same electrolyte and at the same T,

{^ is the fugacity of molecular hydrogen in the RHE compartment (under normal conditions
^H, = PH, ' ^H, ls corrected for the vapor pressure of the electrolyte at T), and AG^Hypp) is

the Gibbs free energy of adsorption at T and at the potential, Ej^g, at which the Hyp^
coverage reaches the value of Qy^. Equation 4.1 is a different form of equation 4.2 which
describes the Hypp surface coverage vs. potential and temperature (for derivation, see ref.

99).
.=a,,
exp|
--^^ AG-1H-)
|exp| ^ = a,
expf-¥) expf"H+

i-e,.__ "^^\ RT j^"r( RT

-"a^'UPD/ | [4.2]

Here E^g is the potential measured versus the SHE, AG^(Hupo) is the standard Gibbs
energy of adsorption, a + is the activity of proton in electrolyte, and F and R are standard
physico-chemical constants.
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Equations 4.1 and 4.2 represent a general electrochemical adsoqrtion isotherm for the UPD H,
not the Langmuir or the Frumkin one, and no hypothesis is made with regard to
presence/absence oflateral interactions between the Hypp adatoms. Thus AG^(Hupo), as
determined on the basis of equation 4.1 or 4.2, already contains the Hyp^ coverage dependent
and temperature dependent energy of lateral interactions, 0)19^^,^. An analysis of the

experimentally examined 3D plots of AG^(Hupo) vs. (OH.^T) allows one to assess the
applicability of any of the adsorption isotherms to the system under study. If the AG^Hypp)
vs. GH relation is Imear (equation 4.3), then one may say that the Frumkin isotherm is

applicable. On the other hand, if AG^Hup^) is constant and does not vary with Q^ , then
the Langmuir isotherm applies (equation 4.4).

AG:,(H^)^ = AGL(H^)^, + OH^ ® [4.3]
AGL(H^),,_,
= AG^(H^,_^ [4.4]
3Hup^O ~adsv"UFD/9H^=0
The standard entropy of adsorption, AS^Hypo), is obtained by analysis of the experimental
AG^HUP^) versus T relations for every Oy = const (equation 4.5). Because the
AG^(HupD) versus T plots are linear for every Gy studied, one may easily determine

A^ds(HupD) as a function ofQ^ .

AS:jH^)=-(aAG^(HUP°)) [4.5]
'HUPD =const

Examination of AG^(Hupo) versus 9y (for T = const) leads to appraisal of the nature and
strength of the energy of lateral interactions, ©(Hup^)? acting between the Hyp^ adatoms
(equation 4.6), and to estimation of the adsoq)tion isotherm which governs the process.

»(H^)=-faAG:(Huro)1 [4.6]
IUPD

T=const
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Knowledge of the average value of ©(Hypo) allows one to determine values of the
dimensionless interaction parameter g which appears in the Frumkin isotherm (see refs. 10,31
and equation 4.7) and which is defined by equation 4.8. In order to avoid confusion, the
authors wish to add that the parameter g appears on the left-hand side of equation 4.7*.

OH^
/ . \ ( E^F
LUPD

exp(g OH^) = ^ expf - -^- ] exp

AG^(H^),9Hupp=0

i-e^
Av"—/ H--^
RT )^ I RT
IUPD
^
RT

g=(o(H-)

RT

[4.7]

[4.8]

The enthalpy of adsorption for the UPD H , AH^(HupD), ls evaluated based on the above
determined values of AG,jHupJ at 298 K, thus AG^HypJ, and AS^HypJ, and the
following well-known formula:

AG^(H^)=AH^(H^)-TAS^(H^) [4.9]
The energy of the M-Hypo bond, E^_n , has never been evaluated for the electroadsorbed
H on Rh, Pt, Ir or any other metal on which the UPD H takes place, thus it is one of the most
significant contributions presented in the thesis. Moreover, evaluation of the E^_y vs.
6u•UPD
__ relation is of importance in determination of the influence of the electrified solid-1
interface on the strength and nature of the metal-hydrogen bond.
The energy of the M-Hypo bond, E^_H can readily be calculated once the AH^(HupD)
values for various Hyp^ surface coverages have been found. Appraisal of the M - Hupp bond
energy, E^_H,^ , is based upon the following theoretical treatment.
The two single-electrode processes of the system studied are as follows:
working electrode: H++e+M -> M- Hypp [4.10]
reference electrode: 1 / 2 H^ -^ H+ + e [4.11]
* See Appendix for discussion on limitation of this equation.
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and their respective Bom-Haber thermodynamic cycles are as follows:
H+(g.s) + e<^) + M <-IH— H(^) + M

i AH,0,,, TQ+EF TE^-H,^
[4.12]
IUPD

H(+.,) + eM(E,o> + M AHW^ ) M-HupD

and
IH < T-T+

L(gas) —' xx(gas) ^ c(gas)

T^DH, ^AH;,,, T® [4.13]
^HRE < U+
L2 (gas) —' xl(aq) ^ CM(E=0)

where AH^ is the standard enthalpy of salvation of H , Iy is the ionization potential of H,
<D is the metal work function and it varies lineariy with the applied potential, thus
^(E^O) = <^)(E=0) +FE, DH2 ls the dissociation energy of the hydrogen molecule, AH^ is the

enthalpy of the single-electrode process at the working electrode and AH^ is the enthalpy of
the single-electrode process at the reference electrode (149,150). Summation of the two
single-electrode processes leads to the following total reaction:
1/2H2+M AHri8(HUPD) > M-HUPD [4.14]

Subsequently, upon adding the respective Bom-Haber cycles and bearing in mind that there is
a Volta potential difference between the metal and the solution so that the H and e extracted
from the two solid electrodes are at different electrostatic potentials, this difference
compensates exactly the work function variation shown in scheme [4.12] at the working
electrode, thus EF, one obtains the following relation for the M- Hypo bond energy:
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EM-H^=^DH,+AH:JH^) [4.15]

4.4 Thermodynamics of the UPD H on Rh(poly) electrode.
The same thermodynamic approach applied to the data for the Rh(poly) electrode for various
values of6w,__ between 0.05 and 0.95 with an interval of 0.05 and allows detennination of
LUPD

AG^(HUPD) as a function of both Q^_ and T, AG^HupJ = f(Q^_ ,l). Three-dimentional
plots of AG^(HUPQ) versus Gy and T for the three concentrations of 112804 in which the
experiments have been carried out demonstrate that AG^Hup^) varies between -18 and -8

kJmol depending on Q^_ and T (Fig. 3. in chapter 1.2). The Gibbs free energy of
adsorption has the most negative values at the lowest temperature and at the smallest Hypo
surface coverage. Augmentation of AG^(Hup^) with increasing Gy for T=const
indicates that the lateral interactions between the Hyp^ species are predominantly of the
repulsive nature (6,8-10,44,45,60-62).

An examination of the AG^(HupD) vs. (OH^,T) plots for 0.05 and 0.10 M H^SO^ solutions
indicates that the changes of AG^Hupo) are pronounced the most in the 0-0.20 range of
6y and at low temperatures (Fig. 3. in chapter 1.2). When the temperature approaches high
values, AG^(HUPQ) does not vary more than some 4 kJ mol"1 and the AG^(HupQ) vs. Gy
relations become almost linear. In the 0.50 M 112804 solution, the AG^(Hupo) vs. Gy

dependence is slightly more complex. At low temperatures, AG^(Hupo) varies significantly
with GH especially in the 0-0.40 range of the surface coverage by Hupp. However at high
temperatures, the changes become less pronounced and AG^(Hupo) does not vary more than
some 4 kJ mol over the whole range of Q^_ . An analysis of the AG^(Hupo) vs. Q^

plots reveals that they may not be simply fitted into the Fmmkin isotherm in order to evaluate
the energy oflateral interactions because the dependences are non-linear, thus appraisal of the
energy of lateral repulsions is not straightforward. Nevertheless, in the case of H adsorption
from 0.05 and 0.10 M 112804 solutions and in the 0.20-0.80 range of the Hupp surface
coverage, the AG^(Hupo) vs. Q-^^ relations are linear indicating applicability of the Frumkin
isotherm. The AG^(HupD) vs. Q^_ relations (for T=const) for 0.20^6^^ ^0.80 were
fitted into the Frumkin isotherm and evaluated the Gibbs free energy of lateral repulsions, co,
in relation to the temperature. The data indicate that co assumes values between 2 and
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5 kJ mol thus increasing AG^(HupQ) from more negative towards less negative values.

The experimental results also indicate that co varies with temperature, co = f(T), and that it
assumes the lowest values at the highest temperatures (Fig. 4. in chapter 1.2).
The entropy of the UPD H on Rh electrode was calculated based on equation 4.5. The data

demonstrate that AS^Hup^) varies significantly with Gg between -125 and
-15 J mol-l K-l; it assumes the more negative values at the lowest Hypo surface coverage
and it assumes less-negative values with increasing Q^ (Fig. 5. in chapter 1.2). The
AS(L(HTmrJ vs. Qv
relations
almost
follow
each
other
for 6y —
^0.55
and there are
LUPD
-———"——-- ——..
——
_...—
-o- *-riypp
-•

significant differences for Oy (0.55. The differences between the AS^(Hupp) vs. Oy
relations for the 0.05 and 0.10 M 112804 solutions are small and they almost overlap each

other. The AS^HypJ vs. Q^^ relation for the 0.5M 112804 solution differs from the
others and AS^Hypp) has more-negative values especially in the 0 - 0.55 range of 6^ . At

this preliminary level, the AS^Hup^) vs. Q^_ behavior may be assigned to the specific anion
adsorption being more pronounced in the more concentrated electrolyte. The AS^Hup^) vs.
Q^ dependences presented here indicate that the entropy of the under-potential deposition
of H depends on the concentration of the electrolyte, thus is associated with the anion
concentration at the solid/liquid interface. In order to evaluate the entropy of the very first
HUPD adatom deposited on the Rh electrode, the AS^(Hupo) vs. Q^ plots were fiitted into

a third order polynomial and AS^Hupo) was elucidated from the Y-intercept. In the
case of H adsorption from the 0.05 and 0.10 M 112804 solutions, the values of
AS^(HupD)fl.. ^ are the same and equal to -99 J mol"1 K-l whereas in the case of the
'HUPD

0.5 M R^SO^ solution it is equal to -138 J mol"1 K-l.

The enthalpy of the under-potential deposition of H on Rh electrodes, AH^(HupD)» from
aqueous 112804 solutions is determined based on the above determined values of

AG^(HUPD) and AS^(HUPD) for the three concentrations of tl^SO^, namely 0.05, 0.10 and
0.5M H2S04 and equation 4.9. The AH^(HupD) vs- ©H,n,n dependences demonstrate that
AH^(HUPD) accepts negative values between -45 and -15 kJ mol-l (Fig. 6. in chapter 1.2).
For the three concentrations of ^[3804, AH^(Hupo) increases towards less-negative values
with increasing Q^ . In order to evaluate the enthalpy change associated with deposition of
the very first HypD adatom on the Rh electrode, the AH^(HupD) vs- ©H,n,n P^ots were fitte<^
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into a third order polynomial and AH^(HupD)« ^ was elucidated from the Y-intercept. In
HUPD

the case of H adsorption from the 0.05 and 0.10M 112804 solutions, the values of
^H^(HupD)e^___^o are t^le same an<^ eclualto ~45 kJ mol"1 whereas in the case of the 0.5 M

1^804 solution it is equal to -56 kJ mol"1. Decrease of AH^(Hupo) with increasing 6y
points to the repulsive nature of the lateral interactions between the Hypo adatoms.

It is essential to assess whether the under-potential deposition of H on Rh electrodes is an
enthalpy-driven or entropy-driven process. Comparison of the experimentally determined

values of AH^(HupD) wlth the product TAS^(Hupo) for various HypD surface coverages
reveals that AH^(HupD) ) T AS^(HupD), thus indicating the process in enthalpy-driven.
The values of the Rh-HypQ bond energy, E^_H for Hupp electroadsorbed from the 0.05,
0.10 and 0.5 M H^SO^ solutions fall in the 230-270 kJ mol-l range and that the variation

of E?^_H versus Oy follows the changes of AH^(HupQ) as a function of Oy through
equation 4.15 (Fig. 7. in chapter 1,2). The Rh-Hypo bond energy varies the most in the case
of the 0.5M H2S04 electrolyte whereas in the case of the 0.05 and 0.1M N2804 solutions
the plots follow each other. The variation of E^_H^ with the concentration of 112804 is
assigned to the specific anion adsorption at the electrodes surface which is pronounced the
most for the most concentrated electrolyte (134,151-153).
It is essential to compare the above determined values of E^n.^ to those for H chemisorbed
dissociatively from the gas phase on Rh (H^em). The value of the Rh-H^, bond energy,

E^_H , for H chemisorbed on Rh(lll) and Rh(llO) single-crystal faces (6) is 255 kJ mol
on both surfaces. These data and the experimental results for E^_H indicate that the bond
energies for the electroadsorbed H and the chemisorbed H are close to each other, say within
some 25 kJ mol"1. Prior to any further discussion of the relation between E^_H,_ and
ERH-H..-? lt ls essential to elaborate on the M-H^em bond energy for various transition
metals.

In the review article by Christmann (6), it is recognized that the values of the M - H^em bond
energies, E^_^_, for various transition metals fall into the 250 - 270 kJ mol range and that
they are almost the same for various single-crystal faces of the transition metals. Proximity of
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the values ofE^_^_ and their independent of the surface geometry points to a similar surface
binding mechanism on various transition metal surfaces. Thus, one may conclude (6) that the
]-I hem adatom is strongly embedded in the metal surface lattice being coplanar with the metal
topmost surface atoms or that it penetrates into the metal surface lattice occupying sites
between the first and the second metal surface layer (Fig. 2. in chapter 1. 1),
It has been shown above that Rh-Hyp^ bond energy, Ejy^y falls close to that for
Rh - H^em, say within the proximity of some 25 kJ mol~1. Based on these data and on the

discussion of the nature of the M - H^em surface bond (6), it is apparent that the binding
mechanism between Rh and Hypo involving the electrified double-layer is similar to that
under gas-phase conditions. In other words, the under-potential deposited H, Hypo' ls also
embedded in the surface metal lattice in a manner similar to that for the chemisorbed H. This
conclusion coincides with the observation (56-59) that the Hypp species is unavailable to
form a bond with H^O molecules in the double-layer region.

4.5 Thermodynamics of the UPD H on Pt(poly) Electrode.
Examination of the AG ^(Hypo) versus (,OH^,TJ relations for the three concentrations of
the aqueous 112804 solution leads to the following general observations (Fig. 3. in chapter

2.1); (i) AG^(Hupo) varies from -11 to -25 kJmol"1; (ii) AG^(Hupo) has the most
negative values at the lowest temperature and at the smallest Hyp^ surface coverage; (iii)

changes of AG^Hup^) are pronounced the most in the 0.20-0.80 range of Gy ; (iv)
increase of AG^Hup^) towards less-negative values with increasing Gy (for T= const)
indicates that the lateral interactions between Hypp adatoms are predominantly of the
repulsive nature (6,8-10,44,45,60-62); the lateral repulsions are the most noticeable, thus the
strongest, in the 0.20 - 0.80 range of Q^_; (v) for a given, constant Hyp^ surface coverage,
AG^s (HUPD ) assumes less-negative values when the temperature increases; (vi) for a given,
constant temperature, T, AG^Hup^) has less-negative values when the Hyp^ surface
coverage increases.

An important aspect that should be discussed is the anion adsorption on Pt, here sulfate of

bisulfate, attained by discharge which is represented by the following equation:
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Pt

+

A-

-^

Pt-A^

+

e

[4.16]

Recent data (134,151-153) demonstrate that the anion adsorption can overlap the potential
region corresponding to the UPD H. At present, the charge associated with the anion
adsorption on Pt from the 0.05, 0.10 and 0.50M aqueous solutions of N2804 is not well
established, thus one is unable to account for it at peresent research. The anion surface
coverage depends on its bulk concentration and already at low concentrations of the order of
0.001 or 0.01 M it reaches a maximal (saturation) value. In the case of the results presented

in the paper, the sulfate surface coverage is not affected significantly by the change of the bulk
concentration of H^ 804. Thus the experimentally evaluated value of AG^ (Hypo) may
contain an anion contribution, AG^ (A^ ), but it seems reasonable to consider it constant for
the three concentrations of 112804. Hence, even if the AG^Hupp) values are obscured by
a certain anion contribution, it is sensible to assume that it is almost constant and that the
AG^(Hupo) versus ^Gy TJ variations are meaningful. The recent interest in anion
adsoq3tion has led to new and interesting data on the anion surface concentration. Future
advancement of experimental approaches into temperature dependence measurements

followed by theoretical treatment will result in precise determination of AG^(A^),

AS^(A^)andAH°^(A^).
The standard entropy of the UPD H on Pt(poly), AS^Hypo), was detemiined based on the
temperature dependence of AG^ (Hypp ). An analysis of the AG^ (Hypp ) versus [Q^^, TJ
plots shows that for Oy = const the relation between AG ^ (Hupp ) anc^ T ls l^ear and it
allows evaluation of the entropy of adsorption on the basis of equation 4.5. The main
observations of the examination of relations of AS^Hypp) versus Oy for the three

concentrations of N2804 may be summarized as follows (Fig. 4. in chapter 2.1): (i)
AS^(Hupo) varies significantly with Gy and it has values from -40 to -90 J mol K~ ; (ii)
the AS^(Hupo) versus Gy relations reveal two waves which are associated with two

adsoq^tion-desorption peaks in the CV profiles; (iii) the AS^(Hupo) versus Qy relations
have a local minimum at 6^ = 0.45 and the minimal value of AS^Hupp) varies from -75
to -90 J mol~1 K~ , depending on the V.^SO^ concentration; this local minimum of

AS^(Hupo) corresponds to the potential between the two CV adsorption-desorption peaks;
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(iv) AS^(HUPD) has the least-negative values for the UPD H from 0.50 M aq. B.^0^, (v) the
AS^(HUPD) versus Q^_ relations for H adsoq3tion from 0.05 and 0.10M aq. N[2804
solutions almost follow each other throughout the whole Gy range; (vi) the AS^Hup^)
versus Q^^ relations are complex and fitting them into an n-th order polynomial does not

provide any new insight. At this preliminary level, changes of the AS^Hup^) versus Q^
behavior brought about by varying the H2S04 concentration may be assigned to the anion

adsorption. The AS^(Hupo) versus Q^_ plots show that the entropy of the UPD H depends
on the concentration of the electrolyte, thus it is associated with the anion concentration at the

solid/liquid electrified interface (134,151-153).
The enthalpy of the under-potential deposition of H on Pt(poly) electrodes, AH^(Hupp),
versus Oy relations for the three concentrations of 112804 demonstrate that AH^(Hupo)
varies from -27 to -46 kJ mol"1 (Fig. 5. in chapter 2.1). The AH^(HupJ versus Q^
plots show two waves, the first one in the 0-0.45 range of Q^_ and the second one for
QH,^ )°-45; the enthalpy of adsorption reaches a local minimum of some -40 or -45
IUPD

kJ mol"1 (depending on the electrolyte concentration) at OH,^ ^ 0.45.
UPD

Comparison of the experimentally determined values of AH^(Hupo) with the product
TAS^(Hupo) for various Hupp surface coverages for Pt(poly) electrodes reveals that
AH^(HupJ ) T AS^(HUPQ) , thus indicating the process in enthalpy-driven.
The values of AH^s(HupD) for Pt(P°ty) applied to equation 4.15 allows determination
Ept-H,_ whose values fall in the 245-265 kJmol range (Fig. 6. in chapter 2.1). The
Pt-HypQ bond energy varies the most in the case of the 0.50M 112804 electrolyte whereas
in the case of the 0.05 and 0.10M 112804 solutions the Bpt_H^p vs. Quypp plots follow each
other, however these differences are small and of the order of some 10 kJ mol~ , thus some
4% of the value of Ep^^. The dependence of Ep^y on the concentration of N[2804 is
assigned to the anion interaction with the electrode surface and the water molecules at the

solid/liquid interface (134,151-153).
It is essential to elaborate on the two waves of the AH^Hup^) versus Gy and Ep^a
versus Q^^ relations. The spectroscopic data from the laboratory ofBewick (56-59) lead to
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distinction of two kinds of adsorbed H: the weakly bonded H and the strongly bonded H;
these two surface species interact with the substrate in a distinct manner giving rise to
different physico-chemical properties as revealed by electroreflectance studies. These two
electroadsorbed H species are associated with the two waves of the AH^(Hupo) versus Q-^
and E^_^___
versus 9^___•"•UPD
relations; the wave in'the
0-0.45
range of 6w.__ represents the
^UFD
w
"•UPD

strongly bonded H whereas that for 6y ) 0.45 refers to the weakly bonded H.
It is fundamental to compare the values of Bp^y^ to those for H^em on well-defined Pt
surfaces. The values of the Pt - H^^ bond energy, Ept_H^_ , for H chemisorbed on three low-

index surfaces, namely (111), (110) and (100) single-crystal faces (6) are 255, 243 and 247
kJ mol~ , respectively. These data and the experimental results for Ep^.,^ indicate that the
bond energies for the electroadsorbed H and the chemisorbed H are very close to each other,
say within some lOkJmoF . Proximity of the values of B^_y and their relative
independence of the surface geometry may point to a similar surface binding mechanism on
various transition metals. Thus one may conclude that the H^em adatom is strongly embedded
in the surface lattice of the metal substrate being coplanar with the topmost surface atoms of
the metal substrate or that it penetrates into the metal surface lattice occupying sites between
the first and the second surface layer. In the light of these observations and the experimentally
determined values of ^--a it can be concluded that the binding mechanism between Pt and
HUPQ involving the electrified double-layer is similar to that under the gas-phase conditions.
In other words, the under-potential deposited H, Hyp^, might also be embedded in the
surface lattice ofPt in a manner similar to that for the chemisorbed H. The Hupp adsorbed on

Pt(poly) electrodes is unavailable to form a bond with H^O molecules in the double layer
region. At this point, the specific interaction of Hypp adatoms with co-adsorbed anions is not
taken into account although the anion effect is observed through the concentration

dependence of AG^Hupo), AS;jHupJ, AH^(H^) and Ep,_H^. This aspect is
investigated for Pt(l 11) .
From comparison of AG ^ (Hypo ) for Pt(poly) and Rh(poly) it may be concluded that the
driving force of the UPD H on Pt(poly) is larger than in the case of Rh(poly) and the lateral
repulsions between the Hup^ adatoms are stronger on Pt(poly) than on Rh(poly).
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4.6 Thermodynamics of the UPD H on Pt(poly) Electrode in the Presence of
Chemisorbed Sulfur.

The idea which was the guided light throughout the project was elucidation of the influence of
S>chem on thermodynamics of the UPD H and on the bond Pt - Hypo energy. Coupled AES,

CEELS and electrochemical measurements on the S chemisorbtion on Pt(poly) indicate that
Schem ls ln lts at01mc form, thus it is not bonded to the surface in the fomi of S oxides or
sulfides. It was presumed that S^em adatoms, forming a submonolayer and coadsorbed with
HUPD can withdraw electron gas from the Pt atoms with which they form a surface bond. This
electron withdrawal gives rise to a localized electron deficit which is compensated by

withdrawing electron gas from the neighboring Pt atoms as well as from those involved in the
Pt-HypD bond (27,154). The Pt substrate acts as a mediator bringing about lateral
S^ - HUPQ interactions. It was assumed that the electron density of the Pt - Hypo bond
should be decreased by the coadsorbed S^em adatoms, thus the Pt-Hypo bond should be
weaker in presence of a submonolayer of S^em that in its absence. This concept was tested
experimentally and theoretically and the results are presented below.
The Gibbs free energy ofadsorption in presence of S^em? ^(^rads(s)(^upD )?ls evaluated on the

basis equation 4.17 (27):

9H,,pn r.1/2 . _ ( BF

= f^ exp | i-eH^-es-'H2^l RTJ

AGads(S)^HUPD-

RT

[4.17]

In presence of the S^em submonolayer having Qschem=(^-^' Z^Jads(s)(^upD) has values
between -22 and -9 kJ mol-l, thus values less negative than those in absence of S^em; it
assumes the most negative values at the lowest T and the lowest OH,^; ^^Jads(^upD)
increases towards less negative values with increase of Q-^^ (Fig. 9. in chapter 2.2). This

change of AG^ (Hup^ ) with Og indicates that the lateral interactions between the Hypo
adatoms are repulsive and the slope of the AG^Hupo) versus 6y plots is a measure of
their strength (6,155-157). In the case of the UPD H in presence of S^em, the variations of
^JadsrSt(HupD ) wlth ©H,n,n are more pronounced at low T than at high T whereas in absence
of S^em they are roughly of the same magnitude. Thus one may conclude that in presence of
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the S^em submonolayer the lateral repulsions between the Hyp^ adatoms are stronger at low T

than at high T.
The entropy of adsorption in presence of the S^em submonolayer, AS^^^Hupo), was
evaluated based on the AG^g^Hupo) versus T relations for Gy^ =const; it has values
between -46 and 41 J mol K (Fig. 3. in chapter 2.2). The results show that the slope of

the AG^s^Hupo) versus T relations varies from negative values at low 6^^ to positive
ones at high 9^ thus indicating that AS^/^UPD) increases with Gy . Comparison of
AS^(Hupo) with AS^S)(HUPD) reveals that presence of the S^em submonolayer significantly
increases the entropy of the UPD.
The enthalpy ofadsorption in presence ofS^em, AH^ds(s)(^upD)? has values between -34 and
3 kJ mol"1 (Fig. 4. in chapter 2.2). An analysis of the data indicates that the presence of the

submonolayer of S^em significantly increases the enthalpy of the UPD H with respect to its
values in absence of S.'chem"
Determination of AH^(S)(HUPD) allowed evaluation of the influence of presence of the S^em
submonolayer having Oschem = ^•^ on the Pt-Hupo bond energy, Ep^y ^y The values of
^pt-HupD(s) ^or various OH^ are between 214 and 252 kJ mol" (Fig. 5. in chapter 2.2). The
results demonstrate that the presence of the S^em submonolayer decreases the Pt-Hup^ bond
energy by some 12-31 kJ mol~ , depending on 6^^ . The decrease of the Pt-Hypo bond
UPD

energy in presence of S^em indicates that the S^^ adatoms create an electron deficit at the
Pt - HUPQ bond giving rise to a weaker Pt - Hypo bond.

4.7 Thermodynamics of the UPD H on Pt(lll) Electrode.
Some work was performed on energetics of the UPD H on Pt electrodes claimed to be of

single-crystal nature (92-94) but an analysis of the CV profiles discloses that the electrodes
were disordered, thus that they were ofpolycrystalline nature (92).
Research on thermodynamics of the UPD H on Pt(lll) by application of CV as an
experimental tool followed by theoretical treatment of the experimental data, as described
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above, is feasible only in a diluted aq. N2804 solution because the two components of the CV
profile corresponding to the UPD H and anion adsorption are separated. A scrutiny of the

CV's discloses that the Hyp^ and anion adsorption slightly overlap, therefore the
deconvolution of the profiles into two components representing the two processes carries

some uncertainty (less than 2%; it is resolved on the basis of the charge under the overlapping
components) because the form of their adsorption isotherms for Hyp^ an<^ anion is not well
defined yet. Nevertheless, even with an uncertainty of some 2%, the current interpretation is
of importance and it represents an substantial contribution.
The numerically assessed values of AG^Hypp) fall in the -26 to -8 kJ mol-l range and

AG^(HUP^) has the most negative values at the smallest Oy and the lowest T (Fig. 8. in
chapter 3.3).
The standard entropy of adsorption, AS^(Hypo), determined on the ground of equation 4.5
has values from -63 to -79 J mol-l K-l (Fig. 9. in chapter 3.3).
The values of co (Hyp^) f°r various T reveal that o^Hupo) is scattered over a narrow range,
namely between 25 and 29 kj mol-l, the average value oflateral interactions, ©(Hypo)? being
27 kJ mol-l (Fig. 10. in chapter 3.3). In order to examine if ©(Hypo) as a function of T, the

data were fitted into a linear relation and the slope of the co(HupD) versus T plot was found to
be 2.2 x 10~2 kJ mol"1 K-l, thus there was practically no T-dependence of (0(11^?^) because

an increase of T by 100 K would result in a very small (2.2 kJ mol-l) variation of co (Hyp^)Positive values of ©(Hypo) indicate that the lateral interactions are repulsive. It is essential

to emphasize, for the first time, that the UPD H on Pt(lll) in 0.05 M aq. H^SO^ follows the
Frumkin electrochemical isotherm. This conclusion is of importance in comprehension of the
nature of H^pp and in analysis of its adsoq^tion site by combining spectroscopic (56-

59,158,159) and thermodynamic results. Knowledge of the average value of co (Hyp^) allows
one to determine the value of the dimensionless interaction parameter g which appears in the
Fmmkin isotherm (equation 4.8). The average value of the interaction parameter equals to 11

and it indicates that the lateral interaction between the Hypp adatoms on Pt(l 11) are strongly
repulsive.
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The enthalpy ofadsorption for the UPD H on Pt(lll) in 0.05 M aq. H^SO^, AH°^(H^), is
evaluated based on the above determined values of AG^(Hup^) at 298 K, thus AG^(HupQ),
and AS^(HUPD). AH^(HUPD) vs. Q^ relation demonstrates that AH^HypJ accepts
negative values between -44 and -32 kJ mol (Fig. 11. in chapter 3.3).
The Pt(l 11) - HupD surface bond energy, Ep^u^ , had never been evaluated for Hypp on a
well-defined single-crystal electrode and became a key objective of the project. Also,
evaluation of the Ep^n^g versus Oy relation is of importance in determination of the

influence of the electrified solid-liquid interface on the strength and nature of the
Pt(lll)-HupD surface bond. The values of E^m)^ for various Hupo coverages, Q^

for the UPD H in 0.05M aq. H^SO^ reveal that the Pt(lll)-HupD bond energy falls in the
250 - 262 kJ mol range and that its variation with Q^_ is rather negligible (Fig. 12. in
chapter 3.3).

The values of the Pt(lll)-H^em bond energy is 255 kJ mol-l (6); the datum for Ep^i^H
and the data for Ept(m)_H^ indicate that the respective bond energies for Hyp^ an<^ H^em are
close to each other, say within some less than 10 kJ mol . Proximity of the values of E^_y

and their independence of the surface geometry points to a similar surface binding mechanism
on various transition metals (6). It is tempting to state that Hupp should occupy the same
surface adsorption site as H^ based on the consistency of the respective bond energies

(99,146-148). However, the SFG IR experimental results of Tadjeddine and Peremans
(158,159) do not support the viewpoint and the authors conclude that Hupo occupies the ontop surface adsorption site. Thus, the issue of the adsorption site of Hypo still remains open
albeit the surface bond energy is known at the present time. Confirmation of the SFG IR data
by another technique would lead to conclusion that the electrochemical interface selects a

different adsoq^tion site for Hypo on Pt(lll), yet results in a bond being energetically
equivalent to H^m. Should this be correct, one would have to consider the surface electronic
structure of the top-most layer by taking into account local electronic effects associated with
the metal surface geometry and respective density of surface states.
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4.8 Thermodynamics of the UPD H on Pt(lll) Electrode in the Presence of
Chemisorbed Sulfur
Immersion of a Pt(lll) electrodes in aqueous Na^S solution leads to formation of a
monolayer of S^em which suppresses completely the UPD H and anion adsorption. The

chemical state of adsorbed S on the Pt(lll) substrate was evaluated by Auger Electron
Spectroscopy (AES) and Core Level Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (CEELS).
Characteristic absence of the AES oxygen signals indicates that sulfur oxides are not formed
on the surface irrespective of the S-coverage. On the basis of the AES data, the authors
conclude that S adatoms on the Pt(lll) substrate are predominantly neutral. However, as
shown below and discussed in ref. 160, a noticeable charge transfer between Pt(lll) and S is

giving rise to a partial negative charge on S, thus to ionicity of the Pt(lll)-S surface bond
(CEELS measurements document the electron redistribution at the Pt(lll) surface; see ref.
161).
The main core-level loss feature for the S^ layer at 165 eV is attributed to electron

transition from the S2p energy level to an empty bound state above the Fermi level but before
the unoccupied continuum, such as S3d (160). The S2p - S3d energy gap obtained on the
basis of the theoretical studies (162) is very close to the experimentally observed 165 eV value
(Fig. 4. in chapter 3.4). The origin of the additional core-level loss feature at higher energy is

not clear yet (160). The CEELS peaks for S^ and the Na^S thin film are at 165.5 eV and
164 eV, respectively, demonstrate that the main loss energy of the S-adsorbate is 1.5 eV
higher than that for Na-^S. However, based on X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)

measurements (163), the S2p binding energy difference between elemental sulfur and Na^S is
higher, namely 2.2 eV. This highlights the difference between the surface and elemental sulfur
strongly indicating that the S adatoms carry a partial negative charge due to electron density

shift from Pt(l 11) to S.
The surface structures formed by S^em were examined by LEED in relation to the S^em
coverage, 65 _ (Fig. 5. in chapter 3.4). The S^em coverage was controlled by oxidative
desoqrtion ofS^em through repetitive scanning of the S,hem-covere^ Pt(lll) electrode to 1.20

V, RHE (Fig. 2. in chapter 3.4). The LEED data disclose that S^m forms well-defined
structures as 63 _ decreases. It is of interest to compare these structures with those formed
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under UHV condition during thermal desorption (Fig. 6. in chapter 3.4). The UHV
experiments show that upon thermal desorption of S^em from the Pt(l 11) substrate two well-

defined structures are formed: (i) (VSxV^RSO0 at 63^-1/3; and (ii) p(2x2) at
6g = I / 4. Thus, electrochemical oxidative desorption of S^em allows improved and more
precise control of the S^em coverage and formation of a new structure, namely c(2 x 2) at
Q^ =1/2, which has not been achieved under UHV condition. LEED patterns were also
observed for 6g,_ below 0.2 ML, thus indicating that the surface was covered by structured
S>chem islands of the size higher than the coherence length of the electron beam at the kinetic
energy applied, therefore some more than 50A.
On the basis of the thennodynamic approach presented above, thermodynamic state functions
of the UPD H on Pt(lll) in presence of a submonolayer of S^em having Q^ =0.10 were
examined. The Gibbs free energy of adsorption in presence of the submonolayer of S^em,
^Jads(s)(HupD). was evaluated on the basis equation 4.17.

In presence of the S^em submonolayer having 6g =0.1, AG^s^Hupo) has values between
-15 and -2 kJ mol-l, thus values less negative than those in absence of S^em; ll assumes the
most negative values at the lowest T and the lowest 6«
. It has been mentioned above that
IUPD
for T = const AG^ (Hypp) increases towards less negative values with increase of Oy .

This change of AG^g (Hypp ) with Oy indicates that the lateral interactions between the
HupQ adatoms are repulsive and the slope of the AG ^(Hypi)) versus 6^ plots is a measure
of their strength (6,155-157). In the case of the UPD H in presence of S^em, the variations of
^Tads(S)(^UPD ) wlth ^HypD are more pronounced at low T than at high T whereas in absence
of S^em they are roughly of the same magnitude. Thus one may conclude that in presence of
the S^em submonolayer the lateral repulsions between the Hypo adatoms are stronger at low T

than at high T.
The entropy ofadsorption in presence of the S^em submonolayer, AS^(S)(HUPD) has values

between 64 and 135 J mol~ K~ . Comparison of AS^(Hupo) with AS^(S)(HUPD) reveals
that presence of the S^em submonolayer significantly increases the entropy of the UPD.
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The enthalpy ofadsorption in presence of S^em, AH^(S)(HUPD) has values between 4 and 32
kJ mol . An analysis of the data indicates that presence of the submonolayer of S,chem
significantly increases the enthalpy ofadsoq^tion with respect to its values in absence of S^em
chem

The values of AS^s^Hupo) and AH^s/Hupo) reveal that the UPD H on Pt(lll) is
enthalpy-driven in absence of S^em but becomes entropy-driven in presence of S^em • The data
indicate that presence of S^em decreases the surface bond energy between Hyp^ and the

Pt(lll) substrate through local electron withdrawing effects which decrease the electron
density at the Pt(l 1 1) - Hypo bond.
The values of Ei>_u
/<« for various 9u are between 214 and 186 kJ mol"1. The results
LUPDW - - - "UPD
demonstrate that presence of the S^em submonolayer decreases the Pt - Hyp^ l)on(l energy.
The decrease of the Pt-HypQ bond energy indicates that the S^em adatoms create an electron
deficit at the Pt - Hyp^ bond giving rise to a weaker Pt - Hyp^ bond.

The results represent an important contribution to comprehension of the atomic-level
mechanism of the action of SBE's and their impact on coadsorbed Hyp^ adatoms and that they
will serve in subsequent development of criteria for selection and design of surface species
which could act selectively either as surface poisons or surface poisons of H adsorption and
absorption.
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CONCLUSIONS
The importance of thermodynamic studies of the under potential deposition of hydrogen
(UPD H) on noble-metal electrocatalysts such as Rh and Pt has been and the validity of the
theoretical methodology has been examined. The theoretical treatment which leads to
determination of important thermodynamic state functions requires knowledge of the relation
between the HupD surface coverage, potential and temperature as achieved on the basis of
cyclic-voltammetry studies. Theoretical treatment of the experimental data results in

determination of the Gibbs free energy, entropy and enthalpy of adsorption, AG^, AS^ and
AH^, respectively. It has been established that the UPD H can occur when the following
thermodynamic condition is fulfilled: 1/2D^-AH^(Hupo) )0. The new theoretical
approach presented in the thesis leads to determination of the bond energy between the noblemetal substrate, S, and the under-potential deposited H, Hupp, Bg_Hupo. This theoretical
methodology has been advanced to metallic and semiconductor species and a formula for the
bond energy, ES_M.^ , between the noble-metal substrate, S, and the adsorbate, M, has been
proposed. It has been emphasized that knowledge of Es-Hupo or ^s-Mupo ls essentlal m
evaluation of the binding forces acting between the substrate and the deposit, thus the forces
that are responsible for adhesion of the deposit to the substrate,
Temperature-dependence of the UPD H on Rh electrodes from 0.05, 0.1 and 0.5M aqueous
VL^SO^ solutions by cyclic-voltammetry followed by theoretical treatment of the data has

allowed determination of AG^Hypo), AS^Hupo) and AH^(Hupo) of the process.
AGads(HupD) accepts values from -8 to -18 kJ mol-l, AS^jHypJ from -15 to -125
J mol-1 K-1, and AH^(HupD) from -15 to -52 kJ mol-1. In the case of the UPD H on Pt
electrodes from 0.05, 0.10 and 0.50M aqueous VL^SO^ solutions, AG^Hupo) varies from
-11 to -25 kJ mol-1, AS^(HUPD) from -40 to -90 J mol-1 K-1, and AH;^(HupD) from -27
to -46 kJ mol-l. Increase of AGads(Hupi)) towards less-negative values with the increasing
HUPQ surface coverage, Q^ , in the case of both Rh and Pt indicates that the lateral
interactions between Hyp^ adatoms are of the repulsive nature. Knowledge of AH^(HupD)
has allowed elucidation of the surface bond energy between the noble-metal substrate and
HUPQ. The value of B^_H is between 235 and 265 kJ mol~ , depending on the Hyp^
surface coverage (QH.^). The value of ER^H.^ is close to that of the bond energy between
Rh and the chemisorbed H (H,hem)» ERh-H^. the latte1' l3eing 255 kj mor • The value of
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^Pt-H^n ^s m i^e 245 to 265 kJ mol-l range, depending on the Hyp^ surface coverage,
OM.__ . The value of Ep,_w___ is within 10 kJ mol- of the bond energy between Pt and the
•UPD

'''•"•"•UPD

chemisorbed H, H^em, ER-H^? the latter being in the 243-255 kJ mol-l range for the lowindex single-crystal faces. Proximity of these values points to a similar binding mechanism
under the conditions involving presence of an electric field and the electrolyte and under gasphase conditions. It is concluded that Hyp^ and H^em might occupy the same surface
adsorption site since thermodynamically they are equivalent species. Thus, Hypo alike H^^
might be embedded in the surface lattice of the noble-metal substrate.
Immersion of Pt in aqueous Na^S solution leads to formation of a monolayer of S^em which
completely suppressed the UPD H; a submonolayer of S^em having its surface coverage of less

than 0.33 blocks the UPD H but only partially. The S^em monolayer can be gradually
desorbed by scanning the potential to E^ 1.2 V, thus by oxidative desorption. By application
of this methodology, the S^ coverage can be controlled with an precision of 2% of a ML.
In presence of a submonolayer of S^em (Os=0-l)» ^G'ads(^upD) as we^ as ^^^(11^0)5
AH^(Hupo) and Ep^n^ assume different values than in its absence. AG^Hupo) varies
from -22 to -9 kJ mol-1, AS^(HupD) from -46 to 41 J mol-1 K-1, and AH^(HupD) from
-34 to 3 kJ mol"1. The Pt - Hypp bond energy has values from 214 to 252 kJ moF1. The
decrease of the Pt - Hyp^ bond energy brought about by a submonolayer of S^em ls explained
as follows: The S^ adatoms chemisorbed on Pt create an electron-density deficit at the Pt

surface atoms to which they are bonded. This deficit propagates through the Pt substrate and
gives rise to local electron withdrawal from the Pt-Hypo bond, thus to a lower electron
density, and consequently to a weaker Pt - Hyp^ bond. The repulsive interactions between
the HUPD adatoms are stronger in presence of the S^<m submonolayer than in its absence.

Studies of temperature dependence of the UPD H and anion adsorption on Pt(lOO) in 0.5M
aqueous ^[3804 solution by cyclic-voltammetry indicate that the overall adsorption/desorption
charge density decreases by about 1/3 with respect to the charge density at the lowest T. The
shaqp peak at 0.375 V vs. RHE assigned to the anion adsoq)tion decreases its potential,
current density and charge density. The CV feature assigned to the UPD H, a wide shoulder
overlapping the shaq? peak, also decreases with T augmentation but the decline of its charge
density is less pronounced. The results indicate that the Hyp^ and anion surface coverages
(GH and 6^), are strongly temperature-dependent. This behavior may be assigned to
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lateral repulsive interactions between the respective species. Similar cyclic-voltammetry

experiments on Pt(lll) in 0.5M aqueous 112804 solution indicate that the adsorptiondesoq^tion charge density decreases only slightly (by 25 p,C cm-2) when T is raised 63 K. The
CV component corresponding to the UPD H shifts towards less-positive values when T is
increased whereas that of the anion adsorption towards more-positive ones. The surface
coverage by the Hyp^ adatoms and the adsorbed anions decreases slightly upon T extension
indicating that the lateral interactions between alike species are repulsive. The asymmetric
wave in the double-layer region reveals a complex compartment upon T augmentation. The
behavior of the anodic wave is distinct from that for the cathodic one.

An analysis of the CV profiles for Pt(lll) and Pt(lOO) shows that the UPD H and the anion
adsorption regions shift towards less-positive potentials when T is raised. Integration of the

C Vs for Pt(lll) discloses that the overall adsorption-desorption charge density decreases
from 255 to 230 (^C cm"2 when T is raised from 275 to 328 K. In the case ofPt(lOO), the
overall adsorption-desorption charge density decreases from 220 to 150 |jCcm~2, thus by 70
(J,Ccm-z when T is raised from 293 to 328 K. Because the Hyp^ and anion adsoq^tion
regions on Pt(lll) in 0.05 M aq. 1^04 are separated, one may determine AG^(Hupp),

AS^(H^), AH^(H^)andthePt(lll)-H^ surface bond energy, E^n^^. The data
show that AG^(HupD) varies from -26 to -8 kJmol"1, AS^H^) from -80 to -62
Jmol-lK-1, AH^(HUPD) from -44 to -33 kJ mol-1, and Ep^^_^ from 262 to 250
kJ mol- . An analysis of the AG^(Hupo) versus Q^^ plots reveal that the UPD H follows
the Fmmkin isotherm and the energy of lateral interactions (here repulsive), co, is 27 ± 2
kJmol, and the corresponding dimensionless parameter g is close to 11. The value of
Iipt(m)-H is close to the surface bond energy between the chemisorbed H, H^em, and
Pt(lll), EP^)_H^, the later being 255 kjmol-1. Proximity of Ep^i^^ to Ept(in)-H^
points to a similar binding mechanism of H under gas-phase and electrochemical conditions.
Moreover, similar binding energies indicate that the two species might occupy the same
surface adsorption site.
Immersion ofPt(lll) in aqueous Na^S solution results in formation of a compact monolayer

ofchemisorbed S, S^emi having the (1x1). This layer can be gradually removed, but still with
formation of well-defined structures, by oxidative desorption of S^em through scanning the
electrode to E ^ 0.95 V, RHE; the S ^ coverage can be controlled with a precision of 2% of
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a monolayer. The compact S^^ monolayer completely suppresses the UPD H and anion

adsoq3tion as well as it affects the oxide growth behavior on Pt(lll). S^em forms welldefined structures on Pt(lll) for 0.50 ^9g,
> 0.25.
When
Q^_ —
< -•—-5
0.20, the S,^ adatoms
ichan
— ''•—•
.—" -y^^

form structured islands. AES and CEELS experiments indicate that the chemisorbed S is not
present in an oxidized or a reduced state; it is almost of atomic character with an incomplete

negative charge due to partial charge transfer between the Pt(lll) substrate and the S
adsorbate. Presence of submonolayers of S^em having a well-defined coverage significantly
influences thermodynamics of the UPD H. In the case of a S^,^ submonolayer having
6g =0.10 AG^(S)(HUPD) has values from -15 to -2 kJ mol~ , thus values less-negative than
in absence of S^em. In presence of this S^em submonolayer AS^(HupD) has values from 64 to
135 Jmol-lK~1 whereas AH^(Hupo) values from 4 to 32 kJ mol. Comparison of
AS^s(Hupo) with AS^(3)(HupD) reveals that the presence of the S^em submonolayer

significantly increases the entropy of the UPD. Increase of AH^Hup^) from negative values
to positive ones in presence of S^em affects both the Pt(l 11) - Hypp surface bond energy as

well as the nature of the driving force of the UPD H. While in absence of S^em the UPD H on
Pt(l 11) is enthalpy-driven, the process becomes entropy-driven in presence of S^em • Finally,
the data indicate that presence of S^em decreases the Pt(l 11) - Hypp surface bond energy and
the values of E^,_u
^ fall in the 214-186 kJ mol"1 range. The diminution of the
•UPD'
Pt(l 11) - HUPD bond energy caused by the S,hem submonolayer may be explained as follows:
The S^em adatom is an electron-withdrawing species and occupies the three-fold hollow site
on Pt(l 11). Because its orbitals overlap those of the three top-most Pt surface atoms as well
as one in the second layer, S^em increases its ionicity and creates a partial positive charge on
the Pt surface atoms to which it is bonded. These Pt surface atoms compensate this electron-

density deficit by withdrawing electron density from neighboring surface atoms as well as
those involved in forming a bond with the Hypo, consequently resulting in a lower electron

density at the Pt(l 11) - Hyp^ bond. This reduction of the electron density translates into a
weaker surface bond.
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APPENDIX
Reference states in the electrochemical adsorption isotherm

i) Definition of Standard State for Gibbs Free Energy H UPD
It is necessary to explain the meaning of standard Gibbs free energy, AG^(Hupo), introduced
in general electrochemical isotherm in the Appendix in chapter 2.2. First, one can consider the
two single-electrode processes taking place at the working electrode (WE), metal Mj, and the
reference electrode (KE), metal M^ :
H++e+Mi <-> Mi-HupD (WE) [1]

H++e o 1/2 H^ (RE) [2]
Based upon these two reactions one can write the following balance of the electrochemical

potentials for reaction [1]:
—M,

4M,(T,)+^(T,.a^,)+H:"(T,)=n^H^(T,,eH^) [3]
and for reaction [2]:
HH.(T,.a^)+HM'a)=THH,(rl2,fH,) [4]
where the temperature in each compartment is T^ and T;, respectively. Subtraction of the two

single-electrode processes, [2] from [I], leads to the following total reaction:
l/2H,+M,->Mi-H^

[5]

Subtraction of the equation [4] from equation [3] gives the corresponding isotherm for
reaction [5]:
^Equations in this appendix are developed by Prof. A. Lasia.
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SH^ _ € V, .^ F(E,-E,)
expl-—;^—lexp
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AG:^.__(T;,T,,9
„.__)'
[UFD \ ~l' ~2 ' ~ HypD

RT

l-eH« ^ "^ RT

[6]

where:

^^,T,,Q»J = [<-„„„ (T,,e)-n«(I;)- </T,)]-[iHH,a)- n^O)] [7]
When two compartments contain the same activity of H at the same temperature,

T = T == T, activities in equation [6] cancel and equation [7] is simplified to:

AG^HjT,9Hj=n^(T,9H^,)-4M(T)-K(T) [8]
which is exactly AG^ .H.^IT,GH^J for reaction [5]. However, when the temperatures is in
both compartments are not identical the significance of this term is more complex.
Moreover, when the two temperatures are different and that for reaction [2] is constant, the

derivative 5AG^H,^IT^H,^J/^T §lves the standard entropy of reaction [1] instead of the
reaction [5] while the corresponding derivative for two reactions at the same temperature
gives the thermodynamic parameters of reaction [5]. Therefore, in Appendix in chapter 1.2,

equation [17] is equivalent to equation [20] only at the standard temperature.
For the Langmuir isotherm one can write:

^M,-A(T,eJ = HM,^(e,^ = 0.5)+RTln^- [9]
'A

where A is adsorbed species and the standard chemical potential, M-M.-A^r.A =0.5),
correspond to the surface coverage equal 0.5. However, this isotherm can not be used for
electroadsoqrtion of hydrogen because this process has not Langmurian behavior. The
general form ofisotherm can be expressed as:
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4M,-H^(T,OH^J
= M'M,-H^ (T.QH.^ ) + RTln, UHUPD [10]
4-nUPD \ -' "WO / r JvlI-nXJPD '*• •' " nUPD
HUPQ

4M,-H^IT^H..J
= rto-H^(TA.H.»J+f(T,6H_)+RTln—^^
[11]
LI-UUPD \-? "HUPD/ '"MI-MUPD
v - ' ~ r>UUPD 7 ' ~V*'~UUPD
IUPD

where M^-H^C^Or.H^) ls surface coverage independent standard chemical potential of
hydrogen adsorption at the surface coverage Q,^^. However, its reference state is

determined by the equation [12] (46,154, 155):
6r.H

f(9.H»,,T)+RTln, •'•^ =0 [12]
LUPD

for example, assuming the Frumkin isotherm f(T,6H ) = (QQ^_ and for co = 27 kJ mol for

UPD H on Pt(lll) Q^_ = 0.155 (for T=298 K). This means that AG^(HupD) from the
thesis,
extrapolated
for 9y
=0—is,
in—ads,
fact,UUPD
AG(L\ u
at~r,±lupD'
9,y . Therefore,
., _.—_^_——_
-_- "JUypp
- —•)
—";>
~' lT,6.i.r
~ r,UupQ j
/ ~'
-"———-—} for
all the values should be recalculated for the same value of 6, u . It should be
LUPD

added that the reference state of Q^,_ =0.5 is suggested also for Frumkin isotherm,
however, some additional recalculations are necessary (155).
It should be kept in mind that, in general, AG^ H,^^T,9^_J is described as:

AG^,H^(T,9H^)= ^,-H^(T,9H^)-HM,(T)-i^(T,fH,) [13]

<-HjT,eHj-4M,(T)-iHH,(T)+RTln^

UPD

-RTlnf^2 [14]

e^ I "'"AAH
'HUFD

=AG^.(T,e^)-RThifH/,2 [15]

=K-H^(T,9,H^)-HM,(T)-i^(T)]+f(T,9^)+RTln-^-^—RTln^ [16]
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= AG^(T,9,,H^)+f(T,e^)+RTln-,-e^°—RTlnf^ [17]
LUPD

AG^,^(T,9^)=-FE

[18]

where AG^y (T,9 y ) is the surface coverage independent standard Gibbs free energy
of hydrogen adsorption at the surface coverage Q,^_. Using the formula [18], free energy of
adsorption may be calculated at any surface coverage. Figure Ib shows 3D plot of the Gibbs
free energy of adsorption, AG^H,n,nlT,OH,n>J, as a function of Q^^ and T, is calculated
based on equation 18, for the UPD H on Pt(lll) in 0.05 M aq. H^SO^. AG,^ ,H,.n(T.9H^n)
has values from - 32 to -7 kJ mol depending on Q^ and T. After correction for

-RTlnf^2, AG^.H^(T,6H^) can be calculated based on equation [15]. AG^^JT^H^)
has not effect of fugacity change due to temperature change. One may compare
AG^M.__(T,6w.__j
with
l'riUPD v ~'~ UUPD values
/ '—~- ••——
— AG^^_(T,6Fr__)
aas,riupD \ -' ~ tiupD based on the electrochemical isotherm

equation [6] which is presented as a 3D plot (Figure la). AG^H^[T,OH J has the
9.
configurational Gibbs free energy ofadsorption, RTln-;—S2DI-QH.,

IUPD

ii) Definition of Standard State for Entropy andEnthalpy of H UPD
Thermodynamic
parameters of adsorption process are determined by differentiation of
Thermodynamic parameters
AG°.

(T,QH.J:

'ads.HypD
IUPD \ ' "UPD

faAGL^_(T,e,
9

ads>HT^)WHUPD/
I =-AS^H.,jT,eH.J [19]
'

ar

Ye

and

f^G^.jT^J/T'
=AH:,,HjT,9Hj [20]
a(i/T)
LWD V ~ ' ~ HUPD
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However, taking into account equation [12], the following expression is obtained:

faAG^jT^J) (^AG^JT,9,H,J) faf(T,eH_))

[21]

IUPD \ ~'~MUPD / I I ~~ aas> riUPD \ - ' " I'>JtlUPD / I . I "~ \ ~? ~-tlUPD

5T

+

BT

BT

,9

,9

Subsequently, from equations [19] and [21], one gets the following equation:
^A<%S.H.,JT>QH,,J
IUPD \ ' rlUPD

ST

"^S^HupD^r.HupD)"

h

[22]
}Q

^ ^ ^rS(f(T,9H»)/T)^

5AGL.H,,JTA.J/T
IUPD \ -' ~ HUPD

8(1 /T)

af(T'6H,J
6T

Ye

lads, H^ ^r,H^ ^ + ^ Q^)

where AS^H^(9,.H,_) is the surface coverage independent standard entropy of H UPD at
the surface coverage Q^_. One can calculate the surface coverage coverage independent
standard enthalpy of H UPD at the surface coverage 9 g , AH^ y (Qr.H.^ ) • Knowing the
lence of ff6uIUPD
) on /Qv
the corrections may be made and the
"UPD
parameters may be compared for the same value of 6^^ .
Also, AH^H^(9,.H,^) can be determined by equation [24]:

[24]

AH^H.^
?r.H^
) = AGSL
(T,
e,H,..)
+ TAS^L
LUPD
v ~ r'JH'UPD
/ ~nUPD
v —
' ~ rinUPD
'' ' -~nUPD(Qr.H,^
v - I''tlUPD )
^S^s H.^ (QH.^ ) can be determined by the following equation:

9,

^AG^.H^(T,9H_)
'

ai

=-AS;;^(Qr_H^)+
^9

5AG:^._.(T,9^__y
'

BT

^(T,e^
'
ar

=-ASC^.H_(OH^)

a|RTin-^TO+

I-QH,,
LUI

5T

[25]

[26]

,9
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AH^ Q_ (QH.^ ) can ^e determined by the following equation:
AHn_ (OH_ ) = AGn.^ (T,6H.^ ) + TAS^ (GH,^ ) [27]
IUPD N "UPD / "UPD N '" "UPD '' "UPD ^ •nUPD

One may determine AS^ ^^ (QH,^ ) as a function of Oy^ based on the equation [26] (Fig. 2)
and determine AH^^^(6^^) as a function of Q^ based on the equation [27] and can be
presented as Fig. 3. The energy of the Pt(lll)-Hupo bond can be determined based on the
values of AH^^^(9^^) for various Hupp surface coverages (Fig. 3) and equation 9 in
chapter 3.4.
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Figure 1. 3D plots showing the Gibbs free energy ofadsorption as a function of 6y and T,
AG^H^(T,QH^J, for the UPD H on Pt(lll) in 0.05 M aq. li^SO,,
(a) AG^ .H^IT,GH J is calculated based on electrochemical isotherm equation [6]
has values from -25 to -8 kJ moF ; (b) AG^H,_(T,9H._J is calculated based
on equation [18], AG^ H,^(T^H,n,n) = -FE> has values fi'om ~ 32 to -6 kj morl

(c) AG^H^T,OH J is calculated based on equation [15] has values from - 32 to
-6 kJ mol-1
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Figure 2. Dependence of AS^H,n,.(9H,^) on 6H.^ for the UPD H on Pt(lll) in 0.05M aq
H2S04. 0 presents AS^H^(OH.,^) based on equation [19] has values from -63 to

-79 J mol-l K ; D presents AS^^_(9H^) based on equation [26] has values
from -39 to -86 J mol-1 K-1

^
10
0.6

HOTD

Figures. Dependence of AH^H^(T,OH^) and E^^_^on Q^ for the UPD H on
Pt(lll) in 0.05M aq H2S04. 0 presents AH^.H_(T,6H._) based on equation
[20] has values from -44 to -32 kJ mol-l . D shows AH;^.H_(T.9H.»J based on
equation [27] has values from -44 to -33 kJ mol~ . Dependence of Ep^^_H on

9/HUPD
for
UPD
H -^Pt(lll)-HupD
on E,
wi the
"^ ^x^
A-*- u"

can be determined based on

AH°^H^(T,eH^) (presented by 0) and AH^H^CT^H^) (presented by D) and
equation 9 in chapter 3.4 both have values from 262 to 251 kJ mol .
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